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Abstract 
The most distinguishing feature of Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs), when com-
pared with generic mobile networks, is the increased mobility of the nodes. This results in 
the existence of transient communication links, which degrade the performance of devel-
oped protocols. Established routes frequently become invalid, and existing communication 
flows are interrupted, incurring delay and additional overhead. In the course of this thesis 
we aim to provide a metric to support the design of networks that can proactively adapt 
to a constantly changing topology. In addition, node mobility may cause network frag-
mentation, especially during stages of initial deployment. This means that no end-to-end 
connectivity can be assumed, rendering traditional protocols unusable, and has led to the 
development of Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN). Inspired by the inherent need of most 
VANET applications to interact with infrastructure, we examine how the placement of 
sparsely located stationary nodes can be optimized for different DTN scenarios. 
The first part of the thesis focuses on the prediction of the remaining time for which a given 
radio link in the VANET context can be successfully used for efficient communication. 
Such knowledge may be utilized toward the construction of reliable communication routes, 
or Quality of Service provisioning. We take a cross-layer approach, utihzing physical layer 
information, and formulate a relevant parameter estimation problem. Contrary to existing 
methods, the models used aim to capture the temporal dependency of the link quality as 
accurately as possible, by taking the underlying structure of vehicle movement and the 
propagation characteristics of the radio channel into account. The acquired estimates go 
beyond describing the tendency of the link quality, while the utilization of link quality 
measurements allows us to lift common assumptions, such as knowledge of the position 
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and velocity vectors of the nodes, the transmission power, or the adoption of specific 
mobility models. We evaluate the proposed methods by explicitly considering multipath 
and shadow fading, and for a wide range of mobility characteristics. We demonstrate that 
the produced estimates can be-successfully used to identify the longest-living link among 
two given links, and to construct long-lived routes. For the latter, we devise a modification 
to Dijsktra's algorithm, so that we can identify a max-min path in a connected graph. 
Moving on to a higher level, we look into the placement of infrastructure as means to 
enhance or enable connectivity in Delay Tolerant Networks. The stationary nodes are 
assumed to be connected, and there is a finite set of candidate locations where these 
may be placed. We formulate an optimization problem, where each candidate location 
is assigned a cost and we aim to maximize certain performance metrics under a given 
budget constraint; the merit of using the proposed framework for placement optimization 
is evaluated based on traces collected from a bus-based vehicular network. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
THIS thesis is concerned with a distinctive class of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs), known as Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs). VANETs are self-
configuring networks consisting of vehicles equipped with the necessary capabilities that 
enable them to connect to each other via wireless links. The use of the term VANET 
has been extended to include both vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside nodes 
communications [1]; as reported in [2], there is a lack of realistic scenarios where pure 
infrastructure-less vehicular networks are beneficial. 
VANETs possess numerous inherent attributes, which distinguish them from typical par-
adigms of generic mobile networks. The mobility characteristics of vehicles, the un-
favourable radio propagation conditions under which VANETs are operating, the wide 
range of available wireless technologies and the diversity of possible applications, pose 
various challenges that make the development of suitable communication protocols highly 
demanding. Nevertheless, the potential of their application has sparked the interest of the 
research community, in academia and industry alike. 
VANET-specihc applications range from collision avoidance to location-based advertising 
(requiring connectivity on the small scale, i.e. in the close neighbourhood of the node) or 
in-vehicle web browsing and real-time navigation aware of traffic conditions (requiring con-
nectivity on a larger scale). Another interesting practical example application, examined 
under the MESSAGE project [3], is the use of VANETs as sensor networks. Sensors are de-
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ployed on vehicles, and can in this way cover a larger area during the vehicle's movement. 
Large-scale connectivity is required for the forwarding of the collected information to a 
central repository, and to enable closed-loop monitoring, in the sense that specific nodes 
may be occasionally required by the central repository to collect specific kind of data, or 
provide measurements of increased granularity. The vehicles' movement enables them to 
come in contact with infrastructure nodes, either directly or in a multi-hop fashion. In 
addition, reliable connectivity on the small-scale is required to enable data aggregation 
within the network^, as well as for the establishment of multi-hop routes. 
However, there are yet specific issues that need to be addressed before VANETs can be 
commercially deployed. It is important to note that there is a critical node density re-
quired for the realistic implementation of various application scenarios. The isolation of 
individual nodes, or groups of nodes, occurs due to the extensive area over which an actual 
VANET will be operating, the vehicles' diverse mobility patterns and the varying traffic 
conditions. In other words, various nodes may be disconnected from the network, and no 
end-to-end connectivity may be assumed among all pairs of nodes. This issue is especially 
significant during stages of initial deployment, further impeding commercial use. On a 
more technical side, transient connectivity due to node mobility is an inherent attribute 
of all mobile networks, and becomes even more evident in the case of vehicular commu-
nications. This causes significant problems as communication, in the sense of established 
routes, is disrupted very often, resulting in poor performance. Furthermore, practical 
implementations [4] of popular MANET protocols which have been often proposed for 
vehicular applications, such as AODV [5] and DSDV [6], have reported that the existence 
of transient links due to mobility and fading results in the establishment of unreliable 
routes, which are not suitable for communication, rendering the actual performance of 
typical MANET protocols much poorer than expected. 
The high mobility of the nodes is the most prominent feature of Vehicular Ad-hoc Net-
works, and may be considered as the root cause of the afore-mentioned challenges. This 
thesis addresses the implications of high node mobility on two different levels. 
^Nodes collecting data in the same area may combine their measurements and report back the aggre-
gated data, to decrease network traffic. 
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On a link-level, we aim to provide network designers with a tool to combat the adverse 
effect of transient connectivity, by exploring ways for predicting the link lifetime based on 
physical layer measurements. We focus on the development of metrics which will allow 
for the inclusion of expected link, and therefore route lifetime in network operations. We 
propose methods to estimate the remaining time for which a radio link can be utilized for 
successful communication, defined as the Link Residual Time (LRT). These methods are 
intended to provide with predictions of the future topology of the network. The availability 
of such knowledge can be integrated in the design of communication protocols, enabling, 
for example, the selection of temporally stable and reliable communication routes, or serv-
ing as input for Quality of Service related provision. 
On a network-level, node mobility may cause network fragmentation, in the sense that 
no end-to-end connectivity among the nodes of the network can be assumed. The field of 
Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) [7] pertains at the specific problems aris-
ing in mobile fragmented networks, aiming at "enabling communication where otherwise 
there may he none" [8]. Inspired by the inherent need of VANET applications to interact 
with infrastructure, we propose a framework that targets at optimizing the infrastructure 
placement process, as a means to enable or improve communication under the DTN par-
adigm. We explore two different scenarios, namely information collection over a vehicular 
sensor network and bridging of heterogeneous VANETs, operating in the same area but 
employing different wireless technologies. 
Section 1.1 is intended to give a general overview of the area, aiming to describe the basic 
directions of VANET research. The nature and implications of VANET-specific charac-
teristics are examined in more detail in section 1.2. We focus on the implications of high 
node mobility, explain the main aims and challenges, together with the ways those are 
addressed throughout the thesis in section 1.3. Sections 1.4 and 1.5 explain how the thesis 
is organized, and briefiy describe the main contributions and the contents of each of the 
following chapters. 
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1.1 General Overview 
In traditional network design, different network architecture functions have been con-
ceptually divided in different layers (Physical, Data Link, Network, Transport, Session, 
Presentation and Application layer). For wireless communications, one-hop transmission 
functionalities, managing communication between nodes within the range of each other, 
are handled by the lower layers (physical and data hnk). The network layer extends this 
functionality to an end-to-end communication between nodes that are not within range to 
each other, enabling in this way the function of upper layers. This means that a suitable 
routing protocol, responsible for specifying the path of and forwarding the data flow from 
the sender to the receiver, needs to be developed. In this way, a multi-hop network is 
implemented. As routing is a function that is directly coupled with the network topology, 
it is clear that traditional routing protocols, initially designed for wired networks, are not 
applicable to the constantly changing topology of VANETs. Following the notation of [2] 
or [9], VANET architecture can be largely divided into three parts, each one strongly 
linked to and dependent on the previous one(s) 
1. enabling technologies, entailing Medium Access Control, antennas and power 
control, so that one hop ad-hoc networking can be achieved, 
2. networking, addressing routing/forwarding schemes, transport protocol related is-
sues and interconnection to the internet, on the whole enabling multihop ad-hoc 
networking and 
3. applications and middleware. 
1.1.1 Enabl ing Technologies -Achiev ing S ingle-Hop 
Enabling technologies may draw upon widely adopted developed standards for wireless 
communications, such as the set of 802.11 standards, bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), ZigBee 
(IEEE 802.15.4) or even cellular networks. The development of 802.lip, part of the WAVE 
(Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments) suite, defining enhancements to the 802.11 
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standard so that it can support data exchange between high speed vehicles and vehicles 
and roadside access points, is indicative of the emerging interest toward such a technology. 
In addition to that, CALM (Continuous Air Interface for Long and Medium range) is an 
effort to integrate numerous different wireless technologies in a uniform system, resulting 
in a more robust solution. Due to the numerous challenges research in the area of enabling 
technologies for VANETs has been prolific. A detailed study of the topic is given in [10]. 
1.1.2 Network ing - Achiev ing M u l t i - H o p 
Numerous routing protocols for VANETs have been proposed; some have been initially 
designed for MANETs and consequently tested on or adapted for vehicular networks. 
Fig. 1.1 attempts to distinguish between different approaches when it comes to routing 
strategies in a systematic way^. We divide routing strategies in two large categories, 
depending on whether real-time connectivity can be assumed. Real-time connectivity in 
this context ascertains the existence of at least one path (consisting of simultaneously 
active links) between any two nodes of the network. To the other end, we have Delay 
or Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN), a paradigm which does not assume end-to-
end connectivity. One of the most characteristic attributes of VANETs is the frequent 
fragmentation of the network, resulting in disconnected groups of nodes. It seems that an 
integrated solution should be converging toward a cluster-based hierarchical architecture, 
where real-time routing strategies can be used for intra-cluster routing and DTN schemes 
will avail in inter-cluster data exchange. 
For the case of fully connected networks, it is common to divide the proposed schemes 
into topology- and position-h&sed routing protocols. 
Topology based protocols mainly stem from MANET routing design, and can be further 
divided based on the way that routes are determined into two main categories:Proactive 
or table driven and reactive or source driven [2]. 
Proactive protocols stem from traditional protocols used for packet switched computer 
networks. These protocols continuously evaluate the routes within the network, i.e. each 
^There exist however hybrid solutions adopting elements from more than one category. 
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Figure 1.1: Overview of different approaches for V A N E T routing. 
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node maintains its own view of the topology, by means of propagating routing information 
at a specific time interval; event triggered updates are also accommodated in some cases. 
In this way, routes are immediately available when a flow appears, eliminating the route 
discovery waiting time, thus leading to lower latency. Moreover, the routing overhead 
remains constant in relation to the number of senders. The latter can be an advantage 
or disadvantage, depending on the size of the network and the traffic demands. It may 
lead to unnecessary overhead for large networks and it can severely restrict scalability. As 
reported in [11], these protocols are very sensitive to the value of the interval over which 
the updates are sent; the higher the mobility, the more frequently the updates need to be 
sent, increasing the routing overhead. In the case of triggered updates, network flooding 
may occur in cases of highly increased mobility. For a given level of mobility, there is an 
optimal value for the update interval. The shorter intervals necessary for cases of higher 
mobility will create unnecessary routing overhead in cases of lower mobility. In applicable 
cases of dynamic mobility, the network will not be able to operate optimally, since this 
would mean that the update interval would need to adapt to the nodes' mobility at every 
time. Some examples of proactive protocols are Highly Dynamic Destination-Sequenced 
Distance-Vector routing [6], Optimized Link State Routing [12] and Source Tree Adaptive 
Routing [13]. 
Reactive protocols will construct a route only when needed, i.e. on an on-demand basis. 
This means that routes are maintained for active flows only. When the sender has data to 
send, it invokes a route determination procedure and injects the flow therein. Routes are 
maintained until either the destination becomes inaccessible or until they are no longer 
needed [2]. In this case, the main drawback is the introduction of long route acquisition 
latency in exchange for lower control bandwidth overhead^. Reactive protocols are ex-
pected to perform better in situations of higher mobility, when maintaining routes for all 
possible pairs would be inefHcient in terms of bandwidth overhead. Indicative examples of 
reactive protocols are Dynamic Source Routing [14] and the Ad-hoc On demand Distance 
Vector protocol [5]. 
Both proactive and reactive protocols have advantages but also inherent disadvantages. 
^This trade-off may be violated for cases of low mobility and/or extremely high route request rates. 
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No single proactive or reactive routing protocol can operate efficiently under every situa-
tion [15], and there is a definite trend toward the construction of hybrid routing protocols. 
A representative example is the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP), a locally proactive but 
globally reactive routing protocol. Every node maintains information for its local neigh-
bourhood, called the routing zone, and acquires routes on demand for nodes beyond this 
zone [16]. The Two Zone Routing Protocol (TZRP) is an extension to ZRP, introducing 
fuzzy proactive routing and aiming at a reduced control overhead [15]. 
Finally, a flourishing (see [17]) direction for VANET routing design lies in the utilization 
of geographical or relative position information in the routing decision process, known as 
position-based routing. 
Most unicast position based schemes greedily decide on the next hop of the packet based on 
the geographical proximity with the destination [18]. An early and representative example 
is Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [19]. Due to obstructions (e.g. buildings 
in the urban environment) close geographical proximity does not always imply connec-
tivity; GPSR addresses this by employing a perimeter mode strategy that routes around 
the obstacle. A series of position-based unicast protocols have followed this paradigm (for 
details see [18]). 
Geocasting and anycast are multicast versions of position based protocols, partly inspired 
with specific applications in mind. Geocast routing targets at delivering messages to all 
nodes residing in a specific area, contrary to traditional multicasting, where nodes actively 
become members of a multicast group. Anycast aims at reaching any node belonging to 
a group of nodes; in the case of position based routing the destination is any node in 
a certain geographic area. An example is GeoTORA (Geocasting Temporally Ordered 
Routing Algorithm) [20], which extends a unicast routing algorithm so that it covers both 
the geographic anycast and the geocast case. Very briefly, the authors propose using a 
unicast strategy (TORA) to send the packets to any of the nodes of the group by maintain-
ing directed acyclic graphs with group nodes as the sinks, and performing local flooding 
afterward. 
Despite the fact that all routing protocols presented sofar assume that a path from the 
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source to the receiver exists, the high mobihty of the nodes in a VANET causes frequent 
fragmentation. This means that end-to-end connectivity cannot always be assumed and 
leads to the development of protocols according to which the packets are propagated in a 
store-carry-forward fashion, remaining in the network cached in buffers. In other words, 
DTN design exploits the fact that the mobility of the nodes will eventually lead to suc-
cessful delivery of the data. DTN terminology uses the term bundle to refer to data units 
(potentially consisting of multiple packets) that need to be routed through the network. 
Naturally, DTN design dwells upon the use of information relating to the temporal evo-
lution of the network characteristics. The description of the degree of knowledge that is 
available can be described in an elegant way by means of oracles, as in [21]: both the 
design of appropriate strategies, and the performance achieved with respect to available 
knowledge, are studied. The authors propose four different oracles, namely the contacts 
summary oracle (aggregate statistics), the contacts oracle (time varying topology graph), 
the queuing oracle (buffer states) and the traffic demand oracle. In the deterministic 
case i.e. given complete knowledge of the entire topology, buffer constraints and traffic 
demands over time, DTN design can be formulated as a linear program. 
In [22] we categorize DTN schemes based on a different dimension, i.e. the protocol's 
relay operation. In this way, we distinguish between replication or forwarding based solu-
tions. 
A significant portion of proposed protocols belongs to the epidemic (rephcation based) 
routing category. Nodes carrying the bundle may 'infect' their neighbours with the bun-
dles they are carrying, but will not purge the packet, resulting in more than one node 
carrying the same bundles, and thus increasing the chances of (timely) delivery. Pack-
ets are copied in the buffers of all or part of the nodes' neighbours and the exchange 
of messages takes place when nodes encounter each other due to mobility. An extensive 
study of epidemic-like protocols based on an Ordinary Differential Equations framework is 
presented in [23]. Furthermore, we note that the number of copies that can exist simulta-
neously is an important key performance factor; we can further divide epidemic protocols 
into unlimited replication schemes, such as MaxProp [24], which replicate messages at 
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every opportunity and limited replication schemes, which control the number of replicas 
allowed, attempting to strike a balance between the bandwidth used for the flooding and 
the delivery delay achieved. Typical limited replication schemes are all the protocols of 
the "Spray" family, such as Spray and Focus [25], where replication is controlled by a fixed 
number of tokens, allowing nodes to replicate the bundle a specific number of times; to-
kens are distributed upon encounter, together with a replica of the bundle. When no more 
replications can take place, nodes carrying the bundle switch to a forwarding, estimation 
based strategy. 
Forwarding strategies only allow one replica of each bundle in the network. The routing 
problem now lies into determining, for each bundle, the best nodes and time to forward 
it. Following the taxonomy presented in [7], forwarding schemes can be further divided 
into model based, estimation based and controlled mobility protocols, but there also exist 
hybrid approaches. Note that estimation based schemes are frequently used in conjunction 
with partial epidemic routing protocols. 
In estimation based schemes the packets are forwarded to neighbours according to prob-
abilities that have been assigned to them. According to [7], these schemes can be further 
divided depending on what information (one hop or end-to-end) is used. Accordingly, the 
forwarding probabilities should reflect the likelihood of the packet eventually reaching the 
destination should it be routed through the according link, but they may also depend 
on other network metrics, related to different performance factors, like shortest path or 
end-to-end delay. 
Model based approaches make use of the fact that nodes do not move completely ran-
domly. Geographical information related to the route to be followed by the node can be 
communicated to the neighbour nodes to assist them in the forwarding decision, when 
knowledge of the position of the receiver is available. This category can be viewed as 
the position-based approach in DTN. For instance, the Context Aware Routing algorithm 
(CAR) [26] assigns forwarding probabihties depending on the mobility and the contact 
history of the nodes. GeOpps (Geographical Opportunistic Routing for Vehicular Net-
works) [27] is another example that utilizes the expected route of the vehicles (derived 
from a navigational system) to choose the best candidate for forwarding. 
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There exists a number of node movement control based approaches, where nodes that will 
be moving according to either a predefined or a real-time controlled trajectory are intro-
duced in the network, in order to improve the overall system performance. An example is 
the introduction of message ferries in [28], where special nodes (ferries) receive, store and 
deliver the messages. The ferries can either have a predefined trajectory, in which case 
the nodes modify their movement to approach them, or move according to nodes' traffic 
demands, which are communicated to them via a long range radio. 
In between forwarding and replication strategies we may place coding based routing 
schemes, where the original message to be sent is encoded into coding blocks so that 
only a portion of the blocks is necessary for the reconstruction of the initial message. In 
this way, the delay in delivery is decreased, while the protocols are less vulnerable to packet 
losses. As an example consider [29], where the authors focus on the optimal allocation of 
erasure code blocks over multiple paths in DTNs. 
The prevalence of TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) as a means to enable reliable 
end-to-end communication has motivated extensive studies on the suitability or necessary 
modifications of the protocol for mobile, and therefore vehicular ad-hoc networks. TCP has 
been traditionally designed for wired networks, where the underlying layers are relatively 
reliable. In the case of mobile and therefore vehicular networks, the dependence of the 
transport layer functions on networking is much stronger; this has led to a trend for joint 
design of transport protocols and networking functions. The uncertainty induced by the 
underlying wireless channel and the node mobility causes route failures, packet losses 
and increased delays. In traditional TCP all these cases would trigger the congestion 
mechanism, leading to unnecessary throughput degradation in the VANET context [30]. 
A typical approach that addresses this problem can be found in [31], where the authors 
consider the use of network layer information to determine the appropriate state of the 
transport protocol (persist, congestion control or retransmit state), depending on the cause 
of packet losses. The proposed mechanism is implemented as an extra layer, supporting 
sessions with nodes running standard TCP seamlessly. Following the same lines in terms 
of interoperability, the WAVE suite supports traditional TCP/IP but also defines a joint 
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network and transport protocol, the WAVE short message protocol (WSMP) [10]. 
1.1.3 Appl icat ions - Achiev ing t h e U l t i m a t e Goal 
Most MANET, and accordingly VANET, applications entail the middleware function, 
running on top of the multihop networking layer [2,30]. An example of a recent effort 
to systematically design a VANET-specific middleware is [32]. Arguing that there is no 
'one size fits all' solution, the authors propose a family of middleware based on a model 
featuring device-, network- and application- related dimensions. 
Vehicular ad-hoc networks have a vast range of possible applications. The field of pre-
ventive safety in driving has received extensive attention. Network on Wheels [33], PRe-
VENT [34], SafeSpot [35] are just a few of the projects related to improving and pro-
moting active safety applications. Other promising applications include traffic-based real-
time navigation support, comfort applications, such as infotainment and web browsing, 
e-commerce applications, such as location-based advertising, environmental and sensing 
applications [3], support of search and rescue missions and others. 
Although the conceptual division of communication networks in layers facilitates a 
focused and structured development of new technologies, it is becoming clear that the 
nature of vehicular communications calls for a joint design of the communications system; 
in what constitutes an extreme case, it has been suggested that VANET design should 
be application-specific [9]. Since however, a vehicular ad-hoc network would ideally be 
used as a platform for many different applications, it is essential that the demands of each 
application should be taken into account. An elegant way to describe the dependence 
of the application layer on all three layers described above and integrate information 
from all layers, allowing interaction as needed is given in [9], in the form of a stair-based 
architecture. 
In certain cases, when the network is not able to deliver the required service, compromises 
might need to be struck. As an example, in [36] we have developed a framework which 
is specific to the collection of aggregated information over a network that suffers delay. 
A quantifiable trade-off between accuracy and timeliness of the information acquired is 
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provided. Prom a design perspective, the results allow us to optimize accuracy under the 
constraint of overall latency allowed, with respect to the aggregation period and waiting 
time for a given delay profile. 
1.2 W h a t makes V A N E T s special 
This section is intended to examine the attributes of a typical vehicular communication 
network, setting the basis for the suitability of the developed solutions for VANET-specific 
scenarios. 
Firstly, it is important to note that, in the case of vehicles, node movement takes place 
under certain road topological constraints^. Cars move in an organized fashion along 
the streets and the route® that they follow can be completely deterministic (e.g. buses), 
or semi-deterministic, but is rarely completely random. Widely used mobility models, 
such as the random waypoint model, which has been described to resemble a world in 
which "people constantly try to pass through walls and cars, suddenly leave the roads and 
drive into rivers" [37], might not be able to capture the dynamics of VANETs accurately. 
The use of such generic models may provide useful results in certain cases, as they yield 
tractable mathematical expressions; however the effect of the special mobility character-
istics on the performance of a network, as well as the potential of utilizing this 
information, is not to be underestimated. 
In addition, unlike most mobile networks, energy is not an issue for VANETs. The re-
laxation of common constraints related to energy, computing capabilities or capacity 
gives network designers more freedom when providing VANET solutions [38]. 
On the downside, the high speed of the vehicles combined with the existence of multi-
ple reflecting objects largely affect the strength and the quality of the received signal [39]. 
Relative mobility of both the communicating nodes and the surrounding objects introduce 
multipath fading; obstacles such as buildings might affect or completely block the signal 
^Military related scenarios could be an exception to this rule; however, even for military scenarios, 
vehicles move purposefully according to a certain mission for the majority of the cases. 
^Route is to be understood as the sequence of spatial points visited by a node on the course of its 
movement. 
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propagation (shadow fading). Moreover, since VANETs are most likely to be using un-
licensed spectrum, interference issues may arise. It follows that using a deterministic 
model for the transmission range of the nodes would not be suitable in most 
occasions, while the channel's properties are time varying and might be asymmetric [30]. 
Furthermore, the field of vehicular networks exhibits variant characteristics on mul-
tiple levels, establishing the need for comprehensive and/or adaptive solutions. The 
nature of transport networks implies a variable, highly dynamic scale and density for the 
resulting communication network [40]. The wide range of conditions under which ve-
hicular networks will be operating calls for versatile designs. On top of that, VANETs are 
expected to support several kinds of applications of different demands on Quality of 
Service, while the variety of the commercially available wireless technologies adds an 
extra degree of heterogeneity. 
Finally, the most distinguishing feature of VANETs is the high mobility of the nodes [41]. 
This is the underlying cause for a series of VANET-specific attributes which require the 
development of applicable solutions. The increased mobility combined with the fact that 
nodes' movement characteristics may be highly heterogeneous gives rise to rapid changes 
in the network topology. These changes result in frequent radio link breakage, and thus 
to communication disruptions on the route level. The constant changing of topology has 
numerous adverse effects which are discussed in detail in the following. On a larger scale, 
the mobility causes frequent network fragmentations, in the sense that no end-to-end con-
nectivity can be assumed. This is particularly the case when the node density is lower, 
i.e., for a small number of nodes (which is expected, especially during the first steps of 
commercial deployments), or when the network spans over an extensive geographic area. 
An immediate result of VANET-specific attributes is that vehicular networks are expected 
to experience limited throughput [41]. The hidden and exposed terminal problems, 
common in wireless communications, are intensified due to the fading effects, inherent of 
the specific propagation environment, and frequent changes in topology caused by node 
mobility. 
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Figure 1.2: D e m o n s t r a t i n g how high n o d e mobi l i ty affects performance (i) combined 
wi th heterogeneous m o v e m e n t characterist ics on a smaller space scale, by causing 
frequent breakage of wireless links, thus inducing small scale delays (ii) combined 
w i t h the large area over which V A N E T s e x t e n d (i.e. on a larger space scale) , by 
result ing in network fragmentat ion, g iv ing rise to large-scale delay. 
1.3 Motivat ion and Aims 
Having given a general overview of the main directions in VANET design and discussed the 
fundamental characteristics of vehicular networks we now focus on the major challenges 
which arise in such networks due to high node mobility. 
As already mentioned, the high node mobility results in frequent fragmentation and 
rapid topology changes [41]. We view these two attributes as affecting the performance 
on two different levels, both temporally and spatially (see Fig. 1.2). 
At the lower end of time- and space- spectrum, rapid topology changes cause short lived 
links, having numerous adverse effects. 
Many routes fail before they can be used (small effective network diameter [41]). In 
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proactive routing schemes, short hved Hnks result in a need for topology updates which 
can be overwhelming and cause great overhead; routes may become stale even before the 
updates reach all the nodes. In reactive schemes, routes may fail immediately after con-
struction. The route reconstruction process increases delay, places imperative demands 
on the -already- scarce bandwidth while there is no guarantee that the new route will not 
fail soon after, as well. 
On a larger scale, vehicular networks will be subject to frequent fragmentation, especially 
during stages of initial deployment [41]. This means that delivery of data needs to be 
postponed until connectivity is resumed, leading to significant delays and rendering tra-
ditional communication protocols unusable [42]. 
Transmission power control is an important issue, as there is a trade-off between causing 
interference and achieving the desired network connectivity. Increasing nodes' range by 
amplifying transmission power could potentially improve both the lifetime of the links, as 
well as the network connectivity on the large scale; unfortunately these come at a cost 
that cannot be afforded in the majority of the cases: uncontrollable increase of transmis-
sion power will inevitably lead to limiting the potential of spatial reuse, degradation of 
throughput, as the number of exposed nodes increases [41] while certain restrictions apply, 
especially in the unlicensed frequency spectrum which VANET applications are expected 
to be using. 
Section 1.3.1 analyzes the impact of transient connectivity and the resulting topology 
changes on VANET operations, establishing the need for a metric that captures the re-
maining lifetime of a radio link in the VANET context. We discuss the state of the 
art, giving a summary of related work, and formulate the relevant research question as 
a parameter estimation problem. We identify the desired attributes of the metric to be 
developed, and elaborate on how these requirements are taken into account tliroughout 
the thesis. We briefly describe the evaluation methods that will be used, and the way in 
which the developed metric will be utilized for constructing communication routes. 
Section 1.3.2 introduces the notion of infrastructure-assisted Delay Tolerant Networking. 
We give details of relevant work, and the motivation for utilizing infrastructure in the 
DTN scenario for two different applications, namely information collection from a vehic-
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ular sensor network, and inter-domain communication between different DTN networks. 
1.3.1 Addressing Rapid Topology Changes 
The increased mobihty of the vehicles, combined with the fact that nodes' movement may 
be highly heterogeneous, leads to frequent changes in topology and gives rise to (often) 
extremely short-lived links. 
The constantly changing topology has numerous adverse effects on the efficiency of the 
operations of higher layers on the protocol stack. More specifically, routing design for 
VANETs is particularly challenging. As the dynamics involved imply that the underlying 
connectivity capabilities change rapidly, collected routing information becomes stale and 
established communication routes become invalid in a short time. This means that the 
flow of information is disrupted often, causing considerable delays, and route reconstruc-
tion depletes a significant amount of network resources. 
Toward the goal of efficient design of VANETs, the aim of the first part of the thesis is 
to develop methods that will allow the estimation of the time for which an existing route 
will continue to operate satisfactorily, defined as the Route Residual Time (RRT), and 
demonstrate how such methods may be integrated in routing protocols. For the route to 
continue to be valid for a given period of time, all the individual links comprising the route 
need to continue to be available. In other words, the lifetime of a route is determined by 
the lifetime of its 'weakest' link. A wireless link on the VANET context will be available 
until the channel quality deteriorates so much that it drops below a given communication 
threshold. This reduces the problem of estimating RRT to the estimation of the remain-
ing time for which a link's quality will remain above the specified threshold, defined as the 
Link Residual Time (LRT). Such knowledge can serve as a key input for the design of 
VANET routing algorithms capable of constructing robust, long-lived routes, or for the 
development of Quality of Service provision algorithms. 
The importance of exploiting the non-random behaviour of the nodes' mobility patterns 
to construct long-lived routes and combat frequent communication disconnections was 
established in [11], where the authors propose the utilization of GPS information to calcu-
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late the expected connection duration. The calculation of the metric entails exchange of 
the relevant information. In addition, the authors set the paradigm for modifying typical 
unicast and multicast MANET routing protocols, so that the calculated expected link du-
ration is included in the routing decision, either as the sole metric or in combination with 
hop-count. Moreover, the metric proposed is utilized as a hand-off initiation mechanism. 
We elaborate more on the proposed modifications in chapter 4, where we focus on the 
utilization of link-hfetime metrics in the routing decision. 
Recent research has unveiled route hfetime as an important performance factor for 
VANETs. If the established routes are short-lived, route reconstructions will be neces-
sary more frequently®. Route reconstruction is a costly procedure in terms of bandwidth, 
as it requires a network-wide flooding of Route Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP) 
packets, and it therefore further degrades the performance of VANETs, which intrinsically 
suffer of scarce resources. The failure of a single radio link is sufficient to render an es-
tablished route unusable; since one link might be part of multiple routes, several route 
reconstructions will be necessary at the same time, incurring the corresponding overhead 
and resulting in extended delivery delay [43]. 
In addition, if route lifetime is not provisionally taken into account when reconstructing 
the route, there is no guarantee that the new route will not fail immediately or very shortly 
after its establishment, causing a series of successive route reconstructions and giving rise 
to a 'ping-pong' behaviour. This problem has been underlined in [41], where the authors 
note that VANETs suffer from a very limited network diameter, as many routes fail be-
fore they can be utilized, and in [4], where the authors observed the same behaviour in 
practical implementations of typical MANET protocols. This degrades the performance 
of developed routing algorithms and implies that there is a significant routing overhead to 
no avail, as these route constructions do not result in useful data transmission, but rather 
introduce further delay in the establishment of the required route, and hinder existing 
communication in the network by introducing additional overhead. 
Frequent breakage of links participating in active sessions creates unnecessary delays, as 
®The required route lifetime, so that no route reconstructions are deemed necessary, depends on the 
session time and therefore, the apphcation. 
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the nodes will not immediately recognize a link breakage; specifically for links active in 
TCP connections, frequent link disconnections cause abnormal TCP behaviour [30,31]. 
The packet loss will trigger the congestion mechanism of TCP, decreasing throughput 
even further. 
Finally, specifically for cases of demanding applications in terms of delay and bandwidth, 
mechanisms predicting the remaining link, and therefore route, lifetime are necessary to 
ensure that the required level of Quality of Service can be maintained reliably. 
Related Work 
The problem of routing through paths of higher lifetime, entailing the estimation of links' 
lifetimes and the routing decision process, has been the topic of several recent studies. As 
far as the link lifetime estimation methods are concerned, the related studies can largely be 
divided in three categories: (i) methods which assume explicit knowledge of other nodes' 
positions and velocity vectors [11,44-46], (ii) analytical methods based on extraction of 
lifetime distributions [47-51] and (iii) methods which make use of some link quality met-
ric [52-57]. We hereby discuss the state of the art, and elaborate more on technical details 
in section 2.1. 
In general, methods of the first category require use of additional equipment, while the 
transmission range of the nodes is considered deterministic and known a priori, assuming 
a free space propagation model and a fixed, known value of transmission power. How-
ever, being within range as this is specified based on this assumption does not always 
guarantee radio connectivity, especially in an urban environment. The methods proposed 
here include transmission power as a parameter, which is to be estimated by the methods 
themselves. Moreover, the position and velocity vectors of each individual node is usually 
assumed to be known via the Global Positioning System (GPS) and communicated to 
other nodes. This introduces communication overhead, while information acquired via 
GPS might be inaccurate. We note that regular GPS equipment may have an error of up 
to 100 m [11]; as this is a large value relatively to typical values of ranges for VANET 
nodes using 802.llg [58] (100-200 m), the deduction of connectivity capabilities from GPS 
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measurements is likely to lead to inaccurate conclusions. 
Methods targetting at analytically extracting link lifetime distributions naturally operate 
under the assumption of specific mobility models, such as the random way-point model, 
and are thus applicable only to these cases when the vehicles follow the mobility model, 
on which the analysis has been based on. 
Utilizing information related to the quality of the radio link to construct reliable routes 
offers an immediate way to exploit the direct coupling of physical-layer operations to the 
network topology. Our method belongs to this category, employing a cross-layer approach 
which takes into account the dependencies between different layers of the protocol stack. 
There exist approaches [52-54] using metrics employing the exponentially smoothed value 
of the received power or Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of ongoing packets. Such a criterion 
focuses more on the past observations without extrapolating in the future, and thus implic-
itly assumes a stable grouping of the nodes, and the existence of neighbours with similar 
mobility characteristics, which may not always be the case in such a dynamic environment. 
Although SNR is a strong indicator of the instantaneous link quality and may thus, under 
conditions, imply larger momentary throughput, utihzing the Smoothed Signal-to-Noise 
ratio as a metric for route construction does not necessarily lead to longer-living routes 
(see Section 4.4). 
Different approaches, such as [55-57], make use of the time derivative of the received power 
or SNR of monitored packets. These methods may successfully capture the temporal trend 
of the link quality, but cannot always be used to make an informed choice between two 
given links. In addition, the temporal dependence of link quality is not linear, as dictated 
by the path loss exponent and the underlying structure of vehicle movement. Finally, 
explicit use of the time derivative is very sensitive to the noise which will inherently affect 
channel measurements due to multipath and shadow-fading. Given the challenging prop-
agation environment in which VANETs are operating, using the instantaneous rate of the 
link quality to extrapolate into the future may lead to completely erroneous estimates. 
To the best of our knowledge, utilization of physical-layer related information in VANET 
routing has been limited to providing criteria that facilitate the exclusion of certain links 
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from the routing decision^, or the initiation of hand-offs, rather than developing a metric 
that can be used as a route construction criterion. In other words, existing link quality 
metrics have not been demonstrated to optimize route construction with respect to the 
link lifetime, but have rather focused on ehminating links that are expected to have a very 
short lifetime or on predictors supporting provisional route reconstructions. Proposed 
routing protocols which explicitly include route lifetime as a metric for route construc-
tion, derive the expected lifetimes via node location and velocity information, such as [11] 
or assume knowledge of the link lifetimes via an oracle, as in [43]. 
Problem Formulation & Analysis 
Our goal is to develop a method which produces a link-lifetime related metric using only 
physical layer information, yet capable of capturing the remaining lifetime of a link in 
the VANET context accurately enough, so that it can be used as a route construction 
metric or support QoS-related decisions. The motivation of the work lies in the need for 
a link-lifetime metric, based on physical layer measurements, which would be suitable for 
inclusion in cost functions used for route construction. 
'"Either direct exclusion of existing radio links, or division of the existing links in 'good' and 'bad' ones, 
where 'good' links are favoured and 'bad' ones are used only if necessary. 
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In terms of forming routes in wireless networks, it has long been argued that "shortest 
path is not enough" [59], so the proposed methods are intended as a tool for serving the 
purpose of using alternate objectives when constructing routes^. To illustrate this, con-
sider the case depicted in Fig. 1.3, where we assume that all nodes need to communicate 
with roadside nodes in order to access the Internet through the wired network. The road-
side nodes do not offer full coverage of the area, so nodes need to access them through 
multi-hop paths. According to shortest path strategies, the node attempting to establish 
a route at time 12:05 would choose the two-hop route using the node travelling on the 
opposite direction; however, before a considerable amount of time has elapsed, the route 
ceases to exist, so the node needs to reroute through the three-hop path shown. 
Constructing routes of longer lifetime falls along the hnes of afore mentioned existing work, 
e.g. [11], which has demonstrated significant performance enhancement when the routing 
procedure provisionally takes lifetime into account; our goal is to develop a relevant metric, 
based on physical layer information, which is accurate enough to be successfully used to 
optimize route lifetime. Using physical layer information lifts the assumption of accurate 
knowledge of the position and velocity vectors of all nodes and offers the advantage of ac-
commodating for varying transmission power, non-deterministic radio range and various 
mobility models. 
Assuming a given radio link between nodes moving relatively to one another, link quality 
on the large scale will successively improve {improving phase), reach a maximum value and 
then start deteriorating {deteriorating phase) until communication is no longer possible. 
We have defined Link Residual Time as the remaining time that a given link will continue 
to be useful for satisfactory data transmission. This translates into the residual time for 
which the link quality on the large scale should continuously remain above a specified 
threshold. We take a cross-layer approach, where physical layer knowledge is utilized by 
having the nodes monitor the link quality on incoming and overheard data packets, pilot 
symbols and/or acknowledgement packets, so that a time series is formed at every node 
for each of its neighbours. In this way, no overhead in terms of traffic is introduced in the 
^Alternate is to be understood in the sense of either (i)using only the proposed metrics or (ii) combining 
them with traditional ones (e.g. hop count). 
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network. 
The problem is formulated as follows : given the time series of a link quality metric 
{tj,S(tj)) on a specific link, estimate the remaining time, tr, before the link quality, S{t), 
drops below the specified threshold. 
We address this problem as a parameter estimation problem: the parameters we want 
to derive out of the received power or SNR samples are related to the distance-dependent 
part of the path loss. The estimated parameters can then be used to predict the time 
point when the link quality on the large scale will drop below the specified threshold, and 
thus produce estimates of the Link Residual Time. 
In the following, we elaborate on the desired attributes of a LRT-related metric, describe 
specific challenges arising and summarize the way we have addressed the relevant require-
ments. 
First, since we want to derive the distance-dependent part of the path loss, multipath 
and shadow-fading introduce considerable noise in the collected time series, hindering the 
accurate extraction of the desired parameters. We aim to produce methods robust to 
these sources of noise. The use of the time derivative, proposed in existing work, may be 
highly problematic; as will be pointed out in Section 3.2.2, the performance of existing 
affinity-based schemes drops significantly when considering multipath fading. To the best 
of our knowledge, our work is the first approach to explicitly evaluate the performance of 
the developed estimation methods under various scenarios of channel fading. Furthermore, 
the fact that we are only able to sample the channel condition when the link is active® 
results in limited knowledge of the underlying signal. For these two reasons, our methods 
utilize as much of the collected data as possible via linear and non-linear regression, in 
contrary with existing methods which rely on instantaneous data, and are thus more sen-
sitive to deep fades in the channel link quality. To increase the accuracy of the methods 
against the oscillations induced by multipath and shadow fading, we employ Empirical 
Mode Decomposition (EMD) [60], a signal processing technique which has been described 
as an "adaptive and automatic signal-dependent time variant filter" [61]. EMD-based de-
noising is thus applicable for time series resulting from pairs of nodes displaying a wide 
^Either through transmitted packets, or pilot symbols and receipt acknowledgements. 
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range of mobility characteristics, and can perform well when the noise level and frequency 
are unknown, consistently with our assumptions. 
Secondly, we employ models that produce more accurate estimates, due to the fact that 
they exploit the underlying characteristics of radio propagation and vehicle movement. 
Since we aim to use the link lifetime estimations for optimizing the route lifetime, the 
accuracy of the estimates is of paramount importance, as the proposed metric needs to 
go beyond describing the tendency of the future quality of given links and be capable 
of capturing the remaining link lifetime as accurately as possible. We introduce differ-
ent variants of a model describing the temporal dependence of link quality. The model 
variants gradually allow for the inclusion of more factors, thus successively increasing the 
accuracy of the produced estimations and the applicability of the model. The first variant 
(section 2.5.2) accounts for the fact that link quality (expressed either in W or dB) does 
not vary linearly with the separating distance between the nodes, and is used to produce 
LRT estimates in conjunction with a linear regression method by transformation of the 
time variable. It is, however, mainly suitable for cases when the nodes move along the 
line defined by their positions. The following variant (section 2.6) aims at lifting this 
assumption by including the minimum distance that will be achieved between the nodes 
on the course of their movement. This variant needs to be used in conjunction with non-
linear parameter estimation algorithms, but its applicability is limited to cases when the 
minimum distance achieved remains small with respect to the communication range. This 
is because when the nodes do not longer move along the line defined by their positions, 
the rate of change of their separating distance does not equal the relative speed between 
them; this becomes more apparent as the minimum distance achieved becomes larger. The 
third variant (section 2.7.1) employs an approximation which is capable of capturing the 
rate of change of the nodes' separating distance with time, increasing the accuracy of the 
estimates and offering a model that is applicable for a wide range of mobility scenarios. 
Most importantly, the nature of route construction implies that the metric should ideally 
support the possibility of making an informed choice between any two given links. This 
aim is accomphshed by the model employed in Chapter 3. This chapter concludes the pro-
posed methods by presenting a unified model that has general applicability and increased 
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accuracy for a wide range of mobility characteristics. The main advantage of this model is 
that it can be used to produce accurate estimates of the Link Residual Time even during 
the improving phase of a radio hnk. The model variants studied in the previous chapter 
can only describe the change of received power only through different phases (improving or 
deteriorating link quality); for this reason it is vital that a method to track phase changes 
is used in parallel with their application. Existing work using the time derivative of the 
link quality metric (affinity-based schemes) [55,56] implicitly assume that any hnk in an 
improving phase is more reliable than a link in a deteriorating phase; this however is not 
true, as the link reliability also depends on the relative speed between the nodes and on 
the peak value of the received power or SNR. Elaborating on the latter, the remaining 
link duration during the improving phase is conditional on the time-point when the link 
quality starts deteriorating (which is the time point on which the peak value of received 
power or SNR will be accomplished). The authors of [57] present a method, based on 
utilization of the signal strength changing rate, predicting the remaining time even during 
the improving phase of the link, but their model assumes that the minimum distance that 
will be achieved among the two nodes is zero, while the transmission range and the path 
loss exponent are considered known. The improved accuracy of the estimation method 
presented in chapter 3 stems from the incorporation of the minimum distance achieved 
during the nodes' movement as a parameter in the link quality model used. This enables 
us to extrapolate in the future throughout both phases. The model is derived by exploit-
ing the fact that the minimum distance achieved, the separating distance between the 
nodes and the distance of the mobile from the origin of a specific axis form a right-angled 
triangle. The resulting estimates have been shown to achieve close to 100% efficiency 
when identifying the longest-living link under ideal channel conditions, as opposed to 86% 
achieved under existing affinity-based schemes (see Section 3.2.1). In addition, the iden-
tification capabilities of the estimates remain high (above 97%) under multipath fading, 
while those of affinity-based schemes deteriorate significantly, yielding results which are 
closer to an agnostic scheme (random decision) than the optimal solution. 
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Evaluation Methods 
The quantification of the absolute accuracy of the developed prediction methods under 
different mobility scenarios and channel propagation conditions is examined. In addition, 
we evaluate the identification capabilities of the proposed metric, by studying the problem 
of correctly identifying the link that has the longer residual time between two given links, 
based on the acquired LRT estimates. In other words, we want to calculate the probability 
that the LRT estimates of two given links maintain the relative order of the actual LRTs. 
We address this issue analytically, describing inaccuracy as a random variable and deriving 
the identification indicator based on the error distribution of the estimates. 
Utilization of developed metric 
Finally, we demonstrate that the proposed metric can be efficiently used to leverage any 
VANET routing protocol. We focus our attention in route construction favouring tempo-
ral stability; to this end we devise a modification to Dijkstra's algorithm [62], originally 
used to find the shortest path in a graph. The developed version identifies the max-min 
path in a connected graph, and can thus be used to find the route of higher remaining 
lifetime, given the expected link residual times. 
The proposed metric can be successfully utilized for route maintenance or may be used 
in combination with other existing metrics, such as hop-count or expected throughput. 
However, we evaluate the gain achieved when utilizing the estimates as the sole metric for 
routing. Achieving a longer route lifetime during route construction is far more challeng-
ing than maintaining the route by provisional reconstructions^® and obviates a frequent 
need for network-wide flooding, achieving on the whole a better management of network 
resources. Examining the merit of the proposed method when this is used as a sole met-
ric for acquiring the routing path allows us to demonstrate the true gain achieved. The 
inaccuracy of the estimates, induced mainly by shadow fading variations, implies that the 
estimated route residual time will be less accurate for longer routes. In that sense, not 
^As it is easier to predict an imminent link breakage than the value of the link lifetime. 
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constraining the number of hops allows us to demonstrate that despite the inaccuracies, 
the estimates are robust enough, and can be indeed used as a route construction metric 
with the target of optimizing route lifetime. 
Although we propose necessary modifications to existing routing protocols so that the 
use of the LRT metric can be accommodated, we do not focus our evaluation on specific 
routing protocols, but rather compare the lifetimes achieved under the use of different 
metrics. Minimum hop-count represents most existing VANET routing protocols, such as 
AODV [5] or DSDV [6] while the use of the smoothed Signal-to-Noise Ratio is a commonly 
used metric for hfetime-based routing [52-54]. The lifetimes of the routes chosen in chap-
ter 4 are the lifetimes that would be achieved under any VANET routing protocol using 
the corresponding metrics, as the result of the optimization would not change even if the 
specifics of the dissemination of routing information (e.g. integration in a reactive versus 
a proactive protocol) change. 
1.3.2 Address ing Fragmentat ion and Heterogene i ty Issues 
Moving to a higher level, we address network fragmentation related issues. As described 
in section 1.1, Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networking strategies have been developed to 
enable communication for fragmented networks. Motivated by the inherent need of numer-
ous vehicular applications to interact with infrastructure roadside nodes, we examine the 
optimization of problems related to the placement of connected stationary nodes (referred 
to as gateways), which span across the area over which the VANET is operating. We con-
sider the case of a vehicular ad-hoc network and assume that communication is assisted 
via sparsely placed stationary nodes. Each of the stationary nodes (gateways) covers a 
distinct area in space, resembling the cell of a cellular architecture in the sense that it is 
able to communicate with any mobile nodes moving within the area defined by their range. 
The gateways are also assumed to form an overlay that is connected via the wired network 
or by a different radio (more sophisticated equipment, long range radio mesh network etc). 
In this way, data can traverse through the whole network much quicker. 
The deployment of a limited number of gateways lies in the middle of two vastly different 
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approaches; at one extreme we have instantly deployed ad-hoc communication, relying 
solely on nodes' incidental contacts, while on the other end, cellular network-based archi-
tectures would guarantee real-time information dissemination/collection. Using a limited 
number of gateways dramatically decreases the deployment and maintenance costs when 
compared to the employment of a cellular network infrastructure. The latter is very ex-
pensive and time consuming, undertaken in cases of high node density and is certainly 
viewed as a long term investment. If the nodes' density is low, (i.e. the network consists 
of a small number of nodes, spans over a large area, or both) covering the whole area over 
which the nodes are moving might prove highly inefficient, especially when compared to 
a design which places the gateways optimally with respect to certain objectives. 
In addition, supporting communication of mobile nodes may be needed over a certain area 
on a short or medium-term basis (related to security, military or scientific mission-specific 
scenarios) and would not justify full deployment of infrastructure; the cost-efficiency trade-
off of installing a (much) smaller number of gateways could be more tempting. The pro-
posed architecture can be expanded or modified more easily, supports periodic shut down 
of gateways for energy reasons and is much more robust to failures. Using third-party 
cellular infrastructure in order to support a mobile network is feasible, but may also be 
expensive, depending on the application; there may also be privacy constraints or a cellu-
lar network may not be readily available, as in developed countries, forests etc. In other 
cases, there may be need to deploy the network instantly and independently from existing 
infrastructure, such as during emergency situations and natural disasters; in this context, 
gateways should be viewed as cleverly placed stationary nodes during the operations. Fi-
nally, it may only be possible to place gateways in designated areas due to safety, privacy 
or cost constraints. 
Related Work 
Infrastructure-assisted delay tolerant networking has been studied in [8], [63] and [64]. 
The authors of [63] present a comprehensive study of the potential enhancement of DTN 
networks with stationary nodes, comparing the cost and benefits of mesh nodes, relays 
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and base stations. Although they do not focus on the placement process of the stationary 
nodes, their conclusion that employing just a few stationary nodes leads to much better 
performance when compared to the employment of a large number of additional mobile 
nodes strengthens the motivation of this work. The authors of [8] introduce the concept of 
throwboxes, as means to improving the contact opportunities in disrupted mobile networks. 
Throwboxes are not assumed to be connected with each other; the benefit of introducing 
throwboxes stems from the increased storage and contact opportunities created within 
the network. On the contrary, our analysis assumes that the gateways are connected, 
implying that they are to behave as a virtual node; this assumption is more realistic when 
discussing sensor-data collection, when we expect the collected data to be forwarded to a 
central repository. In addition, [8] focus on the joint optimization of routing design and 
throughput maximization when the number of nodes as well as the traffic demands for 
each pair of nodes is known; our framework classifies DTN routing protocols according to 
the number of replicas per packet that may exist in the network at any given time, and 
solves the placement problem given the routing strategy. Finding the optimal location 
of connected stationary nodes for DTN networks has been described as an open problem 
in [63]. We address this problem for two specific application scenarios, when the possible 
locations of the stationary nodes form a finite set, and the routing protocol used belongs 
to either the category of forwarding or unlimited replication schemes. 
Problem Formulation & Analysis 
We formulate the problem as an optimization problem, where each candidate location 
is assigned a cost and the target is to choose a subset of the possible locations to maximize 
certain performance metrics (utilities) under a given budget constraint. There are two 
main issues to address: (i) the way the performance metrics, or utilities, are defined, and 
(ii) the solution to the optimization problem. 
The utilities should reflect how the deployment of the gateways will affect common DTN 
performance indicators. We examine two key DTN performance metrics, namely delay 
and the number of replicas per packet. The calculation of the utilities depends on the 
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underlying conditions of the network and the application. The underlying conditions 
entail the mobility patterns of the nodes and the class of the communication protocol 
used. The mobility patterns of the node are taken into account via the observed contact 
rates. As far as the communication protocol used is concerned, we examine two different 
categories of DTN routing protocols, unlimited replication and forwarding. 
After the calculation of the utilities, the resulting optimization problems are found to be 
NP-hard. For this reason, variations of the greedy algorithm, using the conditional utility 
of candidate locations on the subset of locations that have already been added to the 
solution set are employed, and their efficiency is evaluated using traces from an actual 
bus-based vehicular network. 
Examined Scenarios 
The evaluation is concerned with two different applications, a vehicle-based sensor net-
work and the bridging of mobile nodes using heterogeneous technologies, but operating in 
the same geographical area. The motivation behind the two applications is given in the 
following. 
The first application focuses in the case of a sensor network, where the sensors are mounted 
on vehicles. In this case, the gateways may be viewed as the sinks which forward all col-
lected information to the repository. As a motivational example, let us consider the case 
of the MESSAGE project [3], which aims at providing data for the planning, management 
and control of the environmental impacts of transport activity. An important part of the 
project is the continuous collection of pollutants' level within the city by mounting rele-
vant sensors on buses, cyclists and pedestrians. At the heart of this activity lies a mobile 
wireless network of buses carrying the sensors that collect timed- and GPS- stamped pol-
lution measurements. The collected data need to be forwarded to a central repository in 
a timely manner; this happens with the aid of road- or building-side access points (gate-
ways), which are connected to the central database. It is worth noting that in this specific 
scenario, the sensor nodes are moving based on a schedule; moreover, the gateways may be 
placed along bus stops, or traffic lights (both of the options offer electrical supply, longer 
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contact durations and the benefit that in most cases are managed by the same organiza-
tion that manages the bus fleet). In such a case, the network design would be looking to 
optimize the flow from the mobile nodes to the wired stationary nodes. The candidate 
set of the optimization problem would be the possible locations on which the gateways 
can be placed. Different costs may be associated with different possible locations of the 
gateways, depending on the installation, rental or maintenance costs. In addition, the 
proposed problem formulation allows for the inclusion of different types of gateways, of 
different complexity and cost that would be placed on the same location, in the candidate 
set of deployable gateways. 
The second scenario combines two of the main challenges in VANETs: network fragmenta-
tion and heterogeneity of technologies. The notion of a DTN gateway, introduced in [65] 
aims specifically at bridging groups of nodes using dissimilar network protocols or dif-
ferent technologies under the DTN paradigm. As an example, we consider the case of 
the MESSAGE project again: various wireless technologies are employed; sensor nodes 
mounted on buses and cars use WiFi or WiMax technologies, while sensors mounted on 
pedestrians and cyclists communicate via Bluetooth and Zigbee. Different groups of nodes 
may implement different forwarding and replication strategies to best suit their purposes 
and mobihty patterns (e.g., buses moving along fixed routes require a different strategy 
from pedestrians exhibiting more random mobility). In a slightly different scenario, such 
as an emergency situation after a disaster, DTNs can play an important role in covering 
areas where communication infrastructure is non-existent or has been rendered inopera-
ble. In rescue mission scenarios, multiple units of rescue forces (e.g., fire fighters, police, 
medical crew, red cross and military forces) need to be able to communicate in order to 
co-ordinate the rescue operations. In this case, it is necessary to enable communication 
between distinct DTN networks, to cover the need for on-demand communication across 
multiple DTN domains, each one equipped with its own wireless technology and possibly 
using a different routing protocol. 
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
Fig. 1.4 is intended to give a general overview of the thesis. We address three of the main 
challenges of VANET design, namely short lived links, disrupted communication and wire-
less technologies heterogeneity, proposing solutions that can enhance VANET performance 
on two different levels, both spatially and temporally. At the same time, we endeavour 
to keep some of VANETs' main characteristics (i.e. radio propagation conditions, specific 
mobility patterns and heterogeneous mobility characteristics, interaction with infrastruc-
ture) within the picture. 
As an outline, chapters 2 to 4 address rapid topology changes, by focusing on the de-
velopment and utilization of techniques that are intended to predict the time point on 
which a specific wireless link in the VANET context ceases to be useful for communica-
tion. The impact of the propagation environment is included by modelling multipath and 
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shadow-fading, while road topology constraints are taken into account by exploiting the 
underlying structure of vehicle mobility. 
The enhancement of the performance of fragmented networks through limited infrastruc-
ture placement and the relevant optimization problems are discussed in chapter 5. We 
exploit the fact that the nodes in VANETs display specific mobility patterns which are 
rarely random, and study applications where interaction with infrastructure is deemed nec-
essary. More specifically, the second scenario presented targets at addressing the bridging 
of heterogeneous technologies, focusing on enabling communication between DTN domains 
employing different wireless technologies and/or dissemination mechanisms. 
1.5 Summary & Contributions 
To the best knowledge of the author, the following aspects of the thesis summarize the 
original contributions: 
o The development of different methods which produce estimates of the Link Residual 
Time based on physical layer measurements on a real-time basis. The methods utilize 
variants of a model describing the temporal dependence of the link quality of a radio 
link to form the relevant parameter estimation problem. The variants of the model used 
progressively include different factors, such as the nature of radio propagation and/or the 
underlying structure of vehicle movement, thus increasing the accuracy of the produced 
estimates and extending the applicability of the method. The methods are evaluated for 
a wide range of mobility scenarios and under the presence of multipath and shadow fad-
ing. In addition, an analytical framework quantifying the identification capabilities of the 
estimates is developed. 
o An algorithm which finds the max-min path on a connected graph, based on a modifica-
tion in Dijkstra's algorithm, and the corresponding proof of correctness. In addition, we 
address technical issues stemming from the nature of the developed methods by proposing 
necessary adaptations to existing routing protocols. 
o The application of a utility maximization framework, optimizing the placement of in-
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frastructure nodes for DTN applications, on actual vehicular network traces. 
Chapter 2 extends the review of related work concerning link residual-time estimation in 
the mobile and vehicular ad-hoc networks context, by giving more technical details. This 
is followed by a brief overview of the nature of the mobile wireless channel and the specifics 
of Empirical Mode Decomposition, which is employed as a denoising process. In the rest 
of chapter 2, three variations of a model describing the temporal dependence of received 
power for a mobile wireless link are introduced. These models are used as the basis for the 
formulation of the parameter estimation problem. The first one is used in conjunction with 
linear regression, but is still capable of capturing the non-hnear relationship between link 
quality and time, by employing a transformation of the initial independent variable. It is 
however applicable when the minimum distance achieved between the nodes approaches 
zero. The following two models, used in conjunction with non-linear least square esti-
mation methods, extend to the cases of non-negligible minimum distance by employing 
certain approximations. 
The model presented in chapter 3 extends the models of chapter 2, as it is capable of ac-
curately capturing the effect of the minimum distance achieved between the nodes on the 
link duration as well as on the rate of change of the nodes' physical separating distance. 
More importantly, contrary to the previous methods, it can be used to produce LRT esti-
mates for the whole duration of a link. In order to evaluate the identification efficiency of 
the developed methods, we analytically calculate the probability that the LRT estimates 
of two given links correctly identify the longest-hving link among two given ones. The 
inaccuracy of the acquired estimates is described as a random variable and we derive the 
identification indicator based on the error distribution of the estimates. 
Chapter 4 continues to evaluate the merit of the developed LRT estimation method in route 
construction. We specifically focus on utilization of the metric on constructing routes of 
long lifetime in an urban YA.NET, aiming at limiting connectivity disruptions and obvi-
ating frequent route reconstructions which would place significant demands on the scarce 
bandwidth of the network. After presenting a modified version of Dijkstra's algorithm [62] 
for finding a max-min path in a connected graph and proving its correctness, we propose 
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necessary modifications for ad-hoc routing protocols so that they can support construction 
of temporally stable paths based on the acquired estimates. We discuss arising practical 
issues, before presenting simulation results on indicative scenarios. 
Chapter 5 looks into the placement of infrastructure for the enhancement of VANET 
performance under the DTN paradigm. We first discuss the complexity of placement op-
timization problems for very simple, deterministic cases. We continue to formulate the 
resource allocation problems for two specific application scenarios. The complexity of 
the problems means that we need to resort to sub-optimal solutions, based on greedy 
strategies. After analyzing the dependence of the utilities on network features (mobil-
ity patterns, class of routing protocol), we evaluate the efl:ectiveness of both the greedy 
schemes and the utility formulas with trace-driven simulations. 
Finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis, underling the main contributions and significant 
results, and giving possible directions for the continuation of this work. 
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Chapter 2 
Techniques for the Estimation of 
Link Residual-Time 
TOWARD the goal of efficient design of Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks, the focus of 
this chapter is to develop methods that will allow the estimation of the remain-
ing (residual) time for which a wireless link will remain efficiently active and useful for 
data transmission. Such information can serve as key input to the routing algorithms 
and data dissemination for VANETs. Specifically, we propose a cross-layer approach to 
the link estimations by introducing a method that utilizes data available in the physical 
layer. The propagation environment in which VANETs are operating, together with prac-
tical difficulties make the problem challenging. Small scale fading induced by the relative 
movement of the nodes, and shadow fading introduce considerable noise in the channel 
state measurements. The fact that the received power metric will not be continuously 
available, but can only be measured during the transmission of pilot symbols, acknowl-
edgment or data packets are sent results in limited knowledge of the signal. To overcome 
these, a signal processing technique, Empirical Mode Decomposition is used along with 
robust regression and non-linear least square estimation techniques for the prediction of 
Link Residual Time. In addition, the fact that the method is implemented on-line means 
that a small number of samples will be available, especially in the first iterations. 
In the following sections, we will review existing methods that aim at estimating a link's 
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residual lifetime (section 2.1), introduce basic concepts concerning the mobile wireless 
channel (section 2.2) which will be used extensively throughout the next chapters, briefly 
comment on the intricacy of evaluating such methods (section 2.3), describe how Empir-
ical Mode Decomposition can be used for the denoising of the time series (section 2.4) 
and continue to propose different models that can be used to predict a link's residual-time 
(LRT). 
2.1 Background 
One of the biggest challenges in VANETs is the high mobility of the nodes, which results 
in short-lived links disrupting estabhshed routes and thus incurring significant delay. Prior 
knowledge of existing links' residual-time, their future quality or notifications of imminent 
breakage of a link could assist the routing decision to a great extent. The availability of 
such information is crucial for the selection of appropriate routes, the forming of clusters 
within the network, or functions supporting Quality of Service. Various methods to predict 
or study the link, and therefore route lifetime based on location and/or node movement 
information have been proposed. [11] present a method using Global Positioning System 
(GPS) information to predict the link expiration time. A free space propagation model 
is assumed and the duration of a connection between two nodes is then calculated based 
on the transmission range, speed, direction and position of the nodes. The nodes need 
to exchange the relevant information. However, being within range does not necessarily 
guarantee radio connectivity and closer physical distance does not always imply better 
link quality, especially in an urban environment. Similarly, [44] propose the use of a 
link/route stability metric derived from movement and position information. The use of 
a waypoint graph, modelling the geographical area on which the network is operating is 
introduced in [45]. The authors also propose the introduction of different roles, repre-
senting different mobility models for the nodes. Link lifetimes are calculated offline based 
on the waypoint graph and inputted in the routing algorithm; nodes are assumed to be 
aware of their neighbour's mobility and position (obtained through GPS and piggybacked 
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in exchanged messages), so that they can map their current condition with the calculated 
lifetimes. Finally, an interesting approach can be found in [46]; nodes do not exchange 
any information, but their separating distance is known to them through Ultra Wideband 
Measurements. Solving a system will then give an estimate of the relative speed of the 
nodes, thus enabling the link residual-time calculation. 
There also exist different approaches which target at analytically deriving the lifetime of 
a link based on mobility models, such as [47], which models node movement on a cellular 
map and derives the probability distribution of a route lifetime based on the discrete-time 
random walk model. The link availability, defined as the probability that a link will exist 
after a certain amount of time is calculated in [48], under the assumption of a random 
way-point model and exponentially distributed mohility epochs (time intervals of constant 
velocity). A similar approach can be found in [49], where the authors calculate the proba-
bility of continuous existence of the link. Analytical studies of link stability and duration 
with respect to various mobility models can be found in [50] and [51]. 
Our approach belongs to the category of methods that exploit knowledge from the physical 
layer, namely the channel condition of the link. The use of link quality feedback to higher 
layers in terms of physical layer information has been considered in many instances for 
vehicular ad-hoc networking. 
The use of link quality feedback in terms of received power is considered in [52], where 
the metrics of received power and location stability are introduced. Beacon messages are 
exchanged between the nodes to maintain connectivity. These are sent at regular intervals, 
once every time quantum. The received power is taken into account by calculating the 
exponentially smoothed average of the received power of every packet received by a spe-
cific sender. In order to monitor the temporal stability of the link they record how long 
beacons have been continuously received with a strong signal. Similarly, Associativity 
Based Routing [53] quantifies the stability of the link based on the number of packets that 
have been received, practically favouring links that have existed for a longer time. [54] 
propose using the smoothed SNR value observed on the links as a metric for the routing 
decision and as a trigger for hand-off initiation. Nevertheless, no details as to how or how 
often the SNR is sampled, or results on the success of these monitoring techniques are 
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given in the afore-mentioned studies. These approaches cannot provide any information 
other than the exponentially smoothed average value of SNR from previous samples. This 
cannot be utilized to predict the link residual-time, which is defined as the remaining time 
interval until the link quality (e.g., in terms of received power) drops below a given level. 
Moreover, exponential smoothing gives a smoothed but lagged version of the available 
data, rather than an extrapolation into the future. 
Preemptive routing [66] elaborates on the value of the threshold below which a new route 
search is initiated. 
Particularly interesting is the concept of affinity (some representative studies are [55] 
and [56]). The affinity between two nodes, denoted by n and m is given by 
high if > 0, 
0>n,m ~ \ (2.1) 
othexnwise, 
where Sthr is the SNR (or signal strength) threshold below which the link is assumed to be 
disconnected, Scurr is the currently reported SNR at the link in question, and ASn,m/ 
the rate of change of SNR on the link, averaged over the last few samples. Although 
the rate of change of the link quality metric may successfully capture the tendency of a 
link's condition, we have found that when used to compare two links it can lead to unfair 
conclusions. The rate of change of SNR or signal strength is not constant throughout the 
duration of the nodes' movement (or in other words, the signal strength will not change 
linearly with time). When measured in watts, we have S oc [67], where 7 is the path 
loss exponent factor, depending on the environment and d{t) is the separating distance 
between the nodes, which varies with time^. It follows that the rate of change of the 
signal strength will vary with time according to ^ oc — S i m i l a r l y , if we measure 
the signal strength in dB, we will have ^ oc — A l s o , the same is true for the rate of 
change of the SNR. When using the current rate of change to extrapolate into the future, 
links of nodes that are closer physically will be characterized by a smaller affinity than 
they should. In addition the fact that affinity is not quantified for positive values of the 
^The dependence of the separating distance with time is not always hnear 
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rate of change may be problematic. Depending on the relative speed between nodes, or 
the minimum distance that will be achieved between them, a link la, such that > 0 
may have much smaller residual lifetime than a link with A5";^  < 0. 
The authors of [57] propose using the received signal strength changing rate to predict 
the Link Available Time, and they present a closed form solution even for the case of 
positive changing rate. Their model seems to assume that the minimum distance that will 
be achieved among the two nodes approaches zero, which is not always the case and that 
the separating distance changing rate remains constant throughout the movement (as we 
will show later, this is only the case when the direction of the nodes' movement coincides 
with the line defined by the nodes' positions). In that sense, their estimate is an upper 
bound of the link residual-time; as they later use this estimate to exclude links from the 
routing decision, the gain reported is justified. 
Finally, as the above studies focus on the routing layer, they do not report taking the 
disadvantageous propagation conditions under which VANETs are operating into account;' 
this noise in measurements induced by shadow fading could be a problem when calculating 
the received signal's changing rate. 
2.2 The Mobile Wireless Channel 
The unfavourable propagation environment in which VANETs are operating is well known. 
In this section we are reviewing the three main eflFects that characterize communication 
over a wireless link between mobile nodes, namely path loss, multipath and shadow 
fading; in doing so we are revising the challenges imposed by the mobile radio envi-
ronment, underlining the role each of these phenomena plays when estimating the Link 
Residual-Time (LRT), as well as explaining how they will be modelled in the simulations 
to follow. For the following, assume a receiver moving relatively to an omni-directional 
isotropically radiating antenna. In addition, assume that the distance between receiver 
and transmitter remains adequately larger than the wavelength (r > > A) so that the re-
ceiver remains in the far-field area of the antenna. See [68], which has been extensively 
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used for the following, for more information. 
Path Loss: The average^ received power {PR) in watts is known to decrease inversely 
with distance. The exact rate depends on the environment, this dependence being 
expressed by the path loss exponent factor, 7 : 
= ^ ^ ( W ) 
or PNID) = PQ - lCkylog(d) ( d B m ) (2.2) 
where PT is the transmitting power, GT and GR the gains of the transmitting and 
receiving antenna, respectively, and PQ the received power at a reference distance 
do == 1 m. It is precisely the parameters that affect this aspect of received power 
variation that our methods try to capture. Having derived the parameters of fading 
on the large scale, we can derive estimates of LRT, defined as the time period for 
which the mean temporal value of the received power will remain above a specified 
threshold, so that the link can be efficiently used for communication with a high 
probability. 
Shadowing: In practice, measurements of the received power are found to vary from 
the expected average received power, as this would be dictated by the path loss 
component. These variations are caused mainly by objects in the signal path, or 
changes in reflecting surfaces and scattering objects. This phenomenon depends on 
the specific signal path between the transmitter and the receiver, thus exhibiting 
spatial dependence. In the case of (a) mobile node(s), shadow fading appears as a 
time-dependent variable, as the node(s) move(s) through areas with different char-
acteristics, demonstrating itself over distances of many wavelengths. Shadowing has 
been found to follow a log-normal distribution when measured in watts, or, equiv-
alently, the received power in dBW (or dBm) follows a normal distribution whose 
mean value is equal to the average received power. This means that shadow fading 
^The term 'average' here is to be understood in both the temporal and spatial sense. 
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can be incorporated in (2.2) as in: 
or PR{d) = PQ - lO'-ylog(d) + x (dBm), (2.3) 
where a; is a normally distributed random variable, whose mean is zero and whose 
variance, cr^  depends on the environment. When modelling shadow fading, it is 
important to take the spatial cross-correlation into account. The correlation dis-
tance [69], (denoted by LCORR)^ under a mobile node(s) scenario is indicative of the 
(temporal) rate of change of the shadowing level and depends on the sizes of the 
obstacles, i.e. other vehicles, buildings, trees etc. For the following simulations, we 
follow the approach taken in [69], exploiting the fact that interpolation is a standard 
way of introducing correlation. We generate uncorrelated values drawn from a zero-
mean gaussian distribution with the desired standard deviation, cr, assuming that 
the sample spacing is equal to the correlation distance. We then perform interpo-
lation between these samples, introducing correlation to the uncorrelated generated 
values, to obtain the value of shadow fading at required locations. The interpolation 
can take place down to a specific sampling rate to generate the required time series, 
or only on the separating distance corresponding to the time of data transmission, 
thus enabling efficient integration to a large-scale simulation, as in Chapter 4. 
Fast Fading: The constructive/destructive phase interference of many different received 
signal paths leads to rapid fluctuations of the received power, which may be as much 
as three or four orders of magnitude (30-40 dB) when the receiver moves by only a 
fraction of a wavelength [67]. As far as modelhng of small-scale fading is concerned, 
we may introduce a new variable, a into (2.3) as in: 
or PR{D) = PQ - lO'ylog(d) + z + 20 log (a) (dBm), (2.4) 
where a is a random variable and may be assumed to follow a Rayleigh distribution 
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for non hne of sight conditions, or a Rician distribution in the case when there exists 
a hne of sight between transmitter and receiver. It must be noted that the Rician 
distribution can be controlled by the Rician k factor, a parameter that controls the 
ratio of the average received power via the line of sight path versus the average power 
received through other paths. It follows that Rayleigh is a special case of the Ricean 
distribution for A: = 0. 
For simulations to follow, multipath fading via use of a filter which produces the 
Jakes Doppler spectrum [70], which is consistent with the predictions of the widely 
used Clarke's model for the mobile radio channel. This model has been derived under 
the assumption of a large number of scatterers and uniformly distributed angles of 
arrival for the scattered waves arriving at the mobile receiver, which uses an omni-
directional antenna. For implementation details see [71].The frequency value used 
for the following simulations is / = 2.4 GHz and the maximum Doppler shift depends 
on the relative speed of the vehicles. 
Due to the nature of the problem, it is the large scale phenomenon (path loss) that we are 
trying to capture and predict, namely the change in the average value (either attenuation 
or amplification) caused by change in the relative distance between sender and receiver. 
Shadow and multipath fading are thus treated as noise. However, when evaluating the 
methods proposed on simulated data, these phenomena are not to be neglected, as they 
introduce considerable noise that will greatly affect performance. As a result, although we 
will be using (2.4) for producing the values of received power when evaluating the methods 
on simulated data, our estimation models will be assuming the following relationship : 
Pfl(d) = Po - IO7 log(d) + (j)R + (l)s (dBm), (2.5) 
where represents the variations caused by multipath fading and ^5 the changes on the 
level of the received power due to shadow fading. 
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Figure 2.1: Calculat ion of the nominal link failure t i m e point. T h e plot is based on 
s imulat ing the received power on a link w i t h R icean ( k = 8 ) and shadow {LCORR = 5 
m, (T = 4 d B ) fading. T h e relative speed b e t w e e n the nodes is 10 m / s ( A W G N ) , and 
t h e m i n i m u m distance achieved is 10m. 
2.3 T h e intricacy of calculating LRT 
It is generally very intricate to numerically evaluate an LRT prediction algorithm, because 
there is no specific time point when a receiver will suddenly stop receiving messages, thus 
the true value of the link residual-time is not strictly set itself. The receiver's efficiency 
in successfully collecting packets from a specific sender will deteriorate as the channel 
conditions worsen and as the distance between them increases. However, due to small 
scale and shadow fading we cannot distinguish a certain moment in time from which 
communication will fail, as deep fades in received power may cause a number of packets 
to be lost although successive packets will be efficiently received. 
In order to calculate the error in LRT estimation, however, a nominal value of the residual 
time is necessary. This nominal value is oracle-based in our simulations. Although not 
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assumed known to the method, the simulated distance between the nodes, as well as 
the state of the channel at all times is known in the simulation environment. We fit a 
logarithmic function to the condition of the channel state^ with respect to distance, and 
assume that link failure occurs on the distance on which the fitted function drops below 
the specified threshold for successful communication. The time of link failure, 7/ , is then 
the time point when this distance was achieved. Fig. 2.1 further clarifies the definition of 
TF, we plot an example of how the received power varies with respect to distance. The 
relative speed between the nodes is 10 m/s, contaminated with Additive White Gaussian 
Noise (AWGN) over time, and the minimum distance achieved is 10 m. Note that this is 
not the received power in the receiver, as our samples are much sparser, but a depiction of 
the channel state. In addition, we are distinguishing two different thresholds for received 
power; the communication threshold, below which communication is not considered to be 
efficient, and the reception threshold, below which packets will not be detectable by the 
receiver. In Fig. 2.1, the communication threshold, which can be defined based on the 
requested Bit Error Rate (BER), is taken to be —96 dBm, while the reception threshold 
is taken to be —105 dBm. We can see that packets above the communication threshold 
may continue to be received even after the nominal point of link failure. 
2.4 Denois ing 
As it has been already mentioned, small scale and shadow fading introduce considerable 
noise when trying to estimate the parameters associated with the change of path loss. As 
a result, applying a denoising process prior to the estimation methods can improve their 
accuracy. Exponential smoothing or central moving average methods (for details of the 
methods see [72]) are common ways of removing noise and are often used for smoothing 
the fluctuations caused by small scale fading. Methods that average over a specific number 
of samples with the aim of acquiring an estimate of the average value close to a time point 
can be classified as central moving average methods. These methods, although simple, are 
®What is meant by channel state is the received power in dBm as a function of distance, had the 
transmitter been transmitting continuously. 
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very efficient at eliminating the effect of high frequency noise as long as the parameters are 
correctly adjusted. The catch here is that there is a loss in time precision as the number 
of samples to be averaged is increasing. Even if we consider the environment parameters 
to be known, multipath fading characteristics will differ for different speeds of the nodes. 
The same is true for shadow fading; the temporal characteristics of the oscillations caused 
by shadowing depends on the combination of the correlation distance and the speed with 
which the nodes move through the affected areas. It is therefore not possible to set the 
number of samples a priori in an optimal way. Even if we assume that the algorithms can 
adaptively tune these parameters, we might find that for many cases the loss in temporal 
accuracy would not be acceptable. Exponential smoothing methods give exponentially 
decreasing weights to the observations as they get older [72]. However, the smoothing 
factor still needs to be adjusted, while exponential smoothing gives a lagged version of 
the available data, which would have an adverse effect in LRT algorithms. Finally, these 
methods may not behave as expected when the samples are not periodically distributed 
in time. In summary, the use of a filter with a fixed window size would be problematic, 
as the smoothing method should be capable of dealing with time series resulting from 
nodes with different relative speeds. Slower relative speeds imply that the the frequency 
of multipath-related noise will be lower, and that shadowing-induced fades will extend to 
bigger time intervals, and thus to a bigger number of samples. In extreme cases, the size 
of the window necessary to properly denoise a time series resulting from a slow-varying 
channel could be equal to the lifetime of a short lived link, whose quahty changes much 
faster. 
2.4 .1 Empirical M o d e D e c o m p o s i t i o n 
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [60] is a signal processing technique that can be 
used for denoising purposes. Using EMD for the signals in question is well justified, 
since this method considers oscillations at a very local level. It is in this way suitable 
for non-stationary signals, such as the received power for mobile nodes. Furthermore, it 
also applies for non-periodically distributed samples in time, so missing packets or packets 
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that are not sent periodically can be handled by the method. EMD is fully data driven, 
and it gradually dissects the time series into a case-dependent number of intrinsic mode 
functions (IMFs), going from finer to coarser temporal scale and thus from higher to lower 
frequencies. The signal described by the time series can be reconstructed by summation 
of all the IMFs. 
Very briefly, EMD comprises of successive steps gradually dissecting the signal, denoted 
by x(t), into local detail, d(t) (high local frequency part), and local trend, m(t) (low local 
frequency part). The procedure, presented in [60], includes the computation of the lower 
and the upper envelope of the signal {emin{i) and emaxif) respectively), by interpolating 
between local extrema. The local trend can then be identified as the mean of the envelopes: 
Tn,(f) = (2.6) 
while the local detail is what remains: 
d{t) = x{t) — m(t). (2.7) 
A sifting process is then applied by iterating the trend extraction on the local detail until 
certain conditions are met (more details can be found in [60,61]). The resulting local detail 
after the first sifting process is the first intrinsic mode function, let ci, and so on until 
the finishing conditions have been met. At each iteration, the intrinsic mode function is 
subtracted from the signal and the whole procedure is reapplied, so that in the end the 
signal is dissected into a number of IMFs and the residual, r, which is the global mean 
linear trend of the signal: 
= + (2-8) 
As an example, consider a link between two nodes whose relative speed is 10 m/s, and 
which will achieve a minimum distance of 40 m. The channel state with respect to time is 
shown in Fig. 2.2 and is modelled with Rician {k — 8) and shadow (a = 4 dB, LcoRR = 5 
m) fading. All packets received on the link within 250 ms are aggregated into one sam-
ple, and all samples constitute the time series used. The samples are shown in the plot. 
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Figure 2.2: A n example of received channel qual i ty metric , if the S N R of received 
packets is aggregated every 250 ms. T h e channel s tate at all t imes is also shown. 
B a s e d on s imulat ion of two mobi le nodes whose relative speed is 10 m / s , and which 
will achieve a m i n i m u m distance of 40 m. T h e link is mode l l ed w i t h Ric ian (k = 8) 
and shadow (cr = 4 dB, LCORR = 5 m) fading. 
together with the channel state at all times (considered unknown). Fig. 2.3 plots the 
IMF functions resulting from the decomposition of this specific time series, as well as an 
example on how EMD smoothing might be used to denoise our data: the channel state 
at all times (considered unknown) is depicted, together with the samples available to us. 
The EMD smoothed version of the samples is also shown. 
EMD's use as a filter has been well established [73,74]. Noise and channel fading will 
naturally occupy the higher frequencies, while changes on the large scale will reside on 
the lower ones. Since we are interested in large scale fading for this application, we can 
diminish higher frequencies, by only keeping the later extracted IMFs. We are using 
the criterion in [74], which does not assume any knowledge of the noise level; we may 
choose which IMFs to keep based on the change on the energy of each IMF. The IMF of 
the smallest energy, be IMFj, is considered the threshold between noise-dominated IMFs 
and signal-component dominated ones. We therefore discard all the IMFs derived before 
IMFj, and sum the remaining IMFs with the residual. The overall effect is that of locally 
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Figure 2.3: T h e resu l t ing IMFs and res idual f r o m t h e Empir ica l M o d e D e c o m p o s i t i o n 
of t h e t i m e ser ies cons i s t ing of t h e rece ived channe l qual i ty m e t r i c s a m p l e s in Fig . 
2 .2 , a n d t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g d e n o i s e d t i m e series , p l o t t e d t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e original 
s a m p l e s . 
smoothing the data. 
All simulations presented in the following use the implementation for EMD found in [73], 
which follows the criteria described in [61] for the halting of the sifting process. 
Although Empirical Mode Decomposition has been used in a wide range of applications, 
from finance to image processing, our study is one of the first to employ EMD for com-
munication problems^. 
"^ To the best of our knowledge, [75] is the only other example, where the authors recently examined 
using EMD for covert communications. 
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2.5 Using Linear Regression Methods 
In this section, we employ a regression method, in order to obtain estimates of the residual 
hfetime (LRT) of a specific link. The efficiency of the various methods is also compared 
for different patterns of data traffic and the merit of deploying a denoising process (based 
on EMD)is evaluated. Although hnear regression is employed, the method described is 
capable of capturing the non-linear dependency of the received power with the separating 
distance, contrary to existing methods using the time derivative of the received power to 
extrapolate in the future. 
Regression techniques consist of assuming a functional relationship to exist among the data 
and then estimating the parameters of this relationship [72]. In this case, the observed 
dataset consists of the timepoints when the link was active, («, and the corresponding 
received power, Pi = P{ti). 
2.5 .1 A p p l y i n g Regress ion 
As it is the large-scale path loss aspect that we want to derive out of the sampled data, we 
can apply regression, treating small scale fading, other random variations in the received 
power and measurement errors as noise. The model assumed is based on (2.5) (rewritten 
here for convenience): 
PR{d) = Pq- 10jlog{d) + (f>R + (l>s{dBm). (2.5) 
However, the distance between transmitter and receiver is not known. In contrast, what 
we have available is a time series of samples of received power and the time points when 
these were monitored {U, Pi). Hence we need to model the received power in such a way, 
so that the independent variable is time. Let us consider the case when the node(s) move 
with a somewhat constant speed over a relatively large time interval, or equally, accept 
that speed will not dramatically change, so that we can average over this time interval: 
u{t) = u. (2.9) 
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Then, if the node(s) are moving along the direction of the straight line that is defined by 
their positions (imagine for example, a vehicle moving alongside a highway lane and the 
link it shares with a roadside Access Point, or two vehicles moving in the same or opposite 
direction of a road, so that their relative speed is considerably constant), we can distinguish 
two different phases for the rate of change of the distance between them. The distance 
between the nodes will initially be approximately equal to the communication range of the 
nodes, will then decrease with a constant rate {approaching phase), reach a minimum value 
equal to the minimum distance (let dmin) that can be achieved, and then start increasing 
again {distancing phase) until the nodes go out of range. These different phases naturally 
extend to two different phases for the quality of the link they share communicationwise. 
Looking at (2.5), we can see the impact of the distance change on the received power. 
We expect that the received power on the large scale will be increasing {improving phase) 
during the approaching phase, and successively, start decreasing {deteriorating phase) after 
dmin has been reached (for the duration of the distancing phase). For the deteriorating 
phase we will have 
d{t) = u{t)t + dmin « ui, (2.10) 
based on (2.9), and on the fact that we have assumed the nodes to be moving along the 
direction that is defined by their positions over time, the minimum distance achieved on 
the 2-dimensional plane, dmin, becomes negligible. 
Combinining (2.5) and (2.10) leads to the following model for the deterorating phase only: 
PR{t) ^ a\ogiot + P + ni, (2.11) 
where a — — I O 7 , (3 = PQ — 107logio(u) and rij accounts for the error introduced by 
variations of other forms that are not taken into account by the log-distance model, such 
as small scale fading, errors of measurements or sampling biases. 
Utilizing given pairs of received power values and the time instances on which these were 
sampled (i.e., measuring the received power of the signal in received packets and keeping 
track of the times on those where received), we can regress on (2.11) acquiring values 
for a and (3. We can then use the estimates of these values, (denoted by a and (3) to 
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obtain estimates of the received power level on the large scale at some time (P(t /)) in 
the near future. Estimation of these parameters can also enable us to predict the link's 
residual-time (LRT), namely the time until the value of the received power on the large 
scale drops below a specified threshold, let P^h, according to the following equations: 
P(tf) = alogiotf + P and (2.12) 
LRT{t) = 1 0 ^ ^ - t, (2.13) 
Robust regression is an iterative form of simple regression, where pairs of independent 
and dependent variables are assigned weights based on the residuals from the previous 
iteration. This way, the parameters acquired are less sensitive to outliers that may exist 
among the sampled data. Specifically, we try to minimize the weighted sum of the square 
errors: 
N N 
- P^)' - ^i / ;?(61ogio(() + - f i ) " (2-14) 
i=l i=l 
For each iteration, the weight at each point is a bisquare function of the residual of the 
previous iteration: 
wi = . (2.15) 
0 , if [ril > 1 
where ^ , , ti = Pi — Pi is the error between the estimated and measured 
values of the received power, Sj is an estimate of the standard deviation of the error term 
ej and hi is the leverage value from a least-squares fit. The value of the tuning constant, 
tc, controls the level of decrease of the weight given to an observation (pair of dependent 
and independent variable) with a larger residual. A smaller tuning constant would lead to 
a stricter downweighting, decreasing the effect of observation pairs considered as outliers 
more severely. The tuning constant is taken to be tc = 4.685, a value which has been 
found to yield coefficient estimates that are approximately 95% as efficient as least squares 
estimates for the case of regressing on observations where the dependent variable has been 
contaminated with a normal distribution (cr = 1) [76]. 
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2.5 .2 Link Res idua l -T ime Es t imat ion Evaluat ion 
In this section, we are only considering links that are in a deteriorating phase. The method 
of identifying turning points, described in section 2.5.3 allows us to distinguish between 
the improving and deteriorating phases and apply the LRT estimation accordingly. The 
packets which constitute the time series are assumed to be sent in bursts initiated period-
ically over time with the intervals ranging from T = 0.25 to 1 second. The transmission 
of each packet burst is assumed to provide the opportunity to sample the channel for 5% 
of the time interval, so that there is constant traffic load. This means that when the time 
interval is smaller the time series will contain more samples but it will also be noisier. The 
relative speed between nodes ranges between 1 and 20 m/s. The received power at the 
reference point {d = 1 m) is taken to be equal to —17 dBm. The threshold for efficient 
communication is —96 dBm, but we assume that transmissions achieving a power larger 
than —100 dBm can be detected by the receiver. Any samples below this threshold are 
considered not received and not processed by the method. Rayleigh fading is employed to 
model multipath variations in the signal. The results presented were obtained by running 
simulations for 500 different time series; the minimum distance achieved was kept at 10 
m, kept relatively small, consistent with the initial assumptions that were used to derive 
the model. Prediction at each time point is based on the packets received so far, meaning 
that the method works in real time using (2.13). We are presenting the mean time average 
absolute error of all realizations, taking into account all the estimations after convergence 
has been achieved® in Fig. 2.4(a). Estimation based on EMD filtered data performs better 
in every case. As the time interval, and therefore the duration of the packets, becomes 
longer, our data are less noisy, as variations in the level of the received power are averaged 
out to a certain extent. For this reason, the gap between the accuracy of raw and denoised 
data estimation decreases as the time interval between packets increases. For example, 
when the time interval between packets is 250 ms, the mean time average error for the raw 
®The convergence criterion used is that three successive estimates should not differ more than 3 times 
the time elapsed between the corresponding estimations took place. In addition, after convergence has 
been achieved, we accept all estimates except for the case when an estimate differs than the previous one 
more than 100 times the time interval between the two estimates, when we use the previous estimate minus 
the time elapsed. 
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F i g u r e 2.4: R e s u l t s on t h e accuracy of robust regress ion b a s e d L R T e s t i m a t i o n , vary-
ing w i t h t h e t i m e interval b e t w e e n rece ived packets . T h e p l o t s aire b a s e d o n 500 
dif ferent M o n t e Carlo rea l izat ions of a R a y l e i g h fad ing channel ; t h e m i n i m u m dis-
t a n c e b e t w e e n t h e n o d e s is 10 m , t h e re lat ive s p e e d varies b e t w e e n 1 a n d 20 m / s a n d 
t h e channe l is ac t ive 5% of t h e t i m e . 
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data is 70% larger when compared to the mean time average error of EMD-denoised data. 
The value drops to 25% for packets being sent every 1 s. The standard deviation of the 
time average error for the different Monte Carlo iterations is plotted in Fig. 2.4(b). We 
can observe that the use of EMD-denoised data is more robust against different mobility 
scenaria: as the Doppler frequency, affecting the way Rayleigh fading affects the time 
series, depends on the relative speed between the nodes, estimation based on raw data is 
more variant, displaying a stronger dependence on the relative speed between the nodes. 
Both the absolute accuracy as well as the degree of its variance do not display a monoto-
nous relationship with the time interval used for the case of using EMD-denoised data for 
the estimations. This implies that the choice of the time interval inherently carries an 
underlying trade-off: a smaller time interval means that more samples will be available 
to perform the estimations; at the same time, as explained above, the constructed time 
series will be more susceptible to variations in the level of the received power, thus more 
noisy. For the case of raw data, the curve of the mean time average error displays a de-
creasing tendency with the value of the time interval. This happens because the effect of 
noise is much stronger for raw data. The trade-off between noise and number of available 
samples is clearer in the case of EMD-denoised data, where the contained noise has been 
eliminated to a certain extent. We observe a peak of the mean time average error for a 
0.5 s time interval. The mean time average error for a time interval of 0.25 s is kept low 
because there are more samples available, while the performance for T = 0.75 s and T = 1 
s indicates that the denoising process is more successful for these values, as there is less 
noise contained in the time series used. Although the error is smaller for T = 1 s, the fact 
that fewer samples are available when the time interval between packets is larger may lead 
to timeliness problems: on average, convergence is achieved after 40% of the deteriorating 
phase has elapsed for a 250 ms interval, while the mean necessary percentage of time 
elapsed for packets sent every 1 s comes up to 69%. 
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2 .5 .3 Turning Po ints Identi f icat ion 
In order to apply the regression model on the samples, it is of vital importance that turning 
points on the data are promptly identified. Turning points are defined as the extrema of 
the received power on the large scale, implying change of direction of the relative movement 
between the two nodes. As already discussed, we distinguish two phases, the improving 
phase, when nodes move closer to each other and as a result the link quality improves, and 
the deteriorating phase, when nodes move apart from each other. Identification of the time 
point on which the phase changes is crucial, as any data before the turning point need 
to be discarded before applying the regression algorithm. Correct identification should 
occur as soon as possible. The process of determining those turning points, is however 
not trivial, as the received power samples are sparse and noisy, in a way that the zero 
derivative method would yield false results. 
The method used involves denoising of the time series using EMD and identification of the 
turning points on the denoised signal, based on a combination of a simple differentiation 
method with localization of extrema based on their surroundings. Examining the sign of 
the first derivative of the denoised time series, we detect whether the link is in an improving 
or in a deteriorating phase. If the majority of the received power samples indicates an 
improving (deteriorating) phase, we need to search for a maximum (minimum) among the 
last samples. The rationale behind this is that we expect to reach a maximum (minimum) 
point at the end of an improving (deteriorating) phase; this point is the turning point 
between the two phases, as it implies a change between an increasing and a decreasing 
part of the time series. The noise contained in the time series, however, may result in 
local minima or maxima appearing even after the denoising process. For this reason the 
following conditions must be satisfied before a point is classified as a turning point: its 
difference® from at least one previous point should be larger than 5 dB, and a maximum 
(minimum) cannot be immediately followed by a minimum (maximum). The value of 5 dB 
has been chosen based on the level of fading-induced variations and the range of the values 
of received power. A smaller value would mean that fading variations would be mistaken 
®The idea of examining the relative value of a sample to the value of surrounding samples can be found 
in [77]. 
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for turning' points often, causing false alarms; a larger value would introduce latency in 
the identification process, and would result in missed turning points. The latter happens 
when the range of received power is small when compared to the required difference with 
respect to previous samples. 
We now evaluate the proposed method of finding turning points. The traffic settings are 
the same as in section 2.5.2. Nodes are initially placed in random positions within range. 
The minimum distance that will be achieved between them ranges between 1 and 50 m. 
After a reasonable amount of distance has been travelled, the value and the direction of 
the relative speed might change, producing more turning points. The values of the relative 
speed between the nodes are distributed (contaminated with AWGN) uniformly from 1 to 
20 m/s. Fig. 2.5 shows a typical example of the time series used to evaluate the turning 
points identification process (the method correctly identified all three extrema on the large 
scale without producing any false alarms for this particular realization). This model aims 
to reproduce the changes in distance between vehicles that move in the same road segment 
in a sequential way, coming closer and further to each other as their relative speed changes 
over time, vehicles moving randomly, or vehicles passing past each other. 
-75 
40 60 80 
time (s) 100 
120 
Figure 2.5: Typical t ime series of samples of received power used to evaluate the 
turning point identif icat ion m e t h o d . 
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Figure 2.6: T h e accuracy in turning points identif ication, in absolute t erms (dot ted 
line) and normal ized wi th respect to the t i m e interval b e t w e e n packets, as this is 
def ined in (2.16) , p lo t ted versus t h e t i m e interval b e t w e e n received packets. 
Table 2.1 shows the turning points that were missed by the method as a percentage of the 
total turning points for different time intervals between packets. Moreover, the percentage 
of false alarms (the method indicated the existence of a critical point when there was none) 
over the total identified turning points is given. False alarms should be avoided, but in 
general they do not influence the method as a whole that much. When a turning point 
is identified, all samples before it are discarded; in the case of false alarm, the estimation 
method uses less samples than it could have. We can observe that more false alarms axe 
generated for smaller values of the time interval between packets, as the time series are 
noisier and an outher might be mistaken for a turning point. On the other hand, the 
bigger the time interval between packets, the more probable it becomes that a turning 
point might not be identified by the algorithm. The reason behind this is that in cases 
of higher relative speed, a phase might not be long enough to be captured by the less 
frequent sampling. 
The turning point is chosen among the available samples of received power (quantized 
time), but the actual time of phase change depends on the time point when the relative 
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Time Interval 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
(s) 
Missed Turning Points 1 1 1.67 3 33 
False Alarms 2j% 1.06 0.85 0.65 
Table 2.1: Percentage (%) of false alarms and missed turning points for different t i m e 
intervals b e t w e e n t h e packets. T h e relative speed varies b e t w e e n 1 and 20 m / s . 
speed changes, and can thus occur anytime, independently of the time the packets are 
sent (continuous time). In other words, because our samples are sparse in time, when 
identifying the time point a packet was sent as the turning point, we cannot expect to 
exactly match the actual time point of phase change; in the best case the time point 
chosen will be the closest sample to the actual time the change of phase happened (the 
sample either preceding or immediately following the actual change of phase), resulting in 
an absolute error analogous to the time interval used. For this reason, the metric we use 
to quantify the accuracy of the turning point identification is defined with respect to the 
time interval between the packets (T): 
r = 
\t, cp ^cp (2.16) 
where tcp is the actual (oracle-based) value of the time of the turning point, and icp the 
time of the turning point as this is indicated by the detection method. Fig. 2.6 plots 
both the mean absolute error in the identification of the time point when the change of 
phase happened, in seconds, as well as the metric defined in (2.16), versus the time interval 
between the packets. In absolute terms, the mean accuracy does not significantly vary with 
respect to the time interval between packets, slightly increasing for bigger time intervals 
but always staying around 0.6 sec. However, in relative terms, the accuracy improves 
considerably for the less noisy series produced when the time interval used is larger. 
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2.6 Non-Linear Est imation Methods for Adapt ive Mod-
elling 
In the previous section, we have seen how regression methods can help us identify certain 
parameters related to the change of large-scale path loss, and therefore estimate the link 
residual-time. However, the model of the previous section can only be used for link quality 
predictions during the deteriorating phase of a link, and mainly applies for cases when 
the minimum distance achieved between the nodes is small enough relatively to the nodes' 
range. In this section, we are using non-linear least square methods in order to capture the 
effect that the minimum distance achieved has on link duration, using a model that can 
describe both the improving and deteriorating phase. Moreover, we are introducing an 
adaptive element, which allows for changes in the underlying parameters (relative speed 
values or direction) to be detected by the algorithm. In the following, a phase is to be 
understood as a time period during which the relative speed between the nodes remains 
considerably constant, both in respect of its absolute value as well as its direction. 
2.6.1 A d a p t i v e Parameter E s t i m a t i o n 
Let 
= {pZf,... (2.17) 
denote the denoised time series of received power metrics for the incoming packets until 
time tn on a specific link during phase (this implies that [ti,tn] 6 4>i). Also, let HiA) 
denote the model with unknown parameters A, that is assumed to be capable of describing 
the time dependence of the received power for a specific phase. A non-linear data fitting 
method, M., can be used to obtain estimates of the unknown parameters as: 
:==.A4(7Y,:P;;^, (2.18) 
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where Af^ denotes the set of the estimates of the parameters based on the samples received 
up to tn, and denotes the 2-norm of the residuals'' at time tn-
Every time a new packet is received, the power metric is added to the set of observations, 
Vf^, and new estimates of the parameters are obtained through (2.18). In order to adap-
tively detect changes between phases, we use the series formed by the successive values of 
the 2-norm of the residuals, , . . . , }. If a change of phase has occured (mean-
ing, the relative speed between the nodes has changed considerably), M. will no longer be 
adequate to describe the time series in vf^ , as it is has been assumed to be capable of 
handling data for a single phase only, given that the parameters are phase-specific. There-
fore, after a change of phase, the 2-norms of the residuals acquired will be significantly 
higher. For this reason, after each iteration, the statistics of previous residuals, i.e. the 
values in the set , are observed. If 
^ (2.19) 
where r is the mean value of TZt^  and cr% its standard deviation®, and if the time period 
covered is bigger than a small enough interval, Tp, to consider the environment and relative 
speed would not change dramatically, (tn+i — t i > Tp), a change of phase is detected. The 
exact point of change is determined among the members of Vf^, all previous samples are 
discarded, and a new phase is initiated. 
2.6 .2 Non- l inear Mode l l ing 
Going back to (2.5)®, we can assume d = ut + do, for the duration of a phase, where do is 
the physical distance that separates the nodes at the beginning of the phase, and u may 
have a positive or negative value, as long as d > 0. We can then derive the following model 
^The residuals consist of the differences between the samples and the corresponding estimated values 
when using the parameters derived, A, and their 2-norm is calculated as in : = \ j=i 
^Assuming that the residuals during one phase follow a normal distribution, 99.85% of the values 
contained in a set of residuals belonging to the same phase are expected to be smaller than the mean plus 
three time the standard deviation of the set. 
= PO - 107log(d) + <J)R + 4>S (dBm) 
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for the time dependence of received power during a specific phase 
api = pnido), 
+ 1)' where bp^ = — I O 7 and (2.20) 
^ to 
Using a non-hnear data fitting method and the time series of the received power metric, 
we can obtain estimates of the parameters of (2.20), which we can use for 
• classifying the links according to their stability, and whether the channel condition 
is improving or deteriorating, based on the estimate of Cp., 
• estimating the received power at some time point in the future, i/ , as in: 
== 4* + + 1) (2 21) 
and 
• estimating the link's residual-time (LRT), in the case that the link is in a deterio-
rating phase (cp. > 0), as in: 
ptht-^pi 
10 'Pi - 1 
LRTit) = : t (2.22) 
2.6 .3 Evaluat ion 
In this section we are evaluating the performance of the model proposed in (2.22) combined 
with the phase change tracking element described in section 2.6.1. The methods are 
evaluated in real-time; every time a new packet is received, we detect whether a change 
of phase has taken place; if this is the case, we discard all samples prior to the point 
when the change has occured. We then estimate the parameters of (2.22), and acquire an 
estimate for the LRT. Monte Carlo simulations are used in order to gain more insight on 
the efficiency on the methods, and an illustrative example based on actual measurements 
is given. 
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Settings 
We assume that physical layer information is passed on to the algorithm every T ms, in the 
form of the mean received power over all packets received on that link (if there exist any) 
during the corresponding period. If T is sufficiently small, in the order of some hundreds 
milliseconds, the accuracy is not affected, as a node moving with normal vehicle speed will 
not have moved considerably during this period. On the contrary, an initial smoothing of 
the heavily noised time series incurs, while computational demand will be lower, as the 
algorithm needs only to be updated once, utilizing all the information acquired within 
the sampling period T. EMD based denoising is as described in section 2.4.1 and the 
non-linear parameter estimation method used is a subspace trust region method, based on 
the interior-reflective Newton method. 
As the link residual-time is computed consecutive times during the deteriorating phases, we 
introduce convergence criteria on whether to accept the estimated value. More specifically, 
three successive estimates need to difiier less than 10 times the time interval on which the 
estimates were made; after this criterion is met, all estimates are accepted except for the 
case when two consecutive estimates difi'er more than 100 times the time interval between 
them, when we use the previous estimate. The latter is to combat "outlier" estimates 
after convergence, which may arise under rare occasions due to the fact that the initial 
point given as input to the non-linear least squares algorithm is randomly chosen at each 
iteration. Naturally, the more samples available, the more accurate estimates are acquired, 
and there is a trade-off between the time-average accuracy of our estimations and the time 
before the first estimates are accepted. 
Simulation based measurements are produced by considering a pair of nodes that move 
relatively to each other. The relative speed between nodes is chosen explicitly, but is 
contaminated with additive white Gaussian noise {SNR = 10). The received power at the 
reference distance is equal to PQ = —17 dBm. The threshold for efficient communication 
is Pth = —96 dBm, but we assume that packets over = —100 dBm can be detected by 
the receiver. Large scale attenuation of received power and Rayleigh fading are employed, 
as described in section 2.2. This particular scenario does not consider the existence of 
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shadowing; however the trace used in 2.6.3 gives initial evidence that the algorithm can 
respond well to the shadowing phenomenon. 
We examine the dependence of the performance of the methods on the number of packets 
that are being received, namely the percentage of time that we can actually sample the 
channel. For this reason we analyze the following scenario with simulation: the times 
that the packets are sent are drawn randomly in such a way, so that the percentage of 
time that the link is active is fixed on average. It should be noted here that if a packet's 
received power falls below the nominal threshold, this packet is discarded and not used by 
the method. This means that under certain circumstances, the rate of sent packets will 
not equal the rate of sampling opportunities for the channel, but we find the latter to be 
more realistic. 
Simulation Results 
We are examining the effect of the mean number of packets sent as a fraction of time 
on the proposed methods. The mean relative speed between the nodes is u = 15m/s 
(contaminated with AWGN), the minimum distance achieved between the nodes is 20 m, 
and the parameter t (aggregation period) is fixed at 250 ms. 
Fig. 2.7(a) shows the time average of the absolute error in estimating LRT (Link Residual-
Time) over every step of the method^°, for three hundred different realizations of the nodes' 
movement and the channel fading. We can see that the error is dropping as the rate of 
sent packets increases from 0.1% to 0.5%, which is to be expected, because there are more 
chances to sample the channel, and therefore, less uncertainty. However, the same is not 
true for larger values of the sampling rate, which shows that the method is robust with 
respect to the packet sending rate. What appears to be more significant is the effect the 
sending rate has on convergence. The method does not give an estimate of LRT as an 
output, unless the appropriate convergence criteria have been met. Fig. 2.7(b) shows 
the mean time (over 300 different channel and movement realizations^^) during which the 
After convergence has been achieved 
^^For the case of sampling rate being equal to 0.1%, 3% of the Monte Carlo iterations falsely converged 
during the improving phase. Although the corresponding errors of the estimates have been included in 
Fig. 2.7(a) (which is mainly the reason why the error is larger for this case), we have not included these 
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Figure 2.7: T h e effect of packet s e n d i n g rate , as a p e r c e n t a g e of t i m e , o n t h e accuracy 
and c o n v e r g e n c e of Link R e s i d u a l - T i m e e s t i m a t i o n . 
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method is capable of giving estimations of LRT, having the mean time average error shown 
in Fig. 2.7(a), before link breakage occurs. We can see that if the transmission time ratio 
is larger than 0.5%, LRT estimates are being issued, on average, for more than 8.2 seconds 
before link breakage with a mean absolute error well below 1 sec. 
A n illustrative example 
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F i g u r e 2.8: R e c e i v e d p o w e r of every packet a n d rece ived p o w e r averaging over packet s 
rece ived w i t h i n 250 ms , as g iven by t h e t race used . 
In order to illustrate the method proposed, we use a trace acquired by a set available 
online [78]. The link lasts approximately 45 seconds, and the vehicles move opposite to 
one another with speeds varying around 100 km/h, separated by 8 lanes of traffic and a 
concrete median (as reported in [78]). Our study has shown that a preprocessing of the 
data on the physical layer before calculating the mean is beneficial. When estimating the 
mean of the received power over t ms, as has been explained previously, outliers, which are 
samples that have a low likelihood of being consistent with the rest of the data, are removed 
for the calculation of the mean received power for this interval. Outliers are defined as 
cases for the calculation of the mean time coverage. We have eUminated these cases because although 
convergence took place early, that was due to the noise and resulted in erroneous estimates. 
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Figure 2.9; Classif ication of link condit ion w i t h respect to t i m e for the trace used. 
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Figure 2.10: Es t imated and actual Link Res idua l -Time (LRT) for t h e trace. T h e t ime 
average absolute error is 178 ms. 
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values that are at least three standard deviations away from the mean of this batch. The 
physical intuition behind this is that outlier preprocessing removes deep, sudden fades 
which do not extend to more than a few milliseconds, enabling EMD to correctly identify 
the fades caused by multiple scattering, nodes' movement and shadowing. Fig. 2.8 shows 
the received power with respect to time for all the packets received, as this is given by 
the traces, as well as the samples that will consecutively be available to the method with 
T = 250 ms. Prom the figure we may see that there is a stable phase for approximately 33 
s in the beginning of the link. Fig. 2.9 shows the temporal classification of the link, based 
on the amplitude and sign of the estimate of Cp. for all iterations. The classification is 
accurate for approximately 92% of the times. A lag is to be observed, as when a change of 
phase occurs, the adaptive method does not respond immediately. Finally, Fig. 2.10 shows 
the estimated link residual-time along with the actual residual time. The mean absolute 
error for these estimations is 0.178 s. It is important to note the loss in accuracy at the 
time point when the link breaks. The reason for this is that although the link is broken 
(namely, the received power on the large scale has fallen below the reception threshold), 
there are still some packets above the reception threshold due to fading; because only 
the packets whose received power is above the reception threshold can be detected and 
logged, close or after the link breakage there is a burst of packets whose received power 
remains larger but close to the reception threshold. Although packets with power smaller 
than the reception threshold are sent, these cannot be decoded and logged. This leads the 
time series to appear as if it was asymptotically approaching the reception threshold. In 
other words the channel is sampled in a biased way, which distorts the actual temporal 
behaviour of received power. 
2.7 Non-Linear Est imation Methods Under the Presence of 
Shadow Fading 
In this section we are introducing a more accurate model that can be used for estimating 
Link Residual-Time and we are evaluating its performance under the presence of Rician 
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^min 
Figure 2.11: A mobi le node moving in a constant direct ion relat ively to a roadside 
access point . 
and shadow fading. This model uses an approximation to account for the fact that even 
for constant relative speed between two nodes, their physical seperating distance does not 
vary linearly with time, affecting in this way the temporal dependence of the received 
power. We are comparing its efficiency with a modified version of the model in section 
2.6.2, where we consider 7, the exponent loss factor, to be known. 
2.7 .1 S y s t e m Mode l l ing 
We are considering the link between a stationary node and a node that is moving with a 
constant direction on the xy plane. This scenario covers both the case of a mobile node 
communicating with a road access point, as well as the one of two mobile nodes, A and 
B, moving without changing direction. In the latter case, we consider node A stationary 
and the equivalent relative movement of node B relative to node A. Let s be the axis on 
which node B is moving (relative to A), and 6{t) the angle between the line that is formed 
by the two nodes and .s (see Fig. 2.11). In addition, let sq G S be the point on which the 
distance between the two nodes is minimized and dmin the minimum distance achieved. 
In this context, s{t) represents the position of the mobile node on axis s, taking negative 
values before the node has reached SQ and positive afterwards. This means that sq = 0 
for the s axis. In this scenario, we can distinguish two different phases on the nodes' 
relative movement consistent with previous sections; we have underlined the importance 
of distinguishing between these phases, and how only measurements from the same phase 
should be used each time when making estimates. Whenever a change in phase is detected, 
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all data belonging to a previous phase are discarded, and the beginning of time is set to 
coincide with the beginning of the corresponding phase. During a phase, as this has been 
defined in section 2.6, we can assume that the speed of the mobile is constant, so that : 
(2.23) 
The separation distance of the two nodes over time is given by (see Fig. 2.11) 
^(0 = \J '^in + 5(t)^. (2.24) 
Substituting (2.23) into (2.24) and using the chain rule, we obtain : 
dd 1 , if s{t) < 0 
— = vcos{9{t)), where w = < (2.25) 
I u , otherwise. 
In other words, the rate of change of the separation distance with respect to time is equal 
to the projection of the mobile node's velocity on the axis that is defined by the locations 
of the two nodes. We can now express the change of d over time as in 
d{t) = [ vcos{9{T))dT + dt=o. (2.26) 
Jo 
In the special case of the movement taking place along the axis defined by the two nodes, 
= 0 for all t, and so we acquire a simplified version of (2.26); 
d(t) = vt + dt=o, (2.27) 
which also works well for dmin being small enough compared to the nodes' range, as in 
that case cos{6{t)) % 1 for the most part of link's duration. 
In order to get a more accurate expression we need to quantify the dependence of 0 with 
respect to time; based on Fig. 2.11 we get : 
9{t) = arctan (2.28) 
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the actual received power (solid l ines) and the approxima-
t ion g iven by M.2 (dots) . T h e details of each of the nine scenaria presented, toge ther 
w i t h the value of c used (a and b are g iven by (2.33) and (2.34)) are shown in table 
2.2. 
We observe that the rate with which 9{t) is changing is much bigger close to sq- This 
causes a sudden drop in the value of cos{9(t)) when the mobile approaches the area of sq; 
as s{t) increases with respect to dmin, cos 9{t) = 1. This means that for the distancing 
phase only (when 0(t) is decreasing with respect to time) we can coarsely approximate the 
value of the cosine with the following equation: 
C 0 8 ( g ( t ) ) where t ; s{t) > 0 and c < 0. (2.29) 
The value of the non-positive constant c depends on the relative speed, u, and the min-
imum distance achieved, Replacing the approximation in (2.29) into (2.26) and 
solving the integral, we obtain : 
i — pct" 
d{t) = V [t-{ I -1- dt=o VT : s{t) > 0. (2.30) 
Based on the above approximations ((2.27), (2.30)) for the temporal dependence of the 
separation distance between the two nodes, we can extend (2.5) to produce two different 
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d-min Speed Scenario c 
2 # 1 -0.2358 
10 10 # 2 -1.1311 
20 # 3 -2.2608 
2 # 4 -0.0504 
50 10 # 5 -0.2358 
20 # 6 -0.4612 
2 # 7 -0.0359 
70 10 # 8 -0.1708 
20 # 9 -0^827 
Table 2.2: Different scenaria tested and values of the corrective constant c. 
models for the received power with respect to time : 
M i : Pnit) a - lO^ylogio + 1) + e (2.31) 
•M2 : Pnit) = a — lO"/ log^ Q ^6 H — ^ + e, (2.32) 
where c is the corrective constant used in (2.30), 
a = PR{dt=o) and (2.33) 
b = ——. (2.34) 
dt=o 
Note that M2 is only valid for the distancing phase. This does not pose a constraint on 
acquiring LRT estimates, as the models presented herein produced LRT estimates only 
when a declining trend in power is observed. 
Fig. 2.12 plots the received power over different scenaria for the nodes' relative movement 
(i.e. different combinations of dmin and relative speed) based on the actual separating 
distance between the nodes (solid lines) together with the approximation given by the use 
of the corrective constant c in model M.2 (dots). The details of each of the nine scenaria 
presented, together with the value of c used for the plots (a and h were explicitly given by 
(2.33) and (2.34)) are shown in table 2.2. 
During a distancing phase both models can be used to produce estimates of the Link 
Residual-Time. After estimating the parameters a, h and 7 for -Mi, (2.22) can be used 
to predict the time point when the received power on the large scale will drop below a 
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threshold Pfh- Alternatively, based on M2 (acquiring estimates of a, b and c) and using a 
numerical method^^ we can produce estimates of LRT. 
2.7.2 P h a s e D e t e c t i o n 
A critical part of the methods proposed is the capability to detect between the different 
phases of movement, as in section 2.6.1. As M i is only valid for the distancing phase, we 
can not use the exact adaptive model described before, but follow a similar technique. 
Upon receipt of a new sample of received power, let P„, robust regression^^ is used to fit 
the denoised time series of received power linearly with time, as in: 
Pr{t) = \nt + Pn- (2.35) 
This may be a rather crude approximation, but is is faster than performing non-linear 
parameter estimation and it enables us to classify the current phase (improving or de-
teriorating)^^ and detect a change of phase by comparing the residuals^®, r„, with the 
residuals of previous steps (ri, r2 . . . r^- i ) as in section 2.6.1. 
2.7 .3 Evaluat ion 
In order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms we implement a simulation 
platform in Matlab. In the following simulations we focus on evaluating the impact of 
the channel shadowing and the distance of the access point from the velocity vector on 
the efficiency and prediction error. The communication scenario used is the one depicted 
in Fig. 2.11. As it has been discussed, this scenario can also cover the case of two 
mobile nodes whose directions are not changing for the duration of their movement. For 
the channel modelling we consider line of sight (LOS) communication with lognormal 
shadowing and Rician fading. The path loss exponent is set to 7 = 3.5. The speed of 
^^This adds an additional level of complexity but is justified on terms of increased accuracy. 
^®See section 2.5.1 for details. 
^•^Based on the sign of An-
^®Mean square error between the observed values and those produced by the regression model. 
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Figure 2.13: T h e s ta te of a wireless channel (relative speed b e t w e e n nodes u = 15 m/s 
contaminated w i t h A W G N , shadowing s tandard deviat ion a = 6 dB, R icean fading 
k = 8, m i n i m u m distance achieved dmin = 40 m) over t ime, depict ing t h e def init ion of 
the durat ion of the dis tancing phase Td-
the mobile node is set to u = 15 m/s but is contaminated with additive white Gaussian 
noise {SNR = 10), so that it varies for the whole duration of the movement, while the 
shadowing is assumed to have a correlation distance (see section 2.2) of 5 m. The threshold 
for efficient communication is considered to be Pth = — 96 dBm, although we assume that 
packets of power down to —100 dBm can be detected by the node, and their power can 
be measured and logged. We assume that the physical layer information is passed on to 
the algorithm every Tagg which is set to 250 ms, in the form of the mean received power 
over all packets received on that link (if there exist any) during the corresponding period, 
as in section 2.6.3 
The samples are sent randomly in time in such a way so that on average 20% of the time 
the channel can be sampled, either by existing traffic on this link, or by eavesdropping on 
the packets the specific neighbor is sending to other destinations. 
We examine the effect of different parameters on the accuracy and convergence of the 
LRT estimations, comparing the use of the two models ((2.31) and (2.32)). We define as 
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a(dB) 
Figure 2.14: Effect of shadowing standard deviat ion on the m e a n absolute error plot-
t e d per t ime interval. 
|M 
Figure 2.15: Effect of t h e m i n i m u m distance achieved on the mean absolute error 
p lo t ted per t ime interval. 
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normahzed estimation time (Tg) the time that the estimation took place (measm-ed from 
the reference point when the received power was maximized) over Td, which is the duration 
of the distancing phase. As the standard deviation of the error of consecutive estimations 
is quite high, we quantize the normalized time into intervals, each of them lasting 20% of 
the deteriorating phase (also shown in Fig. 2.13) of the corresponding channel realisation 
so that we can demonstrate how the estimations improve as time passes and the number 
of available samples increases. 
The behavior of the methods for different levels of shadowing, with the standard deviation 
of shadowing ranging from 2 to 6 dB is depicted in Fig. 2.14. In total, 300 different 
time series for each value of deviation were simulated. The minimum distance was set 
to drain — 10 m. As expected, the accuracy decreases with the shadowing deviation, as 
the time series contain more noise. For example, the mean absolute error of all iterations 
during the last time interval in Fig. 2.14 when using the 2nd model (Aig) is 0.3 s, 0.6 
s and 0.8 s for shadowing deviation of 2, 4 and 6 dB accordingly. Using the first model 
{M-i) for the estimations resulted in a mean absolute error of 0.8 s. I s and 1.4 s for the 
same settings. 
The effect of the minimum distance achieved is shown in Fig. 2.15. Shadowing was 
simulated at a = 3 dB, and 300 different channel realizations were tested for each value 
of drain- In all cases we plot the mean absolute error along the time interval of all the 
Monte Carlo iterations that have converged. If less than 10% of the iterations have not 
yet converged, the mean error does not appear in the plot. It follows that in Fig. 2.15 
fewer than 10% of the iterations had converged in the first time interval {t < 0.2Td) for 
drain = 40, while fewer than 10% of the iterations had converged in the two first time 
interval {t < OATd) for dmin = 70 m. We can see that the second m o d e l , g i v e s , again 
better accuracy than Mi, especially in the cases of increased dmin- For example, when 
dmin = 40 m, the mean normalized error of the last time interval is 0.8 s when using the 
second model and 1.4 s when using the first. 
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2.8 Discussion 
In this chapter we have 
1. given the background and related work overview for estimating a link's residual-time 
in the mobile and vehicular ad-hoc networks context, 
2. discussed about the nature of the radio channel for VANET links and the uncertainty 
in numerically characterizing a link's lifetime, 
3. introduced the concept of utilizing information available in the physical layer for 
estimating the residual-time (LRT) of a link between a given pair of nodes that lie 
in the proximity of each other, 
4. given a brief description of Empirical Mode Decomposition, a signal processing tech-
nique, and how it can be used as a denoising filter, and demonstrated how it can be 
used to improve the accuracy of our estimations, 
5. devised different methods for estimating LRT and validated those for short duration 
links (approximately 10 seconds to 2 minutes) that are affected by small scale fading 
and/or shadowing, and 
6. indicated the need for a mechanism that can track changes in the relative speed 
between the nodes, and implemented two different solutions to approach the problem. 
In more detail, the first model developed is suitable for describing the temporal dependence 
of a link's quality when the minimum distance achieved approaches zero using linear 
regression. The following models are extended versions, which aim at taking the minimum 
distance achieved into account, and use non-linear least square estimation methods to 
derive the relevant parameters. Although both of the latter models are approximation-
based, they have been found to be capable of capturing the dynamics of VANET links 
to a certain extent. The approximations used are based on the observation that when 
the minimum distance achieved between the nodes is not negligible, the assumption of 
semi-constant relative speed between the nodes, does not extend to a semi-constant rate 
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of change of their separating distance. The model presented in the next chapter targets 
at accurately capturing the corresponding dynamics without the need for approximations, 
and can be used to produce LRT estimates even during the improving phase. 
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Chapter 3 
Enhanced Techniques for Link 
Residual-Time Estimation 
THIS chapter extends the work presented in chapter 2 by proposing a unified model 
that can be used to describe the change of the SNR on the large scale during the 
whole duration of a mobile link. The model variants studied in the previous chapter can 
only describe the change of received power only through different phases (improving or 
deteriorating link quality); for this reason it is vital that a method to track phase changes 
is used in parallel with their application. Moreover, the models described in chapter 2 can 
only give an estimate of the hnk residual-time when the link is in a deteriorating phase. 
The improved accuracy of the estimation method presented and the models' ability to 
quantify the links' residual time even during the improving phase, lies in the incorporation 
of the minimum distance achieved during the nodes' movement as a parameter in the link 
quality model used. The main difference with respect to previous work is that the model 
developed here is used to derive an estimate of the minimum distance between the nodes, 
even before this has been achieved, i.e. before the maximum value of the received power has 
been reached. This is of crucial importance, as knowledge of the time-point when the link 
quality reaches a maximum value enables us to extrapolate in the future throughout the 
improving phase. This is because the remaining link duration during the improving phase 
is conditional on the maximum value of the received power that will be accomplished, i.e. 
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F i g u r e 3.1: T h e ef fect of m i n i m u m d i s tance ach ieved o n l ink durat ion , and w h y ' im-
p r o v i n g phase ' l inks shou ld not a lways b e favoured against 'de ter iorat ing ' ones . 
the time-point when the link quality starts deteriorating. To demonstrate this, we plot 
two cars following different routes and therefore achieving different values of minimum 
distance with respect to the roadside antenna in Fig. 3.1. We can see how the covered 
area and therefore the duration^ of the link drastically decreases for the vehicle that moves 
on the road that is further away. The model used needs therefore to incorporate the 
minimum distance between the nodes on the course of their movement, which determines 
the time point of change between the two phases, as a parameter. The way we do that 
is by exploiting the fact that the minimum distance to be achieved forms a right-angled 
triangle, with the separating distance between the nodes being the hypotenuse (see Fig. 
3.2(b)). We use the pythagorean theorem to express the physical distance between the 
nodes as the sum of the squares of the minimum distance achieved and the distance of 
the mobile from the origin of a specific axis. The axis is chosen so that the distance of 
^We assume that the rest of the parameters affecting the link duration, such as the relative speed or 
transmission power, remain constant for both links, so that the impact of the minimum distance can be 
demonstrated. 
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U 
Figure 3.2: The relative motion of two mobile nodes, a and b 
the mobile from the origin varies linearly with the mobile's speed, thus integrating the 
temporal dependence on the link quality model. 
Section 3.1 underhnes the role that the minimum distance achieved plays in the link 
duration and quantifies this analytically for the case of two mobile nodes, establishing the 
general applicability of the model used. In the following, we present the evaluation results 
when using the proposed model for the cases of ideal channel conditions, multipath fading 
and combined multipath and shadow-fading in section 3.2. 
3.1 Sys tem Model l ing 
Let us consider two mobile nodes, a and b, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). We are interested in 
acquiring an expression of the temporal dependence of the distance between them as they 
are moving on the xy plane. Let 
% — 'u'a,x^ 4" "^a^yv 
ui) = 4" '^b,yy (3.1) 
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denote the velocity vectors of mobile node a and b, respectively^. Also, let 
^a,0 — (^a,0) 2/0,0) 
^bfl — i^b,0>yb,0) (3-2) 
denote the position vectors of the nodes at time to, and 
do = |%,o - Sbfil (3.3) 
the initial distance between them. The minimum distance that will be achieved between 
the nodes during their movement depends on their initial positions and their velocity 
vectors, given by: 
J / ,2 _ (( '^6,0)('^ g,a ^b,x) {.TJafl yb,o){'^a,y 
Y (^o,a; ~ '^b,x) "I" \^a,y ~''^b,y) 
_ /((3/0,0 ~ yb,o)i'^a,x ~ '^ &,a) ~ ~ ^b,o)('^ a,y ~ %,3/))^ /g 
y ('^a,x ~ '^b,x)^ 4" i'^a,,y ~ %,^)^ 
Without loss of generality we consider node a to be stationary; node b's motion will then 
be specified relatively to node a, by the velocity vector 
wfj = ui) ua 
— i'^b,x ~ ^a,z)& ~l~ {.'^b,y ~ '^a,y^y 
:= 4" '^b,yy (3'5) 
while 
10(1 '^a 
= 0 (3^0 
^For the following we assume that the velocity vectors remain constant, and at time to = 0 the two 
nodes are approaching each other. 
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By the time the minimum distance has been achieved, node b will have traversed 
I / ((^a,0 ^b,o)('^a,a: '^ b,x) jVafi yb,o)(j^a,y ("i 7) 
Moreover, we perform two consecutive transformations in the Cartesian plane so that node 
b moves on the horizontal axis and node a resides on the vertical axis. This means that 
the minimum distance will be achieved when node b passes through the origin. These 
transformations are: 
Rotat ion of the axis system by so that the direction of node 6's relative movement is 
the direction of the horizontal axis. 
We can now rewrite (3.4) and (3.7) as a function of 9 and wy. 
j j {{ya,0 yb,o)'^b,x i^afl Xb,o)'^b,y)^ 
— 4/ {y^b,x)'^ + i'^b,y)^ 
((3/a,0 - %,o) - (:Ca,0 -
1 + 
- %,0) - (Za,0 - 3=6,0) 
Similarly, 
Y sec^(0) 
= |((3/o,0 - %,o) C08(g) - (Za,0 - a:b,o) 8ii i(0)|. (3.8) 
(o = (^a,0 - 2:6,0) C08(g) + (2/a,o - %,o) 8in(g).'* (3.9) 
a r c t a i i ( ^ ^ ) if wi,,y > 0 and > 0 
a r c t a n ( ^ ^ ) + 27r if WB,;/ < 0 and WB,X > 0 
arctan(ij^) + TT if < 0 
7r/2 if Wb,x = 0 and Wb,y > 0 
37r/2 if Wb,a: = 0 and Wb,y < 0 
^The absolute value is resolved by taking into account that the nodes have been assumed to be ap-
proaching each other at time to-
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In addition, node &'s motion will now be described by 
= dX/dt Vb^y = dY/dt 
= d{x{t)cos{9) + y{t)sm{6))/dt = d{y{t)cos{6) - x{t)sm{6))/dt 
and 
= Wb,x cos{6) + Wb,y sin(0) = Wb,y cos{9) - Wb,x sin(0) 
= \/(w^6,x)^ + {'wb,yt = 0> 
(3.10) 
which verifies that b moves parallel to the XX' axis. 
Translation of the co-ordinates, so that in the resulting co-ordinate system, denoted by 
xVi node a will reside on the vertical axis and node 6's relative movement will be 
taking place along the horizontal axis; 
X = X- (a ;o ,oco8(0)+ ! /a ,osm(0) ) (3.11) 
= y - (%,oco8 (g ) -a ;& ,os i i i ( g ) ) . (3.12) 
In xi' the minimum distance will be achieved when node b passes through the origin. 
As a sanity check we have; 
Xn = - (:Ca,0 COs(g) 4- !/a,0 8ill(g)) 
= 0 (3.13) 
and 
l^al = {Ya - (3/6,0 cos(g) - Xbfi sm(^))| 
= I ((!/»,0 - %,o) C08(g) - (lo.O - 3=6,0) sm(^) I 
— dmin • (3.14) 
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Also note that 
X6,0 = ^6,0 - (a:a,0 cos(0) + 2/a,o 8in(g)) 
= Xb^Q cos{e) + Vbfi 8in(g) - (Xa,0 cos{e) + 8m(0)) 
= (a^ b.o - a:a,o) co8(g) + (%,o - !/a,o) sm(i9) 
= —Iq. (3.15) 
Based on the co-ordinate system we obtain the following relationship for the temporal 
dependence of the distance; 
d{t) — ^ + {vb^xii - to) - • (3.16) 
Using (3.16) combined with (2.5)® we derive the following model for the received power 
on the large scale: 
pnid) = po - lo-ylog^oi^/dilin + " ^o) - lov) 
= Po - 5'ylogiQ{d^i^ +{vb^x{t - io) - (3-17) 
The estimates of the parameters of this model can be used to produce estimates of the 
Link's Residual-Time as in: 
JLO(PO-PTH)/5J) _ + IQ 
LRT{t) = ^ — it-to). (3.18) 
'fb,X 
3.2 Model Evaluation 
In this chapter, we assume that every node records the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of 
the packets received on its active links over time. SNR measurement capabilities are 
usually integrated in wireless communications hardware, as knowledge of the links' SNR is 
necessary for various network functions, a typical example being rate adaptation (see [79], 
^Pnid) = Po - 107log(d) + 4>R + <I>S (dBm). 
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where the merit of utilizing SNR samples acquired from commercial off-the-shelf hardware 
is confirmed). SNR can be measured in the received preamble or pilot symbols, which 
are known sequences transmitted either before every packet or at regular time intervals. 
In addition, the SNR on received packets can be calculated based on the Bit Error Rate 
acquired. For the following we assume that SNR measurements are available as input 
to the proposed algorithms, presented as aggregates based on the information that are 
collected in the physical layer. 
The received power at the reference distance is Pq = —17 dBm, the noise level is considered 
to be at No = —95 dBm, and the threshold for efficient communication is set at SNRj/i = 5 
dB. However, we assume that any packet above 0 dB can be detected and therefore used 
by the method. For the following simulations, we consider a link between two nodes, one of 
which is moving relative to the other at a speed ranging from 2 to 20 m/s. The minimum 
distance that will be achieved ranges from 10 to 100 m. 
We apply certain convergence criteria before accepting the estimates produced by the 
method. More specifically, for convergence to be achieved, three successive LRT estimates 
should not differ more than three times the time interval between the time points on which 
those were made; this is necessary, as there exist a certain number of samples that need 
to be available to allow for a valid extraction of the desired parameters via the non-linear 
least squares algorithm used. Since links between nodes with different relative movement 
characteristics will display fundamental differences in the temporal dependence of received 
SNR and link duration, we do not use a fixed number of samples, but rather implement the 
convergence criterion as a more adaptive way to detect whether sufficient SNR samples 
have been received. In addition, once convergence has been achieved, all estimates are 
accepted as they are, except for cases when one estimate differs more than 100 times the 
time interval between the time point it was made and the time the previous estimate was 
made. In this case®, the LRT estimate is derived from the data used for the exact previous 
estimate. This is necessary as on rare occasions, the parameter set given by the non-linear 
fitting algorithm may depend on the initial values given as input to the algorithm. These 
values are chosen randomly for each iteration over a wide range covering different relative 
®Such cases are rare. 
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mobility and transmission power characteristics. Exploiting the fact that the LRT values 
for successive iterations are highly inter-dependent, comparing successive estimates acts 
as a safeguard against this rare phenomenon, making the estimation algorithms robust to 
the choice of the initial parameter values. 
In order to assess the accuracy of the estimates, we use the mean^ time average® absolute 
error for all estimates produced after convergence is achieved. When using the term 
duration of the link, we mean the length of the time period during which the link can 
be used for efficient communication, i.e. the SNR on the large scale is above what has 
been set as the corresponding threshold. This is straightforward in the case of no shadow 
or multipath fading; in the presence of variations in the received power the nominal link 
duration is acquired via an oracle as described in section 2.3. The timeliness of the method, 
i.e. the time needed before convergence is achieved, is also important. The metric used 
is the complementary of that, that is to say the percentage of the time (normalized with 
respect to the link duration), during which LRT estimates have been produced. 
3.2 .1 Ideal Channel Condi t ions 
We are first evaluating the efficiency of non-hnear estimation methods in the (ideal) sit-
uation when the channel is affected by neither multipath nor shadow fading. Packets are 
assumed to be sent instantly every t — 250 ms. 
Before presenting the main results, we will derive some general characteristics of the prob-
lem. 
The effect of minimum distance achieved on link duration 
For the case of the ideal channel (only taking free space path loss into account), the link 
duration can be calculated directly analytically : 
''Over different Monte Carlo iterations. 
®Over the successive estimates. 
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Figure 3.3: Total link durat ion w i t h respect t o the m i n i m u m distance achieved for 
different values of t h e relat ive speed be tween t h e nodes ( speed ranges from 2 m / s for 
t h e upper curve to 20 m / s for t h e lower curve) . 
where R is the distance when the SNR is equal to the threshold for efficient communication 
SNRt/i (range): 
Pn —Nn—SNR^h 
(3.20) 
Q-NP-SNRFJ, 
R=10 lo-y 
Consistent with intuition, the link duration decreases with increased speed, for bigger 
minimum distance achieved or for higher noise level. Fig. 3.3 shows how the link duration 
varies with respect to the relative speed and the minimum distance achieved. The hori-
zontal axis represents the minimum distance achieved, varying between 10 and 100 m, and 
different curves are plotted for different relative speeds, ranging from 2 to 20 m/s. The 
range, R, is assumed to be 120 m. We can see that the minimum distance achieved has 
a significant effect on link duration. Comparing the extreme cases of d. lOOm and 
dmirii = 10m, we note that for any value of relative speed, the link duration increases by 
80.28% of its value when the minimum distance achieved changes from 100 m to 10 m. In 
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addition, Fig. 3.1 demonstrates how assuming that links with increasing link quality will 
last longer is not always accurate, as has been pointed out in section 2.1. 
Accuracy Evaluation 
In this section we evaluate the estimation method proposed under ideal channel conditions. 
The received power at the nominal distance of 1 m is considered to be known, while the 
path loss exponent, 7 , the relative speed, v, the minimum distance achieved, dmin and the 
initial position, IQ are considered unknown. 
Fig. 3.4 plots the mean time average® absolute error for different values of the relative 
speed between the nodes. The durations of the hnks under examination vary between 120 
s {v = 2 m/s and dmin = 10 m) and 6 s (i; = 20 m/s and dmin = 100 m). The time average 
errors for different realizations of the minimum distance achieved are plotted along with 
the curve which averages all values corresponding to the same value of relative speed. The 
time average error concerns the estimates which have been produced after convergence 
has been achieved. The corresponding percentage of time (the percentage of link duration 
after convergence) is shown in Fig. 3.5. The mean time average error is kept consistently 
below 0.25 s with the exception of the case when the relative speed is 2 m/s. However, 
in that case the link duration is much bigger - at least double - than the duration of all 
other links under examination. We can also observe that the mean time coverage does not 
display significant variance, ranging between 92% and 95% for all values of the relative 
speed. 
Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 show how the same values vary with the minimum distance achieved. 
The mean time average error is smaller than 0.3 s for all values of dmin, dropping below 
0.2 s for dmin > 90 m. The average value of time coverage ranges from 92% to 96%. Fig. 
3.8 and 3.9 give a better perspective on how these two parameters, combined, affect the 
accuracy of the method in the ideal channel condition. 
In terms of absolute accuracy (Fig. 3.8), the minimum distance achieved seems to be a 
stronger determinant of the error level, with the best accuracy observed for bigger values 
®The mean value of the absolute error among all estimates produced successively during 20 Monte Carlo 
realization for the channel. 
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Figure 3.4: T i m e average error in LRT es t imat ion p lo t ted against different values of 
the relative speed. T h e m i n i m u m distance achieved ranges from 10 t o 100 m. 
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Figure 3.5: M e a n percentage of t ime covered (with respect to the link duration) 
for different values of t h e relative speed. T h e percentage for individual realizations 
(different dmin achieved ranging from 10 to 100 m ) are also shown. 
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Figure 3.6: T ime average error in LRT est imation plot ted against different values of 
the min imum distance achieved. The relative speed ranges from 2 to 20 m / s . 
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Figure 3.7: M e a n percentage of t ime covered (with respect to the link duration) for 
different values of the minimum distance achieved. The percentage for individual 
realizations (different relative speeds, ranging from 2 to 20 m / s ) aire also shown. 
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Figure 3.8: T i m e average error in LRT es t imat ion (s) for different values of relative 
speed and dis tance achieved. 
of the minimum distance achieved. The time average error also shows a slight tendency 
to decrease as the value of the relative speed increases. 
On the other hand, it is worth noting that in these cases the link duration decreases as 
well; this is why in Fig. 3.9, the opposite trend is observed. The normahzed time average 
error with respect to the link duration drops from 3% to less than 0.5% when the minimum 
distance drops from 100 m to 10 m. The effect of the relative speed on the normalized 
time average error is not as big, although the relative speed is a stronger determinant of 
the link duration (see Fig. 3.3). 
Identification Capabilities 
In this section we evaluate the suitability of LRT estimations to be used as a route con-
struction metric; when using the Link Residual-Time estimation method for the purpose 
of establishing long-lived routes (which is the scope of chapter 4), the merit of evaluating 
the proposed model does not solely lie on the estimates' accuracy, but rather on their 
capability of comparing different links and correctly identifying the one which will last 
longer. We are comparing the identification capabilities of the LRT estimates with an 
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Figure 3.9: T ime average error in LRT est imation, normalized wi th respect to the 
link duration, for different values of relative speed and distance achieved. 
affinity-based scheme [55,56], which makes use of the time derivative of the SNR. As has 
already been mentioned, affinity-based schemes do not quantify the link lifetime when 
the nodes are approaching each other, and cannot therefore be used to make an informed 
decision between two links which are both in an improving phase (positive changing rate 
of SNR). In addition, as has been explained, when the relative velocity vectors between 
two pairs of nodes vary for different links, it is not guaranteed that a link going through 
an improving phase will last longer than one whose link quahty is decreasing. We will 
now demonstrate these deficiencies through comparing the identification capabilities of 
the proposed method and affinity-based decisions. 
The affinity between two nodes, denoted by n and m is given by 
high if > 0, 
otherwise, 
(3.21) 
where SNRj/j is the SNR (or signal strength) threshold below which the link is assumed to 
be disconnected, Scurr is the currently reported SNR at the link in question, and ASn,m/^t 
the rate of change of SNR on the hnk, averaged over the last few samples. In order to 
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Method Mean Lifetime (s) 
Optimal Decision 4L92 
LRT-Based 41.91 
Affinity-Based 36.10 {n = 1) 
35.93 {n = 5) 
35.73 {n = 10) 
35.35 (jV = 20) 
Random 27.67 
Table 3.1: M e a n l i f e t imes ach ieved u n d e r dif ferent dec i s ion m e t r i c s w h e n t r y i n g t o 
ident i fy t h e longes t - l i v ing l ink a m o n g two , s h o w n t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e m e a n va lue of 
l i f e t imes a n d t h e va lue ach ieved u n d e r orac le -based dec is ion . 
calculate asn,m/^t, we follow [55], where n previous samples are used to calculate the 
mean rate of SNR with respect to the current sample. 
We are simulating mobile radio links for different scenarios of the nodes' movement. 
The relative speed between the nodes varies between 2 and 20 m/s, while the minimum 
distance achieved ranges from 10 to 100 m. The settings are the same as in 3.2. We 
produce LRT estimates^® and calculate the affinity every 250 ms for each link, during 
the whole hnk duration (when SNR> SNRj/i). For fair comparison, we do not use any 
convergence criterion for the acceptance of LRT estimates. All estimates produced during 
the duration of the link are used. We utilize the LRT estimates to choose between any 
two given links, opting for the one with the largest estimate, and calculate the mean 
value of the lifetimes chosen based on the estimates. We also choose links based on the 
calculated affinity as follows: if both hnks are in an improving phase (high affinity) we 
choose randomly, links of high affinity are always preferred over links with deteriorating 
link quality, while when the affinity is not high for any of the two links, we opt for the link 
of higher affinity value. In total, the pairs of links compared are in the order of 55 • 10®. 
The mean lifetime of the hnks chosen based on the LRT estimates, the mean lifetime of 
the links chosen based on the affinity-based scheme as well as the mean lifetime of all links 
examined and the mean hfetime of links chosen based on an oracle which always opts for 
the longest-living link are shown in Table 3.1. Since the previous studies do not identify 
a specific value for n (the number of previous samples used for affinity calculation), 
^"Using the model described in (3.17), where the relative speed, v, the minimum distance achieved, dmin, 
the initial position, /q, and the received power at the reference distance PQ are considered unknown. 
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we present results for N ranging between 1 and 20. We can see that the identification 
capabilities of the LRT estimates acquired under the model described in (eqn:ultModel) 
in ideal channel conditions are practically identical with that of an oracle which always 
opts for the longest living link. This reflects the suitability of the metric for utilization 
in route construction functions. The affinity-based scheme, however, fails to consistently 
identify the longest-living link among two, resulting in a much smaller mean lifetime value 
than the LRT based decision. The best value for N seems to be one, meaning that it is 
preferable to calculate the changing rate over the last pair of observations, since there is 
no noise present in the measurements. Even for = 1, the mean value of the lifetime 
of the chosen links achieves to reach only 86% of the optimal value, while the gain with 
respect to random choice is 30%. The corresponding values for LRT-based decisions are 
100% and 51%. 
3 .2 .2 M u l t i p a t h Fading 
In this section we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed methods in the presence of Rician 
channel fading {k = 8). Using the same model as before, (3.17), we consider the path 
loss exponent, 7 as known; the rest of the parameters (the relative speed, v, the minimum 
distance achieved, dmin, the initial position, Iq, and the received power at the reference 
distance Pq) are considered unknown. After estimating these, we can produce estimates 
of the link residual-time using (3.18). 
For the following, we assume that each packet transmission lasts 500/xs, a reasonable 
assumption, given that the preamble alone in 802.llg lasts 2G0/is; as in chapter 2, the 
times on which the packets are randomly distributed in time, so that the percentage of 
time that the link is active is fixed on average at 10%, and every packet that falls below 
the nominal threshold for successful reception is discarded and not used by the method. 
This means that under certain circumstances, the rate of sent packets will not equal the 
rate of sampling opportunities for the channel. We assume that physical layer information 
is passed on to the algorithm every T = 250 ms, in the form of the mean received power 
over all packets received on that link (if there exist any) during the according period. 
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Accuracy Evaluation 
As we evaluate the method in a real time mode, the accuracy of the estimates produced 
is generally improved as time progresses and more samples of the SNR become available. 
This is the reason why we present the time average error as a function of the relative 
time point at which the estimate was made. It is necessary to use relative time, namely 
normalize with respect to the total link duration, as the latter will vary among different 
realizations when running Monte Carlo simulations. For every iteration, we divide the 
link duration in 10 equal intervals, and average over the absolute error of the estimations 
that have taken place within each interval. The number of estimations that have taken 
place in each interval may differ considerably between two different Monte Carlo iterations 
examining links among mobiles whose relative motion is described by different parameters 
Fig. 3.10 shows the time average error in LRT estimation for different values of drnin-, as 
a function of the percentage of link duration elapsed, when the relative speed is 16 m/s^^. 
The link durations vary between 8 s (dmm = 100 m) and 15 s {Arnin = 10 m). We can 
see how the accuracy improves as the link gets o l d e r B e t w e e n the first (20% -30% link 
duration) and the third (30%-40% link duration) interval there is a drop of the mean time 
average error from 0.9 s to 0.5 s (equal to appr. 42%), while the mean time average error 
is smaller than 0.1 s after 70% of the link duration has elapsed. We also observe that the 
time average error is higher for bigger values of the minimum distance achieved. Note that 
in the latter cases the link duration is also smaller, meaning that there are less samples 
available for the same relative timepoint when compared to links where the mobile nodes 
achieve a bigger dmin- For example, during the first iterations, the time average error is 
1.5 s for dmin = 40 m and 0.5 for dmin = 10m; for the last iterations, the largest time 
average error observed is 0.12 s for dmin = 100 m, while its value remains smaller than 
0.05 s for dmin < 60 m. It is also worth noting that after 70% of the link duration has 
elapsed, the rate of the drop in the mean error is relatively insignificant. This might be 
^^Each point shown has been averaged over 20 different Monte Carlo iterations of a Rician fading channel. 
^^No results are shown for the time intervals when the majority of the cases has not converged, as we 
consider it to be misleading. 
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Figure 3.10: T i m e average error in LRT es t imat ion for different values of dmin w h e n 
t h e relat ive s p e e d is 16 m / s . T h e m e a n abso lute error is shown as a funct ion of 
t h e percentage of link durat ion elapsed. T h e results are averaged over 20 different 
real izat ions of a Ric ian fading channel . 
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Figure 3.11: T i m e average error in LRT es t imat ion for different values of t h e relat ive 
s p e e d w h e n the m i n i m u m dis tance achieved is 50 m. T h e m e a n absolute error is shown 
as a funct ion of t h e percentage of link durat ion elapsed. T h e results are averaged over 
20 different real izat ions of a Ric ian fading channel . 
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indicating that there is a certain level of accuracy that the methods can achieve, and this 
will not increase notably even if more samples become available. 
In order to examine the effect of the relative speed on the accuracy of the methods, Fig. 
3.11 shows the time average error in LRT estimation as a function of the percentage of link 
duration elapsed for different values of the relative speed when dmin = 50 m^^. The link 
durations vary between 10 s (v = 10 m/s) and 109 s (u = 2 m/s). As in Fig. 3.10, results 
are shown only for the parameters for which the majority of the iterations has converged. 
We can see, again, how the accuracy improves as time passes; the drop between the first 
two intervals depicted is impressive (equal to 71%), especially when compared to that in 
Fig. 3.10. After this drop, the accuracy continues to improve, leading to a mean time 
average error smaller than 0.1 s after 80% of the hnk duration has elapsed. It is worth 
noting that when running Monte Carlo simulation over different values of the relative 
speed, the variance of the error among different iterations is much greater when compared 
to the variance among iterations where the relative speed has been kept constant and 
dmin varies. This variance, however decreases as time^^ passes. Links between nodes 
with smaller relative speed are more prone to larger time average errors, especially during 
the first iterations. This occurs mainly because for the case of larger relative speed, the 
path loss temporal dependence demonstrates itself faster. In addition, multipath fading 
is highly dependent on the relative speed between the two nodes, the doppler frequency 
being analogous to it. The smaller the relative speed, the lower the value of the Doppler 
frequency which means that deep fades will extend to numerous packets creating a noisier 
time series. Nevertheless, the link duration is also greater, so the normalized error is 
smaller. For example, during the first iterations, the time average error is 8.7 s for u = 2 
m/s and 1.8 s for v = 12 m/s; the corresponding relative time average error for the 
same iterations is, however 8% and 10%. During the next time interval the accuracy is 
improved significantly, with the time average error smaller than 3.2 s and the relative error 
kept below 6% for all values of relative speed. After half of the link duration has elapsed, 
all time average errors are smaller than 0.8 s, and their mean is kept well below 0.2 s. 
^^Each point shown has been averaged over 20 different Monte Carlo iterations of a Rician fading channel. 
Relative to link duration. 
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Figure 3.12: P e r c e n t a g e of t i m e covered for di f ferent c o m b i n a t i o n s of re la t ive s p e e d 
a n d m i n i m u m d i s t a n c e ach ieved ( m e a n va lue over 5 di f ferent rea l i zat ions of a R i c i a n 
fad ing channe l , w i t h k = 8 ) . 
Finally, Fig. 3.12 gives insight on the combined effect of relative speed and minimum 
distance achieved on the timeliness of the estimation methods, by plotting the percentage 
of link duration during which estimates were being produced^®. The link durations range 
from 6 s (t; = 20 m/s and dmin = 100 m) to 120 s (f = 2 m/s and dmin = 10 m) .Naturally, 
the longer the link duration (i.e. smaller values of dmin and/or relative speed), the bigger 
the time coverage, reaching to values up to 90%. This happens as convergence is more often 
a matter of having acquired sufficient samples, which translates in a minimum interval 
required in absolute time. The effect of speed seems more significant than the effect of 
minimum distance achieved, meaning that the time covered decreases more with increasing 
relative speed than with increasing minimum distance. This is also to be expected, as 
relative speed is a stronger determinant of the link duration. For example, when the 
relative speed is equal to 2 m/s and the minimum distance achieved is 10 m, the mean 
coverage time is equal to 86%; an increase in dmin to 100 m results in a decrease of this 
value to 79%, while an increase of v to 20 m/s leads to a percentage of 73%. 
^i.e. the fraction of the remaining link time after convergence was achieved over the total link duration. 
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Method Mean Lifetime (s) 
Rician fading {k = 8) 
Mean Lifetime (s) 
Rayleigh fading 
Optimal Decision 41.02 37.83 
LRT-Based 40.24 36.85 
Affinity-Based 29.20 25.57 iN = 1) 
31.47 26.93 {N = 5) 
32.35 27.73 {N = 10) 
32.95 28.37 {N = 20) 
Random 27^4 24.90 
Table 3.2: M e a n l i fet imes achieved under different decis ion metr ics w h e n try ing to 
ident i fy the longest- l iving link a m o n g two, shown together w i t h t h e m e a n value of 
l i fet imes and t h e value achieved under oracle-based decision. T h e channel is af fected 
by mul t ipath fading. 
Identification Capabilities 
In this section we evaluate the identification capabilities of the LRT estimates, when 
used to choose the longest-hving hnk among two given ones. We are following the same 
procedure as in section 3.2.1, where we demonstrated that under ideal channel conditions 
the LRT estimates reach the identification capabilities of an oracle which always chooses 
the longest living link and demonstrated the shortcomings of an affinity-based scheme. 
This section is intended to provide insight on the robustness of each method toward the 
noise induced by multipath fading. We simulate both the cased of Rician (with factor 
A: = 8), as well as Rayleigh fading. As before, we use all LRT estimates produced during the 
duration of the link even before convergence has been achieved, and do not employ EMD, 
for a fair comparison. As we can see from Table 3.2, LRT-based decision is much more 
robust with respect to noise, achieving to choose links of average lifetime equal to 98.1% 
(under Rician fading) and 97.4% (under Rayleigh fading) with respect to the lifetimes 
achieved under an oracle based decision scheme. The affinity scheme is, as expected, 
very sensitive to the noise induced in the measurements by multipath fading, due to the 
explicit use of the time derivative. We can see that the lifetimes achieved under the 
affinity-based scheme are much closer to the corresponding value given by an agnostic 
scheme (random decision), than they are at the optimal. Also, the merit of using more 
samples to calculate the changing rate is now evident, as opposed to 3.2.1, the affinity-
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based scheme seems to perform better for bigger values of the parameter n, which controls 
the number of samples used for the time derivative calculation. However, the value of n 
is restricted by the duration of the links under examination^®. In the following section, 
where the model proposed is evaluated under shadow fading, we will focus solely on the 
identification capabilities of LRT estimates, since shadow fades demonstrate themselves in 
a much stronger way, and the use of the time derivative would be even more problematic. 
3.2 .3 Shadow Fading 
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methods in the presence of 
shadowing and Rician channel fading (A; = 8). The traffic settings remain the same as in 
section 3.2.2. The shadowing standard deviation varies from 1 to 4 dB, and the correlation 
distance is set to 5 m. 
Accuracy Evaluation 
Depending on the level of shadowing, the fades may occasionally dominate the temporal 
dependence of path loss on distance, especially during the first iterations of links between 
nodes moving slower relatively to each other. In addition, the fact that nodes can only 
log packets which they can decode, namely packets above the corresponding threshold, 
means that in the beginning of the link, the samples of the time series are censored. These 
introduce an extra challenge to the estimations. 
As an example, we are simulating 200 different channel realizations for a link between two 
nodes which are going to achieve a minimum distance of 10 m and whose relative speed 
is equal to 15 m/s. This leads to a link duration of approximately 16 s. The mean time 
average over the different reahzations is shown in Fig. 3.13(a) for different levels of shadow 
fading over the link lifetime. As before, we can see how the time average error declines as 
the link becomes older and more samples are available. The accuracy of the estimation 
Since the calculation of the derivative should be limited to either improving or deteriorating phase to 
give meaningful results, N cannot cover more than the duration of a single phase, and ideally, should not 
extend to more than one phase. The value of N = 20 is equivalent to 5 s, since we take samples every 250 
ms. We note that the phase durations for the scenarios examined may reach down to this value. 
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(a) Time average absolute error, in seconds, plotted versus the percentage of elapsed link time for 
different values of shadowing standard deviation. The number of samples that was available to 
the method at the time is also shown. 
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(b) Number of estimates acquired per time interval for different values of shadowing deviation. 
Figure 3.13: B a s e d on 200 channe l rea l izat ions of a link b e t w e e n t w o n o d e s w i t h 
re la t ive s p e e d equal t o 15 m / s and dmin = 10 m 
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methods is better for smaller values of the shadowing standard deviation, however, the 
time average for all values is kept well below 2 s after 40% of the link lifetime has elapsed. 
The number of estimations used for each point in Fig. 3.13(a) are shown in Fig. 3.13(b), 
which is also representative of the percentage of convergence. 
Identification Capabilities 
Let Tm and r „ denote the actual residual times of two links at time t, and Tm and Tn the 
corresponding estimates. 
The uncertainty of the residual-time estimates can be represented by a random variable 
which follows the distribution of the error. To this end we define a family of random 
variables, denoted by Ek • ^ It follows that the estimates themselves are 
random variables, as the sum of two random variables : 
f = T 4- (3.22) 
We are then interested in the probability of correct identification, which depends on the 
values of Tm and T„. We define a function P : 0 ^ x [0,1] : 
Pr(7L > Tk) if Tm 
P{m,n) = < Pr(2L < i^,) if Tm < Tn, (3.23) 
1 if Tm = Tn-
Function P gives the probability that the longest living link will be chosen among the 
two, namely that the relative order of the estimates follows the relative order of the actual 
LRT values. Based on the distribution of the errors, we can calculate the value of P. 
Without loss of generality, let us examine the case Tm > Tn-
Pr(7^ > Tn) = Pv^Tm + Em > Tn + En) 
= Pr(£'TO — En > Tn ~ Tm)- (3,24) 
^^The index k indicates the error distribution for T = Tk. 
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Figure 3.14: T h e range of values for Tm for successful identif icat ion of the longest-
l iving link (green) and the range of values for Tm which render t h e identif icat ion false 
(red), condit ioned on the value of En-
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In other words, correctly identifying the longer-hving hnk is conditional on the difference 
of the errors relatively to the difference of the actual lifetimes. To illustrate this, Fig. 3.14 
presents three different cases for the value of En, namely the error in the estimation of 
the actual hfetime Tn- Assuming a value for En allows us to designate the range of values 
for Tm (and therefore for the estimation error Em for a give value of Tm) which allows for 
correct identification of the longer living-link. In the first case, the error is positive, but 
is not bigger than the difference of the actual lifetimes, placing the estimate Tn between 
the actual values Tn and Tm- We can see that Em can safely assume any positive value; 
should the error in the estimation of Tm be negative, the sum of its absolute value, {—Em), 
and the assumed error En should not exceed the difference of the actual values, namely 
En — Em < Tm - Tn, which 18 equivalent to (3.24). Similar reasoning for the two other 
cases also verifies (3.24) as a necessary and sufficient condition for correct identification 
of the longer-living link. 
The difference of the errors, Um,n = Em — En, is also a random variable whose distribution 
is denoted by fm-n- Given the distributions of the errors, fm and /„, fm~n is equal to 
the cross correlation of their distributions: 
/
OO 
A(T)/m(T + = A * /m- (3 25) 
-OO 
Conditioned on the values of Tm and Tn (3.24) yields: 
fOO 
Pr(rm > r„ ) = / fm-n{u)d{u), (3.26) 
JTn-Tm 
It follows from (3.23) that the lifetime of the link chosen based on the estimates of LRT, 
is also a random variable, denoted by L. L can take two distinct values, either Tm or Tn, 
depending on which link was chosen based on the estimates. The dependence of L on the 
value of the difference of the errors is plotted in Fig. 3.15. Formally, conditioned on the 
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F i g u r e 3.15: T h e l i f e t ime of t h e l ink c h o s e n b a s e d On t h e e s t i m a t e s , d e p e n d i n g o n t h e 
d i f ference of t h e errors, Um n w h e n > T„. 
values of the true residual times, Tm and r„ : 
Ln,m — ^{T„-Tm,oo)Um,n ' Tm,Tn + ^{-oo,Tn-Tm)^rn,n ' Tn-18 (3.27) 
Going back to the general case, the conditional distribution of L, fLn,m = fLi}\Tm,Tn), 
is equal to: 
^ P{m,n) • [1 - - max(rm,r„))] + 
[1 - P(m, n)] • [1 - 5 (Z - min (T^, r„))] , (3.28) 
which is illustrated in Fig. 3.16. It follows that the conditional expected value of the 
lifetime of the chosen link, L, on the actual LRT values of the candidate links, r „ and T-m 
is given by: 
^[L\Tn, Tm] — P(Tm, Tn) ' max (Tm, Tn) + [1 — P{Tm, Tn)] ' min {Tm, Tn) . (3.29) 
^®We use the indicator function, defined as 
1a (a;) = 1 if X £ A, 
0 \i X ^ A. 
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Figure 3.16: T h e probabil i ty dens i ty funct ion of the l i fet ime of t h e chosen link, L. 
Fig. 3.17(a) plots (3.29) as a function of and Tm, normalized by max(2^,2^) (which 
would be the lifetime of the link chosen, based on an oracle that chooses the longest living 
link). The results have been obtained based on 200 Monte Carlo iterations of links between 
nodes whose relative speed varies between 2 and 20 m/s and which will achieve a minimum 
distance of 10 m. The channel is affected by Rician and shadow (a = 2dB) fading. To 
allow for better resolution, we limit the values of and Tn up to 60 s, which accounts 
for 70% of the cases. In addition, we plot the joint probability density function for the 
corresponding values of Tm and T„ in Fig. 3.17(b), in order to illustrate how common the 
appearance of each pair is. We can see that the estimation methods achieve satisfactory 
results; for most of the pairs, the ratio approaches one, while it remains bigger than 82% 
for all the cases. There is a drop in performance when comparing links of residual lifetime 
close to 50 s with links of LRT in the area of 5 to 20 s; this phenomenon arises due to two 
main reasons : First, the big difference of the LRTs of the two links is large, so even a 
small probability of misjudgement has an adverse effect. Second, the existence of multiple 
links whose total lifetime was close to 50 s means that the corresponding estimates of these 
specific links in the area of 50 s were less accurate, as they were based on very few samples. 
Finally, the joint pdf shows us that most pairs will be concentrated around values smaller 
than 10 s, which means that the performance of the comparison estimates for these pairs 
will affect global performance to a greater extent. 
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(a) The conditional expected value of the chosen link's residual-time as it varies for 
different pairs of {Tm,Tn) normalized by max.{Tm,Tn)-
(b) The joint probability density function of Tm and Tn-
Figure 3 .17: B a s e d o n 200 channe l rea l izat ions of a l ink b e t w e e n t w o n o d e s w i t h 
re la t ive s p e e d rang ing f r o m 2 t o 20 m / s and dmin = 10 m. T h e link e x p e r i e n c e s s h a d o w 
(cr = 2) a n d R i c i a n fading. 
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Based on (3.29) we can calculate the expected value of the lifetimes of the links chosen 
based on the LRT estimation method as in: 
E[LLRT] = [ [ [P{Tm, Tn) • m a x ( T m , T „ ) + [1 - P{Tm, Tn)] • m i n ( T m , T „ ) ] 
J RI J" J VIX 
fT{Tm)fT{Tn)dTmdTn- (3.30) 
To numerically evaluate the optimality of the method, we also calculate the expected value 
of the lifetimes, had the links been chosen based on an oracle, which would always opt for 
the longest-living link: 
(3.31) 
as well as the expected value of all residual lifetimes, to serve as a benchmark that repre-
sents the average case: 
/ VT(t)df, (3.32) 
For the following, we calculate all expected values empirically, based on simulation results. 
Fig. 3.18 plots E[LLRT], ^[LO] and E[L] based on (3.30)-(3.32), with respect to different 
values of shadowing standard deviation. These correspond to the expected values of the 
links chosen based on the estimates, the expected values of the lifetimes of the links chosen 
based on an oracle, and the expected lifetime of all links under examination, accordingly. 
The probability density functions have been calculated empirically, based on simulating 
800 different channel realizations of a Rician fading channel with k = 8, and for values of 
shadow fading ranging from 1 to 4 dB. The relative speed between the nodes is uniformly 
distributed between 2 and 20 m/s, and the minimum distance achieved is 40 m. Note that 
we take the expected values over all link residual times over a link's life after convergence 
has been achieved^®. The expected value of the residual lifetimes of links chosen based on 
the proposed method are much closer to the oracle-based values than the average case. The 
value of shadow fading does not seem to affect the final result that much, demonstrating 
relative robustness with respect to shadowing levels; in order to illustrate the effect of a 
^®The rationale behind this is tha t we want to compare the estimates of any two links, independently of 
their age. 
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Figure 3.18: T h e e x p e c t e d va lue of all res idual l i f e t imes , res idual l i f e t imes c h o s e n 
b a s e d o n L R T e s t i m a t i o n m e t h o d s , r e s i d u a l l i f e t imes c h o s e n based o n an orac le as well 
as t h e metr i c s de f ined in (3.33)-(3.34) ver sus t h e s h a d o w i n g s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n (800 
di f ferent channe l rea l izat ions ,re la t ive s p e e d vary ing f r o m 2 t o 20 m / s and dmin = 40 
m . ) 
more clearly, we also plot the following metrics: 
mi 
E[LLRT\ ~ E[L] 
E[L\ 
E[LLRT\ 
m2 = 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
The first metric, mi , is defined as identification gain and is given by the difference between 
the expected value of the lifetimes chosen based on the estimates and the expected value 
of all link lifetimes over the latter, intended to demonstrate the gain in the link lifetime 
achieved using the estimates when compared to a random selection. The hfetime of the 
links chosen based on the estimates will be 100 * mi% longer than those chosen randomly. 
The second metric, m2, is defined as the identification efficiency and is given by the ratio 
of the expected value of all link lifetimes over the expected value of the lifetimes chosen 
based on an oracle^°, intended to quantify the closeness of the proposed method to the 
^That is to say, taking the optimal decision. 
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optimal solution. The maximum value of mg is one, and is assumed when the link choice 
based on the estimates leads to the optimal decision in terms of lifetime. 
The relative change of the metrics versus the shadowing standard deviation is always small, 
indicating a relative robustness toward shadow fading. However, there exists a tendency of 
both the identification efficiency as weel as the gain to decrease as shadow fading becomes 
more dominant. We note, for example that nii = 0.96 for c = 1 dB, while 1712 = 0.9 
for cr = 4 dB. This was expected, as a higher shadowing standard deviation means that 
the time series used for estimation will be noisier, thus we expect the results to be less 
accurate. In all cases, the proposed method achieves to reach lifetimes above 90% of the 
optimal value (as shown by mg), while the gain with respect to the average case (metric 
mi) varies between 35% and 45%. 
3.3 Discussion 
This chapter has presented a new model for estimating a hnk's residual-lifetime. The 
model's advantages when compared to existing methods are : 
1. capturing the non-hnear relationship between SNR and time, stemming from the 
fact that received power does not vary linearly with distance, 
2. capturing the time dependence of the rate of change of the nodes' separating distance 
with time, which is again, non-linear even for constant relative speed between the 
nodes, 
3. taking into account the minimum distance achieved between the nodes, which has 
been shown to play a crucial role in the link duration, and 
4. being capable of producing estimates during the whole duration of the link. 
The estimation capability of the model was evaluated for different channel propagation 
conditions and different mobility characteristics in terms of accuracy. Finally, we have 
demonstrated that the estimations can be successfully used to compare two links with 
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respect to their expected duration. The evidence of the method's comparison capabilities 
are encouraging and motivate us to utilize the estimated LRT as a metric for construction 
of temporally stable routes, to be discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Link Residual-Time in Routing 
IN this chapter, we evaluate the merit of using the Link Residual-Time estimation 
method presented in chapter 3 to establish long-lived routes. Using the Route Residual-
Time as a metric has been a topic of discussion recently in the Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks 
context. The aim of this chapter is to provide with evidence that the LRT estimation 
method proposed can be used to leverage a VANET routing protocol effectively. 
After presenting typical examples of routing protocols using the Route Residual-Time as 
a metric in section 4.1, we describe a modified version of Dijsktra's algorithm, and prove 
its correctness in section 4.2. The possibility to modify Dijsktra's algorithm to discover 
the longest living route implies that choosing the route which maximizes the minimum 
Link Residual-Time of the links in the route is not more complex than using an additive 
distance metric. It follows that any routing protocol using a distance metric, such as hop 
count, can be directly modified to include route lifetime in its objective function. Specific 
adaptations to a reactive routing protocol together with practical issues arising from the 
use of LRT estimation in the route formulation procedure are addressed in section 4.3. 
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4.1 In t roduc t ion 
The methods presented in chapter 3 aim to estimate a hnk's residual-time based on physical 
layer information. Such estimates can be integrated as metrics in existing ad-hoc routing 
protocols, where LRT can either be the primary metric or used in combination with 
other metrics (such as hop count, throughput etc.), depending on the objective of the 
routing strategy. Link residual-time estimations are typically used as triggers for hand-off 
functions. In the following, we will focus solely on the merit of using the produced estimates 
for route construction, as route maintenance and reconstruction introduce overhead to the 
network and should therefore be avoided. 
Extending the Link Residual-Time definition, a route's residual-time {RRT) is defined by 
the residual-time of the route's 'weakest link', namely, 
(4.1) 
her 
where r denotes a specific route consisting of k links, denoted by li,i — 
Su's work [11] is perhaps one of the first comprehensive studies on route-lifetime based 
routing for mobile ad-hoc networks. Based on [11], the approaches for using LRT as a 
routing metric can largely be grouped depending on whether the routing protocol under 
discussion is reactive or proactive: 
• Reactive protocols In reactive protocols, route request (RREQ) messages flood 
the network whenever a route is necessary. The adaptation of such protocols most 
usually includes appending residual lifetime related information as the route request 
packet propagates the network. 
More specifically, in [11] the Flow Oriented Routing Protocol (FORP) is taken as 
an example. FlowRequest messages are used to find routes towards the destination, 
should an unexpired one not exist. These messages contain a sequence number, the 
source and destination ids, and the list of intermediate node ids that have been at-
tached as the message is being propagated through the network. Also, every node 
appends its estimation for the link expiration time (LET) of the last link of the mes-
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sage. It follows that every node also needs to append the necessary information (in 
this case, the mobihty vector and position co-ordinates) that enables the neighbours 
to calculate the link expiration time. The route expiration time {RET) is then cal-
culated at the destination node as the minimum of the LETs along the route. Flow 
request messages are forwarded upon receipt only if they contain a higher sequence 
number than previously saved ones, or if they contain the same sequence number 
but a larger RET with the same or fewer number of hops. The destination can 
then choose the best one (in terms of RET and number of hops) between the routes 
offered, by sending a FlouiSetup message. In order to support the handoff function, 
the intermediate nodes append LETs to every data packet of the flow, so that the 
destination can monitor the path and detect an imminent breakage of the route. It 
will then issue a FlowHandoff message to initiate a new route discovery. 
Other on-demand adaptations that utilize hnk layer information on the routing level 
are Signal Stabihty based Adaptive routing (SSA) [52] and Link-Quality Aware 
AODV [54]. The first one uses the signal strength criterion (exponentially smoothed 
SNR) and is biased towards links that have existed over a longer period of time. 
These two criteria are used in order to divide the existing channels into strong and 
weak. The protocol route request packets are only forwarded if they have been 
received through strong channels. The latter one is an adaptation of the known 
AODV algorithm [5], enhancing it by adding a handoff mechanism that will initi-
ate new route discoveries by having the intermediate nodes send out route request 
packets whenever the value of smoothed SNR drops below a certain threshold. 
• Proactive protocols Protocols of this kind exchange routing tables with neighbour 
nodes and they can be adapted to exploit the proposed metric by using the nominal 
value of the link residual-time to produce and use route residual-time estimations as 
the route selection metric in the routing table. 
To this direction, [11] propose modifying the distance vector protocol, so that every 
node appends their mobility vector and position co-ordinates (in other words, the 
necessary information to compute one-hop residual-time) to the routing table before 
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they propagate it. The metric used is the route expiration time. Upon receipt of a 
routing table, a node calculates the LRT of the link it shares with the sender, and 
proceeds to update its own table accordingly : all entries of routes traversing the 
sender are updated and the entries for other destinations are updated in case the 
sender offers a longer-living route reaching that destination (sequence numbers are 
used to ensure the newest updates are used). 
4.2 Maiximizing R o u t e Res idual -Time 
In this section, we describe an algorithm that can effectively find the path which maxi-
mizes the minimum weight (residual time) along its links, maximizing in this way the route 
residual-time. The algorithm is a modification to the classical Dijkstra's algorithm [62]. 
The original algorithm finds the route which minimizes the sum of the weights of all links 
constituting the route, with the constraint of the weights being non-negative. Most usu-
ally, these weights are related to the cost of using each link, so Dijkstra's algorithm is 
traditionally used to find the minimum cost path in a graph, when the costs of the edges 
add up to the cost of the path. Most usually, Dijkstra's is used to find the minimum hop 
count route, namely minimizing the number of vertices constituting the path, by setting 
the weights of all edges to be equal. The modified algorithm presented here finds the path 
of maximum minimum weight, even when negative weights occur. The modified algorithm 
will help us to gain insights on the advantage of the use of the proposed metric^. In the 
following, we formally state the problem of finding the route of maximum residual lifetime 
using notations from graph theory; we then present the modified version of Dijkstra's 
algorithm. A similar problem is studied in [43], where the algorithm proposed has a com-
plexity of where N is the number of nodes in the network. The modified Dijkstra's 
algorithm presented here has a complexity of O(N^). After describing the algorithm we 
continue to prove its correctness. The proof differs from the original Dijkstra's; the proof 
^The results of [43] give strong evidence that, when evaluating with respect to route Ufetime maxi-
mization, assuming global knowledge of topology at the source for simulation gives the same insight as 
implementing a fully-fledged routing protocol with the same objective function. In fact, the authors report 
that the latter may under occasion indicate an increase in performance achieved. 
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Figure 4.1: The optimality of subpaths of optimal paths is not guranteed when max-
imizing the minimum weight along the path. 
of correctness for the original algorithm [62] makes use of the observation that the sub-
paths of all optimal paths are also optimal. However, this observation does not hold for 
RRT-related optimization. As an example, see Fig. 4.1. In the first graph, we plot the 
weights along each edge, and the path from vertex A to vertex E, which minimizes the 
sum of the weights, as dictated by the original algorithm. We can see that all subpaths 
of the path are also optimal in the same sense, i.e. they are the paths of minimum sum 
of weights connecting the corresponding vertices. That is to say, the path of minimum 
total weight connecting vertex A and D will always be the corresponding subpath (passing 
through B), because if the path passing through C were of smaller total weight, that would 
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result on a path of smaller total weight for A to E altogether (see [62] for a formal proof). 
On the contrary, when optimizing for maximum minimum weight, the cost function is not 
additive, so the optimality of subpaths of optimal paths is not guranteed. For example, 
in the second graph we identify A-B-D-E as an optimal path in the sense of maximizing 
the route residual time (illustrated by the solid green line), as it is a path that maximizes 
the minimum weight among all edges constituting the path. However, the corresponding 
subpath connecting A with D (shown in the red line) has a minimum weight of 8 and is 
not optimal, because the path passing through C (shown in dotted green line) offers a 
larger minimum weight (equal to 10). 
4.2.1 Prob lem formulation and notat ion used 
Given a graph G = (y,E), where V denotes the set of vertices (mobile nodes) and E 
the set of edges (wireless links) and an LRT function I : E ^ R mapping edges (links) 
to their residual times, the residual time of a path (or the Route Residual-Time, RRT) 
p = {uo,ui,... ,Uk), where Ui e V ioT i = 0... k and {ui-i,ui) & E iov I — 1... k is 
defined as the minimum link residual-time of the LRTs of its constituent edges: 
l{p) = min Z(ui_i, Uj). (4.2) i=l:k 
For example, in the second graph of Fig. 4.1, path pi =< A,C,E > connecting vertex A 
with vertex E has a residual time of l{pi) — min(Z(A, C),l{C, E) = min(10,4) = 4. 
In the following, li u,v ^ V, u ^ v denotes the edge connecting u and v, implying that 
{u,v) G E, while v denotes a path (set of edges e, G E) connecting vertices u and v. 
Using the graph of Fig. 4.1(ii), we have pi = A ^ C -^E^p\ p = A^E, which means 
that Pi is one of the (possibly many) paths connecting vertices A and E. The RRT of the 
longest-living path from u to v (where u,v G V) is defined as 
T{U,V) = < 
max{l(p) : v] if the graph is connected 
^ (4.3) 
—oo if there is no path from u to v. 
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For example (see Fig. 4.1(ii)), there are 4 different (loop-free) paths connecting A and E: 
Pi =< A, C,B >, with l(pi) = 4, 
P2 =< A, C, D, E >, with l{p2) = 5, 
P3 =< A, B, D, E >, with l{pz) — 5 and 
P4 =< A, B, D, C, E >, with ((%) = 4. 
Based on (4.3) the RRT of the longest-living path from A to ^ is equal to r(A, E) = 5, 
and can be achieved either through p2 or ps. 
A max-RRT path from % t o i ^ s any path for which l{u,v) — T{U,V). It follows that for 
this specific example p2 and ps are both max-RRT paths. Finally, in the following we will 
need to calculate the max-RRT of a path connecting two vertices conditioned on the path 
passing through specific intermediate edges. This means that the path will contain these 
specific edges ({ei, . . . e„}), but the corresponding vertices may be connected via different 
subpaths: p = {{pi, •. -Pk}, {ei , . . . e^}}. The value of the max-RRT of such a conditioned 
path depends on the minimum residual time of all the constituent links and the maximum 
residual time that can be achieved for each of the subpaths, as in: 
Z(p) = (4.4) 
The modified Dijkstra's algorithm that is employed finds the solution to the following 
problem : Given a connected graph,G = {V, E), and an LRT function, / ; —> 5?, find the 
max-i?i?r path from a source node, s G V to a destination node, d GV. 
4.2.2 Algor i thm description 
The algorithm maintains two sets: U and Q. U contains the nodes which have not yet been 
visited while Q = V[G] \ U. Temporary estimates of the max-RRT of all paths originating 
at s and ending at every vertex are maintained in t. The corresponding predecessors are 
maintained in prev. Lines 1 to 6 initialize the values of all RRT estimates from s and 
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1 U ^ V[G] 
2 Q <- 0 
3 for each vertex u EV[G\ do 
4 t[u] < oo 
5 prev[u] <— NIL 
6 end 
7 t[s] <— OO 
8 while U do 
u <—argmaxifn] 
9 ^n&U ^ ' 
10 Q Q U {u} 
11 (7 ^ (7 \ 
12 if u = (i then 
13 break 
14 end 
15 for V : {u,v) G E[G] do 
16 if t[v] < min(tlu],l(u,v)) then 
17 <— min(t[n], 
18 prevlv] 4— u 
19 end 
20 end 
21 end 
Algorithm 4.1. Modified Dijsktra's algorithm for max-RRT path 
every vertex's predecessor^. At the initial stage of the algorithm all other vertices are 
considered unreachable. At the beginning of every iteration of the while loop (lines 9-11) 
the unvisited vertex with the largest RRT estimate (denoteed by t), u, is extracted from 
U and added to Q. If u happens to be the destination (vertex d) the max-RRT path has 
been found (13). Otherwise we relax the adjacent vertices^. The relaxation process (lines 
16-18) consists of examining whether the estimated RRT of a vertex can be improved if 
the path connecting s and d passes through u. If this is the case, the max-i?i?T estimate 
is updated and u is set to be the predecessor node. 
^Note that the RRT of the source to itself is equal to infinity (line 7 of algorithm 4.1). 
®That is, node u's neighbours. 
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4.2.3 Proof of correctness 
We now procceed with a proof of the correctness of the algorithm. Necessary lemmata 
and corresponding proofs are given in the appendix section A. 
Theorem 1. The modified Dijkstra's algorithm, applied to a connected graph, G = 
(F, E), a function R, a source s and destination d terminates with t[d\ = r (s ^ d). 
Proof. We will use the following loop invariant; 
At the start of each iteration (line 8), we have t[v] = r (s v) for all v ^ Q. 
Before the first iteration, Q = 0, so the loop invariant holds. 
For the maintenance, we will show that every time a vertex is added to Q, t[v] = 
T(S v), and will not change thereafter. 
Lemma 2 proves that once the maximum value has been achieved, it will not change 
again for the whole duration of the algorithm. 
Because the graph is connected, there is at least one path connecting any two given 
vertices. Let us assume that v is the first vertex to be added in Q, for which the invariant 
does not hold. This cannot be the source node, vertex s, which is the first vertex to be 
added, since for the source we have t[s] = oo = T{S,S). It follows that when v s is 
inserted Q is already non-empty. Let p = s^x^vhe the current path leading to f , so 
that prev[v] = x. It follows that the current RRT estimate for u is the residual time of 
path p, 
l{p) = t[v]. (4.5) 
In addition, Lemma 3 (Predecessor's Guarantee) imphes that x e Q. For the purpose of 
contradiction, we assume that another path p' = s ^ y v exists for which 
^.6) 
We will show that this cannot be true, i.e. such a path cannot exist. We consider two 
cases separately. 
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Figure 4.2: A path that connects the source vertex , s, w i th v, through a ver tex y €U. 
Case 1 : li y & Q, then all vertices adjacent to y have been relaxed: the algorithm has 
examined whether the temporary RRT estimate for every neighbour of y, t, can be 
improved (increase) if the path connecting it to the source passes through y. For 
the neighbours that this is true, vertex y has been set as the predecessor node, 
and the temporary RRT estimate has been updated accordingly. This includes 
edges {y.,v) and (a;,f). This means that, since prevlv] — x, min{T[y],l{y,v)) < 
min(T'[a;],/(a;, u)), where T[y\ and T[x\ denote the values of the RRT estimates for 
X and y when the corresponding relaxations took place; since we have assumed that 
V is the first vertex for which the loop invariant does not hold, T[x] = r (s , x) and 
T[y] = T(s,y). It follows that 
min(r[s, y],l{y, v)) < min(T[s, x],l{x, v)) (4.7) 
< Z(p) (4.8) 
which contradicts the previous hypothesis in (4.6). 
The analysis remains unchanged if one of vertices a; or y is the source node, vertex 
s. li x = y then T{S,X) = T{s,y) and therefore l{p) = l{p') (also contradicts (4.6)). 
Case 2 : liy eU, then p' connects a vertex in Q, s, with v, through a vertex y £ U (see 
Fig. 4.2). This means that p' is of the form p' = s ^ x w ^ y v, where s,x & Q 
and w,y,v 6 U. Note that pi and/or p2 might be empty, i.e. we can have s = x 
and/or w = y. From (4.4) it follows that l{p') = MM{T{s,x),l{x,w),T(w,y),l{y,v)). 
However, since x & Q, the edge (x,w) has been relaxed. From Lemma 4 (Relaxation 
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Inequality Lemma), we have that > m.m{T[x\J{x,w)), where T[x\ = t[x\ at 
the time of the relaxation. We have, however, assumed that v is the first vertex to 
have been added to Q for which t[i;] ^ r(s,i '). This means that at the time of the 
relaxation, we had T[x] = SO that 
t[w] > mm(T(s,x),l(x,w)) (4.9) 
But 
t[v] > t[w], (4.11) 
since v was chosen at the beginning of the loop among the vertices in U as the one 
with the biggest RRT estimate. As already mentioned in (4.5), l{p) = so we 
conclude that /(p) > which contradicts our previous hypothesis, (4.6). 
For the termination of the algorithm we note that since the graph is connected, 
the destination will be eventually chosen as the vertex with max-RRT estimate after a 
maximum of ||V[G]|1 iterations. When this happens, t[d\ = r(s,ci) according to the loop 
invariant. • 
4.2.4 Complex i ty analysis 
For the following let N denote the number of vertices in the graph. The algorithm com-
prises of 
1. the initialization process (lines 1-6), which has a complexity of 0{N), since the 
temporary RRT estimates and predecessors need to be initialized for all vertices, 
and 
2. the while loop (lines 8-21), which will be repeated at most N times (the maximum 
number of iterations is equal to the cardinality of U for the worst-case scenario). 
In every iteration, the element of U having the maximum temporary RRT estimate 
needs to be found; since U contains at most N elements, this process is not more 
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complex than 0{N). In addition, in every iteration there are m comparisons and 
potential updates, where m is the number of the neighbours of the chosen vertex, 
namely m = 0{N — 1). It follows that the complexity of every iteration is 0{N) + 
0{N — 1) = 0{N), and given that there will be at most N iterations, the complexity 
of the while loop is 0{N^). 
Based on the above, the complexity of the algorithm is 0{N) + O(Ar^) = O(iV^). 
4.2.5 Apply ing the algorithm 
In order to illustrate the algorithm proposed, we apply it on the graph shown in Fig. 
4.3, where the residual times of each link (l) are plotted along the corresponding edges. 
The graph has 5 vertices, denoted by the letters A, B, C, D and E, and we want to 
find the route of maximum residual time from A to B, i.e. the path p =< U0,...Uk >, 
where UQ = A and Uk = E, so that the lifetime of the path, l{p) = min •Uj), 
i=l:k 
is maximized. Before the first iteration of the algorithm, all vertices belong to U, the 
temporary max-RRT estimates have been initialized, and A, being the source, is chosen 
as the vertex of maximum RRT. It is then subtracted from set U and added in set Q. 
Following that, all edges connecting A with its neighbours, i.e. B, C and E, are relaxed, 
and the corresponding entries at vectors t and prev are updated. In the beginning of the 
next iteration, B is chosen, as it has the largest t value among all vertices in set U. The 
algorithm continues to relax the adjacent edges of B, examining whether the RRT to any 
of B's neighbours can be improved if the path passes through B. Indeed, the existing 
path to D has an RRT equal to 8; but B can offer a path of RRT=9, so the corresponding 
entries are modified accordingly. The next vertex to be chosen is D. The same process is 
followed; note that although the relaxation of the edges provides a path to the destination, 
E, the algorithm does not terminate, as E has not been added to set Q yet, so it is probable 
that another node may offer a better^ path. The discovered path and corresponding t are 
thus temporary at this point. In fact, the relaxation of the next vertex to be added in U, 
•^ In the sense of a larger RRT. 
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U={A,B,C,D,E} 
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U={C,E} 
Q={A,B,D} 
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C -00 NIL 
u=A C 7 A u=B C 7 A 
D -00 NIL D 8 A D 9 B 
E .00 NIL E NIL E NIL 
U={B,C,D,E} 
Q={A} 
U={E} 
Q={A,B,D.C} 
U=D 
t prev t prev 
A NIL A NIL 
B 10 A u=C B 10 A u=E 
C 7 A C 7 A 
D 9 B D 9 B 
E 6 E E 7 C 
U={C,D,E} 
Q={A,B} 
Route found! 
A,C,E 
Figure 4.3: A n example of applying the modif ied Dijsktra's algorithm for finding the 
max-min path. 
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i f icat ions . 
C, updates the path to E, as t[E] < min(t[C], 1{C, E)), since 1{C, E) = 8 and at the time 
of the relaxation we have t[E] = 6 and t[C] = 7. The destination, vertex E, is eventually 
added in Q, terminating the algorithm. Based on the entries acquired in vector prev, the 
chosen route is A — C — E with RRT= 7, which we can identify as the max-RRT path on 
the graph. 
4.3 T h e LRT metr ic in R o u t e Cons t ruc t ion 
In this section we give the outline of a reactive routing algorithm equivalent to the modified 
Dijkstra's algorithm presented, and address issues arising from the use of LRT estimates 
in a routing protocol. 
Following the on-demand ad-hoc routing protocol paradigm, route request packets are ex-
tended to include a field that holds the temporary route residual-time estimate (tempj^fg^)-
Nodes propagating the RREQ packet can update the RRT accordingly ; if their estimate 
of link residual-time concerning the link they share with the sender of the packet is smaller 
than the temporary RRT they update the corresponding held. In addition, nodes will not 
forward the RREQ packet if it has a smaller texxvpRRx than a previously forwarded RREQ 
for the same pair of source and destination nodes, and the same sequence number®. The 
destination node can then choose the route with the highest residual time by sending a 
route reply message (RREP) that will reach the source node by traversing the selected 
route in reverse, as is typical in reactive protocols. 
However, it is important to note that two nodes sharing a wireless link will not necessar-
ily have the same LRT estimate for the link in question. Because each of the nodes has 
® Strategies including hop count related optimization together with LRT estimations would modify this 
step accordingly. 
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sampled the channel at different time points®, the estimates, which are based on the time 
series formed by the received packets, may differ. We turn this into our advantage, treat-
ing the difference in the numerical value of the estimates as redundancy of information, 
examining three different strategies as far as the nominal LRT of a link is concerned: 
• Pessimistic strategy, where the smallest value of the two estimates is used. 
• Neutral strategy, where the mean value of the two estimates is used. 
• Optimistic strategy, where the greatest value of the two estimates is used. 
Employing one of these strategies on the protocol level implies that a node needs to be 
aware of the neighbour's estimate for the link they share. This can be addressed by also ap-
pending LRT estimates to the RREQ packets. Typical fields of a RREQ packet together 
with the necessary modifications are shown in Fig. 4.4. The sender of a RREQ packet 
appends the LRT estimations for all its neighbours in the packet. This way, a receiver 
of such a packet is informed of the estimate of the sender for the link they share. It can 
then calculate the nominal link residual-time for this link, denoted by I, based on its own 
estimate and in accordance with the strategy being implemented {pessimistic, neutral or 
optimistic). If the nominal value of this link, I, is smaller than the current temporary route 
residual-time value, tempRRT recorded in the corresponding field of the RREQ packet, 
the node replaces tempRRT with I. It then replaces the vector of the previous node's LRT 
estimations with its own estimations for its neighbours and broadcasts the packet^.The 
destination node can then choose the route with the biggest tempRRT estimate by sending 
back a RREP packet. 
A proactive protocol can be adapted in an analogous way (see also section 4.1) to accom-
modate utilization of the LRT estimates. 
On the practical side, LRT estimation is an online procedure; this means that before 
convergence has been achieved, LRT estimates are generally prone to being inaccurate. 
To address this, we multiply all LRT estimates produced before convergence has been 
® Packets cannot be transmitted simultaneously. 
^As described before, a node will not forward a RREQ packet if this has a smaller tempRRT value 
(after the update) than a previously forwarded packet concerning the same route and sequence number. 
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achieved with a constant c* < 1; the closer this constant is to one, the bigger trust we 
place on pre-convergence estimates. 
4.4 Evaluat ion 
4.4.1 R o u t e Construct ion Algori thms 
For the sake of evaluating the performance of the proposed metrics we have developed a 
simulation platform in C++, where we can compare the lifetime of the routes constructed 
by five different routing algorithms: 
• Minimum Hop, where the route chosen is the shortest path between the source 
and the destination . 
• SSNR-based, where the metric used is the exponentially smoothed value of the 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio, SSNR®, monitored on every link. The route chosen maximizes 
the minimum SSNR over the links constituting the routing path. 
• O-LRT, using the LRT estimates and the optimistic strategy to calculate the nom-
inal LRT of each link, 
• N-LRT, using the LRT estimates and the neutral strategy to calculate the nominal 
LRT of each link, and 
• P-LRT, using the LRT estimates and the pessimistic strategy to calculate the nom-
inal LRT of each link. 
For all three last route construction algorithms, the route chosen is the one for whose links 
the minimum nominal link residual-time is maximized, or, in other words the one which 
maximizes the route residual-time as defined by the strategies in section 4.3. Minimum 
Hop uses a breadth-first search algorithm [62], while the rest of the route construction 
®SSNR=a SSNR+(l-a)SNR, where we take q = 0.15. 
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Figure 4.5: The model of the grid on which the nodes are moving. Lr m wide horizontal 
and vertical roads are placed at Lf, m intervals. The good or bad link quality areas 
(used to model shadow fading) for the node shown are represented by the red and 
green area, respectively. 
algorithms are implemented using the modified Dijkstra's algorithm described in section 
4.2. 
4.4.2 S y s t e m Model l ing 
Nodes are placed on a grid (see Fig. 4.5), with Lr m wide horizontal and vertical roads 
located at m intervals (i.e. the grid consists of M Lb x Lb m^ building blocks). We 
assume this area to be closed, in the sense that any nodes leaving the area from the upper 
(left) side re-enters it on the lower (right) side with the same speed and direction and vice 
versa. Also, the distance between two nodes following the trajectories and 
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(a:6((),%(()) is given by 
V(min(|xa(t) - Xb{t)\, \L - \xa{t) - Xb{t)\)^ + mm{\ya{t) - yb{t)\, \L - \ya{t) - %(()|)^. 
(4.12) 
This torus-resembling model of space has been used in [80]® At the beginning of each 
Monte Carlo iteration nodes are placed randomly on the grid, and mobile nodes are given 
a random direction and speed, the latter chosen from a uniform distribution between 2 
and 10 m/s. The spatial correlation of shadow fading is modelled as described in [69]. 
Depending on the relative location of the nodes on the grid at any specific time point, a 
link is considered to be of good or bad quality. Nodes moving on the same road segment 
or which are close to road junctions^° are considered to be sharing a good quality link. 
Fig. 4.5 shows the good link areas for a node in red, and the bad quality link area in 
green. The standard deviation of shadow fading is taken to be equal to ctx = 2 dB for 
nodes sharing a good quality link and erg = 4 dB otherwise. 
4.4.3 Resul ts 
For the sake of analyzing the behaviour of the different route construction strategies with 
respect to the lifetime of the resulting routes, we run indicative simulations based on 
different scenaria for different values of the grid's parameters {Ls, LB and LR) and the 
number of nodes, shown in table 4.1. The received power at a reference distance of dr = 1 
m is equal to —17, dBm, and the noise level is considered to be at NQ = —95 dBm, while the 
threshold for efficient communication is set at SNRth = 5 dB. Nodes send 'hello' messages 
at random times, at a rate of 4 messages per second. Every Monte Carlo iteration lasts 
for 750 s. During the course of each iteration, 50 route requests are made and routes 
are chosen based on the five different algorithms. The source and destination node are 
chosen randomly. The routes are then monitored^^ and their lifetimes^^ are recorded. 
®Note that there should be a typing error in the corresponding formula in the original paper. 
'"Nodes which are not farther away than m from the closer junctions of their neighbour. 
'^We only monitor the cases where there was more than one possible route between the source and the 
destination. 
'^The time lapsed from the point of the route request until the point of the first link breakage among 
the links that consitute the route. 
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Scenario Ls (m) LB{m) LR{VO) N 
1 2.5 50 10 60 
2 2.5 J 50 10 40 
3 5 100 20 60 
4 2.5 90 10 40 
5 5 140 30 40 
Table 4.1: Parameters used in indicative simulations 
Scenario Min Hop 0 - LRT P - LRT N - L R T 
1 8.3053 8.6424 9.1127 10.2982 9.4611 
2 8.4597 6II557 9.1114 &1694 &WM4 
3 5.1275 5.5523 &1846 6.3317 6.1389 
4 7.9279 7^W87 7.9290 9.1114 7.9596 
5 8.0633 6^892 9.6741 10.1835 9.6408 
Table 4.2: Route Lifetime Statistics - Mean Value of lifetime(s) 
For each scenario, 5 different Monte Carlo simulations are ran. The mean lifetimes of the 
routes chosen for the different scenaria are shown in table 4.2. We observe that Pessimistic 
LRT consistently outperforms other strategies for all scenaria examined. Optimistic- and 
Neutral- LRT also lead to routes of higher hfetime when compared to minimum Hop or 
smoothed SNR, although they are not always performing as well as P-LRT. The reason 
for this is that, especially before convergence^®, estimation errors' distributions are left-
skewed (larger positive values are much more likely than negative ones), so the estimation 
methods tend to exaggerate the values of LRT. 
Finally, Fig. 4.6 plots the empirical CDFs of the lifetimes of routes chosen based on 
p-LRT, smoothed SNR and minimum Hop route construction mechanisms for scenario 3, 
which seems to be the one in which the LRT estimation methods are not performing as 
well as the rest when compared to the other schemes. We can see that even in this scenario 
and after the value of 3 s, the route lifetime distribution of P-LRT is lower than the other 
two for the same values of LRT. This indicates a smaller probability of route breakage. 
We can interpret the plot as the percentage of routes (vertical axis) that would need to be 
reconstructed for a given session time (horizontal axis). Assuming for example, a session 
duration of 10 s, we conclude that, if chosen through Pessimistic LRT, the percentage of 
discussed, pro-convergence estimates are taken into account after being multiplied with the trust 
constant CT, which is taken to be equal to 0.5. 
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Figure 4.6: Empirical Cumulative Distribution Functions of the lifetimes of routes 
chosen based on p-LRT, smoothed SNR and minimum Hop for scenario 3. 
routes that would not be broken during the session would be 21% as compared to 12% for 
both of the two other schemes. 
4.5 Discussion 
In this chapter, we have 
1. developed an algorithm that can be used to find a max-min path in a connected 
graph, based on Dijkstra's algorithm, and proven its correctness, 
2. discussed practical issues arising from the use of the estimations in routing protocols 
and proposed how existing routing algorithms could be modified to provide the 
appropriate functionalities, 
3. demonstrated that the proposed LRT estimation methods can be beneficial for the 
route construction process. Contrary to previous analyses, we specifically focused 
on route construction in order to accurately capture the gain achieved. In addition. 
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we used a more realistic model for the channel propagation and the mobility of the 
nodes in an urban scenario. 
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Chapter 5 
Infrastructure Placement Planning 
for Challenged VANETs 
Ha v i n g focused on a microscopic level, where real-time connectivity can be as-
sumed, we now continue to address VANET performance issues on a higher level. 
In a large-scale network, the high mobility of the nodes together with the extended geo-
graphical area over which the nodes are operating results in frequent fragmentation. This 
means that there exist scenarios, where a pair of nodes may never be able to establish 
real-time connectivity, neither in one- nor in multi-hop fashion. Delay/Disruption Toler-
ant Networking (DTN) pertains to this phenomenon. In delay tolerant network design 
the packets are propagated in a "store-carry-forward" fashion, remaining in the network 
cached in buffers, exploiting the fact that the mobility of the nodes will eventually lead 
to successful delivery of the data. An overview of DTN routing protocols can be found in 
section 1.1.2. 
This chapter looks into the placement of infrastructure as means to enhance the perfor-
mance of VANETs for DTN scenarios. We formulate an optimization problem, where each 
candidate location is assigned a cost and the target is to maximize certain performance 
metrics under a given budget constraint. We aim to optimize the performance of the 
network, distinguishing delay and number of replicas as significant performance indicators 
of DTNs. What makes the problem particularly challenging is the observation that even 
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when assuming deterministic mobility, the optimization for simple non-time dependent 
objectives can be NP-hard. 
We discuss the complexity of placement optimization for simple problems of deterministic 
scheduled mobility (section 5.1). We then continue to establish a framework under which 
different classes of DTN routing protocols can be taken into account, with respect to var-
ious metrics (section 5.2) and propose two greedy algorithms for acquiring the solution 
set under cost constraints. Finally, we evaluate the merit of the framework for two differ-
ent scenarios, based on contact traces collected from a bus-based VANET (section 5.3). 
We concentrate on practical, motivating scenarios, such as the collection of information 
on a vehicular sensor network and the interoperability of heterogeneous nodes. The first 
scenario aims at improving the performance of sparse networks in schemes when the in-
teraction of vehicles with infrastructure plays a crucial role in delivering the application's 
requirements, while the second one is intended to tackle the problems arising from the 
existence of multiple wireless technologies.First we apply the framework to a mobile sen-
sor network, where the infrastructure nodes are the sinks (section 5.3.2). Following that, 
we address the inter-domain case, where infrastructure is expected to act as a gateway, 
technologically capable of communicating with all nodes, thus connecting a heterogeneous 
network (section 5.3.3). 
5.1 Scheduled Mobil i ty on Quant ized Space 
In this section we discuss the placement of gateways in the case of a network formed by 
nodes with strictly scheduled mobility, as would be the case for a bus network. We focus on 
the conaplexity of accomplishing even simple objectives (non-time dependent) under cost 
constraints when modeling the movement of the nodes on quantized space, introducing 
basic concepts for the analysis to follow. 
We quantize space in a finite number of different control points, denoted by £ == 
These control points cover distinct areas in space, which resemble the cells in a cellular 
architecture, in the sense that if a stationary node were to be placed in a control point, it 
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would be able to communicate with any mobile node moving within the area defined by 
the nodes' range. We thus focus on global mobility, defining nodes' routes as sequences of 
control points, based on which areas they will move through, depending on their schedule. 
The set of the areas defined by the control points need not necessarily cover the whole 
space. As we are interested in the optimal placement of stationary nodes, the set of control 
points should consist of physical locations where it is feasible to place a stationary node. 
In the case of a bus-mounted sensor network, the set of control points could be the bus 
stops or traffic lights within the city. These offer power supply and could enable to infer 
the route sequences from the bus schedules. 
For the optimization of non-time dependent objectives, such as maximizing the number of 
contacts (expected number of nodes that will come within range of the stationary nodes 
for a certain period of time) or maximizing coverage (number of distinct contacts), we may 
model the mobility schedule as a hypergraph [81] on L. Specifically, every route Ri is a set 
of control points, as described above, Ri C L with R j ^ 0, Vj = l...m and U ^ i ^ • 
We have in this way defined the set of routes % = {i?i . . . Rm} as a hypergraph whose 
vertices are all the control points, i.e. all elements of £ and whose hyper-edges are all 
the routes belonging to TZ. Hyper graphs can be described either graphically or with an 
incidence matrix A — [aij), with columns representing the edges and rows representing 
the vertices where = 0 if Z* ^ R j and aij = 1 otherwise. Moreover, each control point 
I £ £ is assigned a positive constant, c, > 0, corresponding to the (relative) cost of this 
specific placement. The degree of every vertex, denoted by di, i.e. the number of routes 
that it belongs to, is indicative of the popularity of each control point, thus of the marginal 
probability that a node will pass through this location. We may also assign weights Wj to 
every edge corresponding to the frequency of each route, namely the probability of a node 
taking route Rj. Let W be the vector containing the weights of the edges. The sum of 
the weights of all edges connecting to Zj would be the relative measure of the popularity 
^It would make no sense having a route with no control points or including control points whose coverage 
area is not part of any route. 
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of the control point, or the marginal probability of a mobile node visiting it: 
l%l 
Pi = ^ ^ Wj = ^ ^ a j j W j . ( 5 - 1 ) 
j'-keRj i=i 
Om- target in designing the placement of the stationary nodes is to choose a subset £ ' C £ 
with respect to different goals, while keeping the total cost of deployment c* to a 
idi&C' 
minimum or less than a predefined maximum value Cmax • 
The number of routes that may exist depends on the length of the routes. Let L be the 
cardinality of £ : L = |£|, namely the number of control points. Assuming a fixed length 
of routes at k control points each, i.e. a fc-uniform hypergraph, the number of different 
routes that can be derived is 
|7%l ==: (5.2) 
5.1.1 Maximiz ing Number of Encounters 
In this scenario we wish to maximize the number of contacts between the mobile and the 
stationary nodes, namely the expected value of number of contacts per mobile node, while 
keeping the total deployment cost below a specified value. Under the notation introduced 
in section 5.1 this optimization is equivalent to: 
L 
max 
i=l 
L 
l 
s.t. Y^CiXi < Cmax, and Xi e {0,1}, (5.3) 
i=l 
where pi is the popularity of the control point, defined in (5.1), and Xj indicates whether 
control point k belongs to the solution set of the locations that have been chosen by the 
algorithm. For the special case of homogeneous costs per control point ct = c, the greedy 
algorithm is optimal. The candidate set is the set of control points, £, and the best candi-
date at each step, being added to the solution set, is the one that offers maximum marginal 
probability, p,. The marginal probability for each control point can be calculated in linear 
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time with respect to the number of routes ( 5 . 1 ) , which is polynomial to the number of 
control points ( 5 . 2 ) . The solution is complete when no more control points can be added 
to the solution set without violating the cost constraint. 
In general, however, the formulation in 5.3 can be recognized as the 0-1 Knapsack Prob-
lem, which is known to be NP-hard. Approximate solutions can be found by dynamic 
programming in pseudo-polynomial time. 
5.1.2 Delay Tolerant Coverage Problems 
Maximizing coverage differs from maximizing number of contacts, as in this case we target 
to maximizing the distinct encounters between the set of mobile nodes and any stationary 
node. This certain subproblem might be viewed as a delay tolerant approach to a coverage 
problem. Based on the previous notations this is equivalent to 
maxPr{£' n Rj ^ 0} 
S . t . ^ — ^ m a x ' ( 5 . 4 ) 
What seems to make the problem more challenging than the one described in section 5.1.1 
is the fact that the value that each control point would add to the objective function, if 
added to the solution set, changes depending on the control points that are already part 
of the solution set. 
For the special case of identical cost c* = c, greedy algorithm is not optimal, but brute 
force search is polynomial. 
A different version of this problem is to achieve full coverage of all the routes (in the delay 
tolerant sense), namely place the stationary nodes in such a way so that every mobile 
node will encounter at least one stationary node while keeping the deployment cost to a 
minimum. This is equivalent to: 
L 
mm 
i = l 
s . t . L' n R j \/Rj G 'JZ, a n d Xi e { 0 , 1 } . ( 5 . 5 ) 
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This problem is equivalent to the weighted hitting set problem (dual to set cover) and is 
known to be NP-hard. We may use approximation methods to find sub-optimal solutions, 
as described in [82]. 
5.2 Uti l i ty Maximizat ion Framework 
We will now continue with the development of a general framework [22], where the gain in 
installing a gateway is explicitly quantified with relation to certain network performance 
metrics. Extending the assumption of a deterministic scheduled mobility model of section 
5.1, we base the utility calculation on the contact rates between mobile nodes and the 
(potential) contact rates of mobile nodes with possibly deployed gateways. This includes, 
but is not limited to, scheduled mobility, and allows for the admittance of time-dependent 
metrics in the problem formulation. 
In the following we present the general problem formulation and discuss its complex-
ity. Following, we propose two different greedy algorithms that target at maximizing the 
defined utility metrics. After analyzing two commonly-used utility metrics (delay and 
number of replicas per message) under the assumption of Poisson contacts for a gateway-
assisted mobile ad-hoc network, we evaluate the merit of using the proposed algorithms 
together with the derived utility metrics based on traces from a bus-based testbed. More 
specifically, we examine two different scenarios: 
1. Gateway-assisted data collection for a vehicular sensor network and 
2. Gateway-assisted bridging of heterogeneous VANETs. 
5.2.1 Gateway Placement Algori thms 
The gateway placement is dictated by both the cost of each individual gateway and the 
increase in utility it offers. In general, the overall utility will be a function of the chosen 
subset of gateways, £' C £. Given a deployment budget C, the problem is an optimization 
over candidate sets of deployment to maximize the overall utility, U{C'). The general 
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formulation of the problem is the following: 
max U{C') 
s.t. £ ' C £ and ^ Q < C^ax- (5.6) 
kec 
Note that in general, 
76 uxz;), (5.7) 
k&c 
which stems from the fact that the increase in utility offered by the addition of a gateway 
to the solution set depends on the gateways which are already part of the solution set. 
Because of the dependence of the utility offered on the existing members of the solution 
set, the problem is harder than the 0 — 1 Knapsack Problem (and thus hard). Although 
there are several algorithms that can solve the Knapsack Problem efficiently, they assume 
independence of utilities and thus are not applicable in our case. 
We define the conditional utihty of including a gateway k on the chosen subset of gateways 
£', as the added value of including this gateway in the existing selected set: 
(7(Zi|/:') = [/(Zi U r ) - (7(r) , (5.8) 
while its cost is taken into account in the definition of a possible location's conditional 
efficiency, as in 
= (5.9) 
Ci 
Based on the above definition of conditional efficiency, we investigate suboptimal alterna-
tives instead of using brute-force methods. 
Greedy Solution 
The greedy solution keeps adding the possible location for deployment that offers the 
largest conditional efficiency on the solution set, thus making the locally optimal choice at 
each stage without changing the existing selection, as shown in 5.1, and has a complexity of 
O(L^). It allows for an extensible deployment plan, as the solution sets given for increasing 
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Zi ^ a T g ( . g ^ m a x — ^ 
2 z:' ^ Zi 
while Ci < C do 
3 hec 
4 Z&t-IMgkeryyni&K—— 
5 C ^ h u C 
6 end 
Algorithm 5.1: Greedy solution for gateway placement 
1 C ^ C 
while Ci > C do 
2 tiEf 
3 (k ^ arg;.g£, mm 
4 / y< -
5 end 
Algorithm 5.2; Backward Greedy solution for gateway placement 
permissible total deployment cost are nested. 
Backward Greedy Solution 
The backward greedy algorithm might be more well suited to the case of extensible de-
ployment plans, as it essentially targets to maximizing the utility of future solutions. In 
this way, the method aims to preventing the solution set formed from following a path 
that would result in suboptimal performance were it to be extended. Presented in 5.2, 
the backward greedy approach sequentially subtracts the candidate locations which offer 
rriinimiim conditional efficiency from the set of all the possible locations, until the budget 
IS satisfied. The backward greedy solution also has a complexity of (3(L ). 
5.2.2 Uti l i ty Analysis 
In this section we analyze different utility metrics under two different classes of DTN 
routing schemes, that is forwarding and unlimited replication schemes. The utility function 
can be any network metric dependent on the gateway placement, or a weighted sum of 
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several such metrics. The metrics analyzed here include delay and number of replicas per 
packet^, two very popular performance indicators for DTNs. 
Typically, inter-contact times between any pair of nodes in DTNs is assumed to be 
Poisson; as an example we refer to [23,63,83,84]. Following this paradigm, we model the 
contact process of every mobile node with the set of the gateways as a Poisson process 
with rate . It should be stressed here, that since we have assumed that the gateways are 
connected, the deployed gateways can be viewed as a merged node; the addition of a new 
gateway to the solution set intuitively implies that the contact rate. A, increases. It follows 
that the contact rate is dependent on the set of deployed gateways, namely A = A(£'). 
Moreover, we model the contact process of each pair of mobile nodes as Poisson with mean 
inter-contact time 
For the following analysis of the two schemes, we assume there exist N nodes, and 
that the contact volume and buffer size are unlimited. This means that an arbitrary 
number of messages can be exchanged in any contact opportunity. Analytical models 
usually assume unlimited buffer and volume so that the transmission of different packets 
can be analyzed independently [63]. However, the number of transmitted packets, which 
is a metric that is taken into account in the analysis to follow, reflects the resources 
required (storage, bandwidth) for the calculated delays to be achieved. The delay metric, 
whose expectation we calculate for both schemes, is defined as the time elapsed between a 
message's generation on any of the mobile nodes, and its delivery to any of the gateways. 
The number of rephcas per packet, which is analyzed for the case of unlimited replication 
scheme, is the number of copies of the packet that exist in the network at the time of 
delivery"^. 
^Number of replicas per packet is only analyzed for the unlimited replication scheme, as the metric is 
constant for forwarding schemes. 
®The contacts of a mobile node with any of the gateways can be considered Poisson, as the merge of 
several independent Poisson processes. Although in reality these may not be independent, our simulations 
based on actual DTN traces give evidence that using this assumption for enabhng analytical computations 
does not significantly affect the result. 
^We assume that after delivery all replicas are purged, and no further replication takes place. 
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Forwarding Schemes 
Forwarding schemes keep only one copy of a packet in the network, so the delivery rate 
of the data is equal to the contact rate of the mobile node carrying the message with the 
(merged) gateway. In other words, for a direct delivery protocol, which belongs to the class 
of forwarding schemes, the delay is the time elapsed between the generation of the packet 
until the next contact opportunity of the source node with any of the gateways. Under 
homogeneous contact rate, the expectation of the delay is equal to the mean inter-contact 
time, as in®: 
B\Da] = (5.10) 
This might be counterintuitive, as one might anticipate that the expectation of the delay 
would equal half of the mean inter-contact time®. However, when calculating the mean 
value of delay, the message generation is uniform in time, and it is thus more probable 
that a message will be generated during a longer inter-contact time. For more details, 
see [85]. 
Unlimited Replication Schemes 
Many routing schemes developed for Delay Tolerant Networks encompass the replication of 
messages on multiple nodes to increase the possibility of timely delivery (refer to Chapter 
1 for more details). In this section we study the case where the source node infects other 
mobile nodes, which it meets incidentally on the course of its movement, with messages 
destined to the gateways. This means that upon an encounter, mobile nodes exchange all 
messages on their buffers^. The infected nodes will continue infecting other mobile nodes 
based on an unlimited replication scheme, where no constraint is placed on the number 
of replicas which may simultaneously exist in the network. These schemes (e.g. [24]) have 
been developed in order to reduce delay, at the cost of introducing singificant overhead in 
the network. This overhead, in terms of bandwidth and storage requirements, is quanti-
®For smarter forwarding schemes, this is to be understood as an upper bound of the delay 
^Known as the waiting time paradox. 
^Under the initial unlimited contact volume assumption. 
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fied via the number of replicas per packet, which is an important metric concerning the 
performance of such protocols. To this end, our analysis takes the number of replicas 
into account, and we propose algorithms for gateway placement that aim at minimizing 
network flooding until the delivery of the message. 
As shown in appendix B an upper bound of the expectation of the delay can be approxi-
mated (for comparable A, Am) by 
""<• • 
• . J - V ( S i l l 
TV A, 
for big enough N. 
In the case of unlimited replication, we are also interested on the number of replicas per 
packet that are produced before delivery to the gateway is accomplished. Again, based on 
the calculations in appendix B, an approximation of the expected number of replicas per 
packet may be given by: 
JV + 1 
=3 --TT--- (5-12) 
Since the approximated closed-form solution for the number of replicas per packet does 
not depend on our basic design parameter, namely the contact rate of a mobile node to the 
merged gateway, A(£'), we will use the exact formula (see appendix B) for the following 
optimizations: 
Discussion 
A similar approach (use of delivery and replication rates) has been followed in [83] to 
analytically characterize the simpler case of the delivery of a message from a mobile node 
to another under unlimited replication, when all mobile to mobile contact rates are i.i.d.. 
The different contact rate encountered for the destination in our case makes the derivation 
more complex and leads us to use the worst case scenario (upper bound of the expected 
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value) instead. Along the same lines, [23] derive analogous expressions with the use of 
ordinary differential equations. Our results are consistent with previous analysis up to a 
constant scaling factor. The closest study in terms of analytically describing the interaction 
of mobile nodes with infrastructure nodes is [84], dealing with both the case of disconnected 
and fully connected throwboxes; their results are not however directly applicable to our 
case, as (1) the contact rates between the pairs of mobile nodes and any mobile node with 
any throwbox are homogeneous and (2) the infrastructure plays a secondary role, and it 
is not necessary that an end-to-end path will involve a stationary node. In both scenarios 
presented herein, the stationary nodes play a significant role, either as the final destination 
of all messages in section 5.3.2 or as the necessary intermediate hop for the optimization of 
traffic between heterogeneous regions, presented in section 5.3.3. Moreover, as we use the 
results to acquire the utilities for the corresponding optimization problems, it is necessary 
that the effect of gateway deployment is illustrated in the derived expressions. 
5.3 Trace Based Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the performance of the framework proposed under realistic conditions, 
we have conducted a series of trace-driven simulations. UMass Dieselnet [63] is a mobile 
network testbed consisting of Wi-Fi nodes mounted to buses in the area of Amherst, MA. 
Contacts of mobile nodes to various access points which are active within the city, as well 
as contacts between mobile nodes have been logged. When using traces collected over such 
a scenario, there is a series of practical concerns that need to be taken into account. We 
observed for example, that mobile to mobile contacts were very sparse, especially when 
compared with the contacts of the mobile nodes with the whole set of the Access Points. 
In addition, the contact traces are highly heterogeneous for different mobile nodes, as 
they obviously depend on the mobility pattern of each one. For this reason, we had to 
use only a subset of the fore mentioned trace, comprising the peak hours (7 am-7 pm) 
of 8 days. More specifically, the trace used describes the contacts among 3 mobile nodes 
per day as well as the contacts between these mobile nodes and 10 access points, which 
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form our candidate solution set. The choice was made based on appearance consistency 
(i.e. the APs chosen should have come in contact with a mobile node on every day of 
the traces used), sufficiency of the number of contacts per day and elimination of nodes 
that demonstrated extremely large gaps in communication. All contacts between the 
same pair of nodes or node and gateway that were closer than 60 sec to each other were 
merged in one contact, as in [86]. At the same time we try to keep the time correlation of 
contacts between the chosen APs and the mobile nodes to a minimum. Finally, as we are 
evaluating the efficiency of approximation algorithms, the candidate solution set cannot 
be very extensive, so that we can compute the optimal solution and use it as a benchmark. 
5.3.1 Contact Distr ibut ion 
To facilitate a better understanding of the trace used, we are plotting the Complementary 
Cumulative Distribution Function of the pairwise inter-contact times between mobile nodes 
in Fig. 5.1, while the CCDF of the contacts between every mobile node and the APs (the 
set of the APs is viewed as a merged node in this context) is shown in Fig. 5.2. In 
both figures, we are comparing the empirically calculated probability with the analytical 
calculation under the assumption of exponentially distributed inter-contact times, where 
the mean of the distribution is estimated by the data available. For the case of mobile to 
merged gateway contacts, the empirical CCDF has a heavier tail than expected; this is due 
to the fact that contacts between a mobile node and the different gateways are correlated 
in time, appearing in bursts, thus resulting in a big number of small inter-contact times 
when the node is in a 'hot' area. 
5.3.2 Mobi le Sensor Network 
In this scenario, all DTN nodes can communicate with gateways deployed in the geograph-
ical area over which the network spans, to upload collected data. We are optimizing the 
placement of the gateways relevant to the utilities calculated in section 5.2.2. 
Let us first examine the minimization of the average delay from the generation of the data 
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until their delivery to the gateways. In that sense, a message is to be understood as a 
collected piece of information. We can now define the utility of a subset CJ C £, based on 
the calculated values of delay or number of replicas per message. 
It follows from (5.10) that for the case of forwarding schemes, the utility function that 
minimizes delay is 
while, according to (5.11), the delay-related utility function for the case of unlimited 
replication schemes will be; 
1 N 
^ ElDr']+ ^ l o g ( j V ) I iog(i^' 
I + Am 
which is also equivalent to maximizing A(£'), since in this case we cannot affect the other 
parameters through gateway placement. 
In addition, minimizing the number of replicas per message for the case of the unlimited 
replication scheme requires the use of the following utihty function, based on (5.13): 
Performance of Gateway Placement Strategies 
For the sake of evaluating the effectiveness of the gateway placement methods described, 
we are using the contact traces to simulate direct delivery and unlimited replication routing 
schemes. The delay and the number of replicas per packet (for the unlimited replication 
scheme) can be calculated based on the equations in section 5.3.2, by using the traces 
to derive the contact rates, A(£') and A^; the number of mobile nodes is A'" = 3. Al-
ternatively, we may run Monte Carlo trace-driven simulations for different realizations of 
message generation (every mobile node is assumed to be generating data messages at the 
^Assuming that the delay is bigger than one, which we can ensure by choosing appropriate units for 
measuring time. 
®The expected number of replicas per packet is always larger than one. 
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rate of 5 messages per hour^^), and acquire the mean value of the utility-related metrics, 
referred to as simulated utility in the following. We are using the traces of each day to 
acquire solution sets based on three different methods, namely the greedy and the back-
ward greedy algorithms as well as brute-force search for choosing the optimal solution. 
As two different metrics can be used, i.e. the calculated or the simulated value of utility, 
every day will give 6 different, but not necessarily distinct, solution sets. The evaluation 
consists of simulating the deployment of the suggested solution sets on the traces of the 
rest of the days (7). This means that we use every day as the training set, and evaluate 
the choice of solution sets based on the other 7 days, which form the testing set. Every 
method will be tested against 560 different Monte Carlo runs (8 deployment solutions x7 
different contact traces used for testing xlO different traffic realizations). We are plotting 
the simulated end-to-end utilities acquired when evaluating the 6 different methods with 
respect to the number of gateways deployed. As a benchmark, we are also plotting the 
mean end-to-end metrics averaged over all the possible combinations of gateways (which 
defines the average performance of random placement), as well as the maximum utility 
(e.g. the minimum delay) that can be achieved under oracle deployment, defined as the 
value of the utility when the optimal deployment is evaluated on the training data set, 
averaged over all 8 training sets. 
Fig. 5.3 plots the mean (simulated) delay of data delivery for forwarding schemes. We 
are simulating a direct delivery scheme, where the source node will hold onto the messages 
until it meets a gateway. Nodes generate messages at a rate of 5 packets per hour^^. For 
calculation based placement, we have acquired estimates of the contact rates based on the 
trace and used the utility function as in (5.14) while simulation based placement minimizes 
the delay as this is acquired through Monte Carlo simulations. We can see that all three 
calculation-based methods achieve the same mean delay, which is encouraging, since it 
is evidence that the greedy and backward greedy methods can perform as well as brute 
force. The best performing method is the greedy algorithm based on simulated evaluation 
^°The same value is used for simulations based on the same traces in [63]. The idea is that we keep the 
traffic load small enough, so that the effect of bandwidth on delay is isolated. 
Packets are produced during each node's active period, namely between its first and last recorded 
contacts with any node. 
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of the mean delay, while the brute force method (simulation-based) may sometimes overfit 
the training set and lead to bigger mean delay. The overall performance achieved does 
not however differ significantly from one method to the other. All 6 gateway placement 
methods are consistently closer to the oracle-based value than the average case value, but 
the gap between the average case and the best possible placement narrows as the number 
of gateways deployed becomes bigger. It should be noted that that when 10 gateways are 
deployed, there is only one 'random' solution set, as all gateways will be deployed. In 
that sense, the delay will be identical for the gateways chosen based on all algorithms and 
randomly, as there is only one solution set for full deployment. This is why the gain in 
utilities achieved by the proposed methods when compared to random placement is much 
larger when a smaller set of the gateways is being deployed. We note that the placement 
methods outperform random placement, cutting down the mean delay by as much as 54% 
(when deploying 2 out of 10 gateways). 
Fig. 5.4 plots the mean delay for the case of unlimited replication, using the same traffic 
settings as before. In general, the mean delay is smaller than that observed in Fig. 5.3, as 
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the nodes are exploiting the contacts with other mobile nodes, infecting them with their 
messages, resulting in more delivery opportunities. Similarly with before, an equal mean 
delay is attained by all three calculation-based methods, while the greedy simulated-based 
method achieves a better performance overall. On the whole, the trend of the delay is 
the same as the trend observed in the direct delivery case, with the gateway placement 
methods performing much better than random placement, especially for the cases when 
only a small fraction of the candidate locations can be deployed. The mean delay can 
be reduced by as much as 42% for simulation-based utilities or 38% for calculation-based 
optimization (both values for the case of deploying 2 gateways out of 10). 
For the unlimited replication routing scheme, we also evaluate the minimization of the 
mean number of replicas per packet. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5.5. Consis-
tently with previous results, the gateway placement methods' performance is always closer 
to the oracle-based value than the average case, especially under limited resources. 
5.3.3 Gateway Placement for Heterogeneous V A N E T s 
In this section we examine the use of the proposed framework for inter-domain communi-
cations between vehicular or mobile ad-hoc networks, whose nodes, though operating on 
the same or overlapping geographical areas, cannot establish direct communication with 
each other due to technological, or even policy constraints. These nodes need to rely on 
specially designed gateways, which are capable of communicating with nodes of both do-
mains. The problem lies in choosing a subset of possible locations for these gateways to 
optimize the traffic flow from nodes of one domain to the other. 
We will focus on communication between two domains, but the extension to multiple do-
mains, taking into account different traffic demands for different pair of domains can be 
found in [22]. The metrics we are using, delay and number of replicas per packet, are 
additive. This means that we can compose the utility a certain solution set, £', offers for 
inter-domain communication from domain s to domain d by computing the local utilities 
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for each domain: 
for delay, and 
^ (5.17) 
^ (5.18) 
for the number of replicas per packet. This decomposition allows us to solve the opti-
mization problem even when the domains use different routing schemes, by substituting 
the relevant calculated values for each domain. The first hop is related to the delivery of 
the generated messages to the gateways, and it has been analyzed before, in section 5.3.2. 
The second hop deals with the delivery of the messages from any of the gateways to any 
of the mobile nodes of the destination domain, and then to the destination node. This is 
because we consider the gateways to be agnostic to the intra-domain routing scheme, as 
their operation consists of bridging the two domains, and not route to individual nodes. 
Under the homogeneous contact assumption, the first node of domain d to come in contact 
with the gateways is the recipient of the message with probability , which would result 
in a delay of ^ . Otherwise, the mobile node which comes into contact with the gateways 
will take custody of the packet and follow the domain's routing scheme to deliver it to the 
final destination. The latter has a probability of • 
Following previous analysis, in the case of a forwarding strategy the rate of delivery op-
portunities, or in other words the expected value of the delay until delivery will be 
namely equal to the contact rate of the mobile node carrying the message with the des-
tination node. It follows that the expectation of the delay from the gateways to the final 
destination for the forwarding scheme is given by: 
^^Implicitly assuming that the delay incurred by the propagation of the messages among the connected 
gateways is negUgible when compared to the delays observed on the DTN networks. 
^^Without accounting for the copies in the gateways. 
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Moreover, for the specific case of direct dehvery, the number of transmissions required 
within the destination domain is given by 
(5.20) 
For unlimited replication schemes, the node carrying the message will act as the main 
source and infect any of the remaining iV^ — 1 nodes it encounters with a rate of 
following previous results in (5.11), an approximation of the upper bound of delay expecta-
tion can be found by substituting N with (%—1) and A with A^, resulting in 
thus an upper bound for the unlimited replication strategy can be approximated by: 
+ _ 1 , N d - l l o g ( A r j - l ) 2 
E [ D c ' , d \ « T T T T V + A j ( r ) ATj ( # d - l ) A^, 
Similar with previous analysis, the mean number of replicas per packet can be approxi-
mated by 
(5 22) 
Accuracy of Utility Calculation 
In the following, we consider all nodes of one day to belong to the same domain; nodes 
of the same domain are expected to come into contact with each other, and due to the 
nature of the traces used this can only be true if the nodes appear in the traces of the same 
day. We are then matching the days into 4 inter-domain pairs, and are using the contact 
traces to simulate direct delivery or unlimited replication routing schemes. Aiming to 
evaluate the merit of the analytical calculations of utility for the case of overall delay and 
number of packets, we are simulating all possible gateway combinations when the number 
of gateways deployed varies from 2 to 8 (out of 10), and plotting the mean calculated and 
simulated delay and number of rephcas per packet as these vary for different number of 
deployed gateways. We have performed 4 Monte Carlo runs for every possible gateway 
combination based on the different contact traces; in addition, for the case of simulated 
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utility, 10 different Monte Carlo runs on traffic realizations have been run (every node 
of domain 1 sends messages to nodes of the other domain, at the rate of 5 packets per 
hour; the destinations are picked randomly among the nodes of domain 2). Fig. 5.6 shows 
the mean end-to-end delay as this is (1) calculated based on the previous analysis, and 
(2) as the results of Monte Carlo simulations for different traffic realizations, when both 
domains use direct delivery while Fig. 5.7 plots the same metrics^'^ when both domains use 
an unlimited replication scheme^^. As we are using the calculated values for optimization, 
we are interested on the agreement of the trend of calculated vs simulated values rather 
than on the absolute accuracy of the calculations. We are plotting scaled^® versions of the 
calculated values to see how well this approximate the change in simulated-acquired 
utilities. After constant scaling, the calculated delay for the direct delivery case (fig. 5.6) 
approximated the simulated value within an error of 10% on the average case. Although 
the bound for the unlimited replication is quite loose^^, it is encouraging to see that the 
upper bound for the unlimited replication case captures the trend of the simulated values 
succesfully, within an error of 5% (fig. 5.7), as it justifies the use of the upper bound for 
optimization. 
The simulated delay for the direct delivery case is larger than that acquired under unlim-
ited rephcation, because unlimited rephcation allows for multiple copies of the message 
existing in the network at the same time, thus increasing the probability of timely deliv-
ery whereas the direct delivery scheme simulated is forwarding, which will only deliver the 
message when the source encounters the destination. For the case of calculated delays, 
however, the formula used for unlimited replication is an upper bound, so it is larger than 
the calculated delay for direct delivery. 
Fig.5.8 compares the calculated and the simulated mean number of replicas per packet, 
also plotting the scaled version. 
^•^The upper bounds for the calculated values. 
^®For simulation, messages that have not been delivered until the end of the simulation are considered 
delivered at the minimum of (i) the last contact of the node carrying the message or (ii) the last contact 
time observed for the destination node; this is necessary as not all of the nodes trace spans across the exact 
same time period. 
All calculated values are multiplied by a constant. 
^^Due to the fact that not all the assumptions taken during the calculation hold for the settings presented 
(e.g. large enough value of mobile nodes). 
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Performance of Gateway Placement Strategies 
In order to evaluate the gateway placement algorithms, we are using every pair of domains 
to acquire solution sets based on three different methods, namely the greedy and the back-
ward greedy algorithms as well as the optimal algorithm (brute-force search). As in section 
5.3.2 every pair of domains will give 6 solution sets. The evaluation consists of simulating 
the deployment of the suggested solution sets on the other three pairs of domains. Every 
method will be tested against 120 different Monte Carlo runs (4 deployment solutions 3 
pairs of contact traces 10 different traffic realizations). Simulation settings are the same 
as in section 5.3.3. We are plotting the simulated end-to-end utilities acquired when eval-
uating the 6 different methods with respect to the number of gateways deployed. As a 
benchmark, we are also plotting the mean end-to-end metrics averaged over all the possible 
combinations of gateways (which defines the average performance of random placement), 
as well as the maximum utility (i.e., the minimum delay) that can be achieved under 
oracle deployment, defined as the value of the utility when the deployment is evaluated 
on the training data set. Fig. 5.9 shows the mean delay when both domains use direct 
delivery schemes. All the methods based on the calculated utilities yield the same results 
(more specifically, the backward greedy algorithm yields exactly the same results as the 
optimal algorithm, while the greedy algorithm has very slight deviations). The methods 
based on the simulated utilities yield different results most of the times. Although there 
is no clear pattern in the relative performance of the two groups of methods, the solutions 
of the methods based on analytical utility calculation perform equally well as the ones 
based on simulation. We also observe that the proposed methods yield better results than 
random placement, especially when the number of deployed gateways is small. As the 
number of deployed gateways increases, the deployment solutions converge toward a full 
deployment. The gap between oracle-based deployment and our proposed methods is not 
surprising; the traces give no information of bus routes, so perfect matching of mobility 
patterns among days is not guaranteed. 
Similar results are obtained for the unlimited replication scheme (see Fig. 5.10), where 
calculation-based methods work better than simulation-based ones for the majority of the 
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cases (70% of the time). This is because the strategies based on simulated utilities may 
overfit the training data, which are based on the traces from one pair of days, and as 
a result will not work as well for the contact traces used for testing. We also note that 
the results obtained based on the gateway placement algorithms are within 10% of the 
oracle-based values. 
In the case of the unlimited replication scheme, we also plot the results concerning the 
minimization of the mean number of replicas per packet in Fig. 5.11. 
5.4 Discussion 
In this chapter we have 
1. discussed the complexity of problems related to infrastructure placement for DTN, 
2. analytically characterized the dependence of two key performance metrics for DTNs 
(delay and number of replicas) for two different classes of DTN protocols on deployed 
gateways, 
3. used the derived utility functions to establish a framework which uses variations of 
the greedy algorithm for the optimization of infrastructure placement and 
4. evaluated the merit of the proposed framework on actual VANET traces, focusing 
on two different scenarios of interest to VANET applications. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 8z Future Work 
THE main topic of this thesis has been the development of methods that can sup-
port the enhancement of Vehicular Ad-hoc Network design and operations. We 
have focused on the implications of high node mobility, namely rapid topology changes 
and network fragmentation, both of which are two generally recognized challenges affect-
ing the performance of VANETs. 
We developed methods that produce estimates of a link's residual-time (LRT), as a po-
tential way of supporting network designers to handle rapid topology changes and short 
lived links. Our initial study has shown that this direction could be useful in enabling the 
adaptation of current routing protocols in order to increase the reliability of established 
routes. For the evaluation of the proposed methods we have endeavoured to reproduce 
the radio channel realistically, by modelling multipath and shadow fading. 
We continued to address network fragmentation, by studying problems related to the place-
ment of connected, but sparsely located infrastructure nodes. Infrastructure is expected 
to play a very important role in vehicular communications, as indicated by most practical 
scenarios. Having developed a framework that characterizes the interaction of two differ-
ent classes of delay tolerant networks (forwarding and unlimited replication schemes) with 
infrastructure nodes, we apply our solutions to two different cases (a vehicle-based sensor 
network and communication between nodes using different technologies) and use actual 
traces from a bus testbed for evaluation. 
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It should be noted, that the ability to predict Link Residual Time is of particular interest 
for disruption tolerant networks, as in the case of infrequent opportunities for communi-
cation, nodes need to exploit the transient links as efficiently as possible. Knowledge of 
existing links' remaining lifetime has the potential to support this direction. For example, 
under the DTN scenario, a link which is expected to break in the imminent future may 
be given more opportunities to transmit than one which is predicted to have a higher 
remaining lifetime, as it might not be able to connect again for a considerable amount of 
time. On the whole, the methods presented operate on two different levels, and are meant 
to be assisting VANET design and operations in parallel ways. 
A brief summary of the technical work, presenting the main conclusions is given in sec-
tion 6.1, while the contributions are underlined in section 6.2; limitations are identified in 
section 6.3 and possible suggestions for the continuation of the work are given in section 
6.4. 
6.1 Summary & Conclusions 
When it comes to the efficient operation of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks, network designers 
are faced with two specific challenges on two different levels. The most distinguishing 
characteristic of VANETs when compared with generic mobile networks is the increased 
mobility of the nodes. This causes rapid topology changes, which need to be addressed on 
a link- or route- level, and network fragmentation which requires network-wide planning. 
Both of these issues need to be taken into account when designing solutions for efficient 
vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. With respect to the lat-
ter, it should be noted that various VANET applications inherently need to interact with 
stationary roadside nodes, either directly or in a multi-hop fashion. 
In the first two technical chapters (2 & 3) we have concentrated on the development of 
methods that can predict the time point of a hnk's breakage, in order to facilitate for 
designs that can be proactive toward rapid topology changes and limit the adverse effects 
of short-lived links. Inspired by the strong dependence of network functions on the status 
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of enabling technologies, we opted for methods that utilize information available at the 
physical layer. In this way we are able to lift the assumptions of deterministic transmis-
sion range (implying fixed known transmission power and ideal propagation conditions) 
and accurate knowledge of other nodes' position and velocity vectors, or specific mobil-
ity models, often encountered in existing work. Our goal has been to develop a metric 
that can accurately capture the remaining lifetime of a radio link, based solely on phys-
ical layer measurements. To this end, we have developed variants of a model describing 
the temporal dependence of link quality for a wireless link, subject to the mobile nodes 
maintaining a constant speed and direction. The variants of the model are intended to be 
used in combination with regression methods to produce estimates of the remaining link 
lifetime. The main idea is that we use collected samples of link quality to form a time 
series on a link basis. This time series is used to perform regression on the model, deriving 
parameters affecting path loss on the large scale, such as the received power at a refer-
ence distance, the path loss exponent, the relative speed between the nodes and/or the 
minimum distance that will be achieved between them on the course of their movement. 
These parameters are then used to extrapolate in the future, in order to determine the 
time point on which the link quality will drop below a specified threshold, rendering the 
link unsuitable for communication. 
We have found that in order to produce accurate estimates covering links of various rela-
tive mobility patterns^ and conditions, a model needs to incorporate: 
(i) The fact that the link quality does not vary linearly with the separating distance be-
tween the nodes, taking into account that the rate of change depends on the path loss 
exponent. 
(ii) The value of the received power at a reference distance, which is indicative of the 
transmission power. 
(iii) The relationship between the trajectories of the mobile nodes, and more specifically, 
the mirn'mum distance that will be achieved between them on the course of their move-
ment. This has been found to depend on the angle that the nodes' trajectories are forming 
and on the nodes' initial positions when they first came in contact with each other (see 
^That is, the estimates are accurate for a wide range of minimum distance achieved and relative speed. 
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(3.8)), and has been found to affect the link lifetime significantly (Fig. 3.3) 
(iv) The fact that the rate of change of the separating distance between the nodes, which 
introduces the temporal dependence in the model, is not constant, even for constant rela-
tive speed between the nodes (see (3.16)). 
The variants of the model presented, progressively include the phenomena described above, 
thus increasing the various methods' accuracy and applicability. Existing work employing 
the link quality changing rate to characterize mobile radio links does not take into account 
the above-mentioned fundamental characteristics of VANET radio links. As presented in 
section 3.2.1, the identification efficiency of the developed method under ideal channel 
conditions reaches the value of 100%, whereas for existing affinity-based schemes, the cor-
responding value is 86%. 
In addition, contrary to existing work, the proposed methods' performance has been ex-
plicitly evaluated in the presence of multipath and shadow-fading. As demonstrated in 
section 3.2.2, the use of the time derivative in existing methods may be problematic due to 
the inherent noise in channel measurements. More specifically, the identification efficiency 
under multipath fading drops significantly, and the resulting lifetimes are closer to an 
agnostic scheme (random decision) than they are at the optimal value. On the contrary, 
the identification efficiency of the LRT estimates maintains values larger than 97%. The 
proposed methods use as much of the collected information as possible, employing regres-
sion on the collected time series, instead of explicitly using the link quality changing rate. 
In this way, the estimates are more robust to instantaneous fades. In order to increase 
the absolute accuracy of the estimates even further, we have employed Empirical Mode 
Decomposition as a filter to combat the oscillations caused by the nature of the mobile 
wireless channel, and representative results have shown that employing EMD can improve 
the absolute accuracy (in terms of time average error) by as much as 70%, when compared 
to using the raw data^. 
The accuracy of different models has been found to depend on (i) the value of the rela-
tive speed between the nodes (ii) the minimum distance achieved on the course of their 
movement and (iii) the standard deviation of shadow fading, but does not vary as much 
^See section 2.5.2 for details of the settings used. 
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with the percentage of time that the channel is active after a certain threshold^. More 
specifically, the accuracy generally increases for higher values of the relative speed, mainly 
because fading variations will extend to fewer samples, as nodes spend less time moving 
through areas affected by deep fades, while the distance-dependent changes in path loss 
demonstrate themselves sooner. On the other hand, accuracy decreases for bigger values 
of minimum distance achieved; in these cases the smaller link duration has a negative 
effect, as there are less samples available to perform the estimations. 
The importance a network designer places on the absolute accuracy of link lifetime pre-
dictions may vary, depending on the way the metric is utilized; e.g., support of hand-off 
functions and proactive initiation of route reconstructions may not demand as accurate 
estimates as an algorithm which aims at supporting Quality of Service related provision-
ing and uses the lifetime estimates to support corresponding decisions. Nevertheless, it is 
crucial that the limitations of different methods to predict the link lifetime are recognized 
before their application. The accuracy of the estimates is also significant when the metric 
is utilized for route construction functions, either as the sole metric, or in combination 
with other factors. 
With respect to QoS or route construction related functions, it is important that the met-
ric is capable of capturing the remaining lifetime even during the phase when the link 
quality is improving. As we have shown, links of improving link quality should not always 
be favoured over links whose quality is deteriorating. Moreover, there are occasions when 
two links which are both of improving link quality need to be compared with respect to 
their lifetimes, or it might be necessary to estimate the lifetime of a radio link during 
the phase when the mobile nodes are approaching each other. The link lifetime during 
the improving phase, however, depends on the time point when the link quality starts 
deteriorating, namely on the time point when the minimum distance between the nodes 
will be achieved. Inclusion of this phenomenon on the link estimations is accomplished in 
chapter 3, where the model used incorporates the minimum distance between the nodes on 
the course of their movement as a parameter, describing the link quality during the whole 
=See Pig. 2.7(a) 
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duration of the link^. The fact that the minimum distance to be achieved forms a right-
angled triangle, with the separating distance between the nodes being the hypotenuse (see 
Fig. 3.2(b)) enables us to use the pythagorean theorem to express the physical distance 
between the nodes as the sum of the squares of the minimum distance achieved and the 
distance of the mobile from the origin of a specific axis. By choosing the axis so that the 
distance of the mobile from the origin varies linearly with the mobile's speed, we obtain a 
model describing the change of link quality with time. 
For route construction purposes, it is important that the metric can be successfully used to 
make an informed decision between two or more given links. To this end, we have developed 
a framework which analytically quantifies the identification capability of an LRT metric, 
when this is used to distinguish the longest-living link among two given ones, depending 
on the degree of accuracy, i.e., the error distributions. Based on this framework, we have 
demonstrated that the estimates produced under the proposed methods are relatively ro-
bust to the levels of shadow fading: the identification efficiency, as measured relatively to 
an oracle-based decision, is kept above or close to 90%. In addition, we have demonstrated 
that the produced LRT estimates can be efficiently used to leverage a VANET routing 
protocol, supporting the use of remaining link hfetime as the route optimization metric. 
To this end, we have devised a modification to the original Dijkstra's algorithm to find 
the max-min path on a connected graph (see section 4.2). We have focused on route con-
struction using the LRT estimates as the sole metric, with the aim to maximizing route 
lifetime. The rationale behind this is that we want to derive the true gain achieved when 
the LRT estimates are used for route construction, without the constraint of additional 
optimization metrics. Contrary to existing work, we use a more realistic channel model, 
by incorporating shadow fading variations on the links formed between the vehicles. We 
run indicative simulations, which give encouraging evidence for the feasibility of applying 
the proposed methods in routing protocols. More specifically, we have found that utilizing 
the proposed estimation method leads to the construction of routes which may last up 
to 54% more when compared to routes constructed based on the smoothed SNR metric®. 
^Subject to the nodes maintaining their velocity vectors. 
®See table 4.2. 
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Smoothed SNR is a common metric used to support the construction of reliable routes, 
but it reflects a summary of the past, rather than an extrapolation into the future. In 
that sense, it implicitly assumes the existence of stable links connecting the source with 
the destination. 
An important observation is that, especially under shadow fading, the produced estimates' 
accuracy increases as the link gets older, and more samples are available to perform the 
estimations. This should be taken into account when utilizing the estimates for the de-
sign of upper layer functions. We have implemented certain convergence criteria; when 
utilizing the estimates for route construction, pre-convergence estimates are multiplied 
with a constant, smaller than one, indicating that larger trust is placed on later estimates. 
Special attention needs to be paid to the fact that a typical radio link in the VANET 
context has time varying properties and might be asymmetric; the time series formed in 
difi^erent nodes concerning the same link will differ. This means that the LRT estimates 
of two nodes concerning the link they share will not necessarily be the same; the resulting 
inconsistency might be turned into an advantage. For routing, we have treated the dis-
agreement in the LRT estimates as information redundancy, proposing different schemes 
to choose the nominal link residual time of the links. Based on indicative simulations, we 
have concluded that using the smallest estimate among the two {pessimistic strategy) is 
more beneficial, as the proposed method occasionally tends to overestimate the remaining 
link lifetime. 
While it is important to combat the adverse effect of short-lived links, VANET designers 
face at the same time the challenge of network fragmentation, where nodes may be isolated 
for a considerable amount of time, being unable to establish communication with other 
nodes in the network. Delay Tolerant Networking solutions have been developed to enable 
data dissemination across disrupted mobile networks. Focusing on apphcations that in-
herently need to interact with infrastructure, we examine how the performance of typical 
DTN protocol paradigms can be enhanced through optimizing the placement process of 
infrastructure nodes. The idea falls along the lines of 'throwboxes' [64], where the de-
ployment of stationary nodes has been demonstrated to increase network performance in 
DTNs by offering a larger number of contact opportunities and increasing storage space 
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within the network. However, we examine the placement of connected stationary nodes, 
and aim to solve the optimization problem for real-life scenarios, where the infrastructure 
nodes, referred to as gateways, play a crucial role in delivering the application require-
ments. We assume there is a finite set of candidate locations, where the gateways may be 
deployed, and each candidate location is assigned a cost. The effect of the deployment of 
specific gateways on the performance of the network is quantified through the definition 
of utility functions, which have been found to depend on (i) the class of DTN routing pro-
tocol implemented in the network; more specifically the classes examined are forwarding 
protocols and unlimited replication schemes, (ii) the underlying mobility patterns of the 
nodes, as these are demonstrated through the observed contact rates, and (iii) the appli-
cation examined. The utilities under consideration are delivery delay, and for the case of 
unlimited replication, the number of packet replicas that exist in the network at the time 
of packet delivery. These utilities are used to formulate resource allocation problems for 
the placement of connected stationary nodes under cost constraints. Our analysis focused 
on two different scenarios of interest to VANET applications; the collection of informa-
tion from a vehicle based sensor network and the interoperability of nodes using different 
enabling technologies or routing schemes. The latter application addresses the problem 
of heterogeneous technologies, enabling nodes moving on the same geographical area, but 
not capable of direct communication due to technological constraints, to exchange infor-
mation. 
Certain assumptions have been made (exponentially distributed inter-contact times, ho-
mogeneous contact rates, unlimited contact volume, large number of nodes) to allow for 
closed-form solutions when calculating the utilities. We have run trace-based simulations, 
using actual network traces collected from a bus-based DTN, which do not always satisfy 
the assumptions employed in the analysis, in order to evaluate the merits of the proposed 
framework as realistically as possible. 
We have concluded that the calculated values for the utilities do not match the actual 
(simulated) values in absolute terms. However, the fact that the scaled versions of cal-
culated utilities approximate the simulated utilities to a satisfying extent is encouraging, 
as we are using the calculated utilities for optimization. We are thus interested in the 
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relative change in utilities when different sets of gateways are deployed, i.e., in the rela-
tive merit of deploying different candidate locations. We note that the upper bound of 
expected delay, in the case of unlimited replication when bridging heterogeneous groups 
of nodes, captures successfully the trend of the actual delay with an error smaller than 
5%®. Another important observation is that optimization based on calculated utilities 
results in similar, and under occasion, larger^ performance gain when compared to opti-
mization using simulated (measured) utilities. This confirms the suitability of the derived 
utility functions for optimization, especially for large-scale networks where it might be 
computationally challenging to acquire the actual utilities through measurements or sim-
ulations for various scenarios of gateway placement. We compare the utilities achieved 
when using the proposed framework with random and optimal placement. We have found 
that under all scenarios in question, the use of the framework results in smaller delay or 
number of replicas per packet than the case of utility-agnostic placement, however the 
gain is more significant when the resources are limited; the proposed solutions, although 
based on greedy algorithms, can achieve up to a 30% increase in performance relatively to 
random deployment, when the resources allow for the placement of 2 out of 10 gateways^. 
Again, in the case of deploying 2 gateways when there are 10 available locations the mean 
delay for the case of a mobile sensor network may be decreased by as much as 54% when 
compared to random placement®. As full deployment corresponds to the placement of a 
finite number of gateways (equal to the cardinality of the candidate locations set), when 
10 gateways are deployed, there is only one 'random' solution set, as all gateways will be 
deployed. In that sense, the delay will be identical for the gateways chosen based on all 
algorithms and randomly, as there is only one solution set for full deployment. As we 
move toward full deployment, the utilities offered by all algorithms converge to the same 
value. It follows that the placement algorithms are beneficial when the cost constraints are 
more rigid. In addition, we compare the acquired utilities with optimal placement, which 
is derived by using the same traces for training (acquire utilities) and testing (calculate 
See section 5.3.3. 
^Especially when bridging groups of nodes using heterogeneous technologies, see Fig. 5.10. 
®See section 5.3.3. 
®See section 5.3.2. 
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resulting utilities after deployment). The gap between oracle-based deployment and the 
proposed methods is not surprising; the traces give no information of bus routes, so perfect 
matching of mobility patterns among days is not guaranteed. More specifically, we have 
found that when deploying the 'optimal' set of gateways, as this is derived from a specific 
subset of the traces, on another subset, the achieved utilities might be smaller than those 
acquired under the greedy algorithms^°, as the acquired solution set under brute force 
may overfit the training data. In general, we have found that the acquired utilities under 
the proposed algorithms are consistently closer to the optimal solution than they are to 
random deployment for the case of a bus-based sensor network; the same, however is not 
always true when applying the framework for optimizing the scenario of gateway-assisted 
communication among different domains. 
6.2 Main Contributions 
To the best knowledge of the author, the following aspects of the thesis are believed to be 
original contributions : 
• the development of a method that can be used to estimate a wireless link's residual-
time, used in conjunction with robust hnear regression, yet employing a model that, 
contrary to previous work, captures the non-linear dependency between link quality 
and time, by transforming the time variable. This model is applicable when the 
minimum distance achieved approaches zero, and can produce real time estimates 
during the deteriorating link phase only. The evaluation of the method has explicitly 
considered multipath fading. 
• the development of two further methods, employing non-linear estimation algo-
rithms, used in conjunction with models which take the minimum distance achieved 
into account, contrary to existing methods employed for VANETs. More specifi-
cally, the second model also employs an approximation which captures the rate of 
change of the nodes' separating distance with time, which is not always constant. 
"See for example Fig. 5.3 
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An adaptive element has been employed together with those two models, where the 
distribution of the residuals is examined in order to track changes in the underlying 
parameters. These two models can produce real time estimates during the deteri-
orating link phase only. The evaluation of the methods has explicitly considered 
multipath and shadow fading. 
• the introduction of a model that is capable of describing the temporal dependence of 
SNR during the whole duration of the link and accurately captures both the effect 
of the minimum distance achieved and the variations in the rate of change of the 
separating distance between the nodes. This model has been used in conjunction 
with non-linear least squares estimation techniques, and has been shown to produce 
accurate LRT estimates throughout both the improving and deteriorating phases of 
the radio link. In contrary with existing work, we have examined the effect of the 
relative speed and the minimum distance achieved between the nodes, as well as 
that of multipath and shadow fading on the accuracy of the estimates. In addition, 
we have developed a framework which allows the quantification of the identification 
capability of the estimates, i.e. the probability that the estimates can be used to 
correctly identify the longest-living link among two given radio links. Using the 
framework, we have shown that the identification efficiency (measured with respect 
to the optimal decision) is relatively robust with respect to the shadowing levels, 
and stays above 90%. 
• a modification in Dijkstra's algorithm in order to find the max-min path on a con-
nected graph and the proof of correctness for the resulting algorithm. Following 
that , adaptations to existing routing protocols and discussion of specific technical 
issues arising from the protocol implementation. 
• the application of a utility maximization framework, optimizing for certain DTN 
performance metrics when infrastructure nodes are deployed, on different scenarios 
based on actual vehicular network traces. 
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6.3 Limitations 
Although we have shown that the proposed method for estimating Link Residual Time 
can be efficiently used to identify the longest-living link among two under shadow fading, 
the absolute value of the predicted lifetime, especially for larger values of shadowing stan-
dard deviation, and during the first few estimations, does not always accurately depict the 
actual link lifetime. This is specifically the case for lower values of the relative speed, as 
the variations caused by shadow fading may initially dominate the large-scale path loss, 
leading to incorrect parameter estimation. To this end, assuming knowledge of the general 
channel characteristics, such as the level of shadow fading, would be beneficial. 
We have identified that the accuracy of the estimates increases as the link gets older, more 
samples become available and large-scale path loss becomes more evident. Convergence 
criteria have been introduced, to reflect the gradual improvement in accuracy. We have 
shown that even when using pre-convergence estimates, the metric can successfully iden-
tify links of longer lifetime, under Rayleigh and Rician fading, achieving a mean value 
larger than 97% of the corresponding value of optimal identification^^. When evaluating 
route construction in a VANET under shadow fading in Chapter 4, we proposed mul-
tiplying pre-convergence estimates with a constant smaller than one, to reflect that the 
relative accuracy of subsequent estimates is expected to be higher; this approach essen-
tially defines two different classes for the estimates. A more sophisticated approach could 
take the gradual increase in accuracy into account in a more explicit way. An alternative 
would be to support the prediction methods, especially during the early part of a link's 
lifetime, by combining the proposed estimation algorithm with knowledge of the nodes' 
relative location, velocity vectors or doppler shift measurements. Knowledge of the chan-
nel characteristics, as described above, could also increase the accuracy of pre-convergence 
estimates. 
It should be noted that the models derived, as well as the evaluation results, have assumed 
that the nodes' velocity vectors remain relatively constant throughout the link duration. 
Although this is a strong assumption, the corresponding time interval (ranging from 6 to 
Section 3.2.2. 
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120 s) may be considered sufficiently small for most of the occasions, while vehicles are, 
in general, expected to move in a consistent way [11]. The method described in section 
2.6.1 can be used in conjunction with the estimation methods, in order to track changes 
in the value of the underlying parameters of the relative movement. However, a change in 
the velocity vectors may render previously acquired estimates to be false; the latter also 
affects the methods assuming implicit knowledge of nodes' position and mobility vectors 
and cannot be resolved before the changes occur, unless when knowledge of the specific 
mobility model or the drivers' intention is available. The integration of navigation infor-
mation, acquired by the relevant systems, could make the prediction of link lifetime in the 
case of frequent changes feasible even before the changes occur. 
We have endeavoured to model the mobile wireless channel realistically by including mul-
tipath and shadow fading. It should be noted that the simulation results presented have 
been obtained under the use of the propagation models described in section 2.2; multipath 
fading (either Rician or Rayleigh) has been modelled using a filter which produces the 
Jakes Doppler spectrum, consistent with the commonly used Clarke's model, which has 
been derived under the assumptions described in the corresponding section. The shadow 
fading model used takes spatial cross-correlation into account by interpolating between 
uncorrelated samples of a gaussian distribution with the desired standard deviation. We 
have not focused on any specific physical layer technology, except for the fact that we 
have assumed the frequency used in and the magnitude of range usually achieved under 
802.llg. It will also be interesting to see how the methods perform when using the Signal 
to Interference-plus-Noise ratio as the metric used to deduce link lifetime. 
The methods proposed include non-linear regression, which can often be computation-
ally demanding. However, constraints related to computing capability, common in most 
mobile networks, are relaxed in the case of vehicular communications, allowing for the 
development of more complex solutions. 
As far as the optimization of infrastructure placement is concerned, certain assumptions 
have been made to allow for the derivation of closed form solutions for the utility calcu-
lation. The distributions of the inter-contact times between mobile nodes, and between 
mobile nodes and stationary nodes, have been assumed to be exponentially distributed 
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and homogeneous, a common assumption in relevant literature, which has also been ob-
served in actual network traces. In addition, the fact that the inter-contact time between 
a mobile node and the set of the deployed gateways has also been assumed to be expo-
nentially distributed, imphes that the contact processes between the mobile nodes and 
the various gateways are independent, which might not be true in practice, as the geo-
graphical proximity of gateways might introduce correlation. The number of mobile nodes 
has been assumed to be relatively large, while the contact and storage volume have been 
considered unlimited. The latter allows us to consider transmission of different packets to 
be independent; we do however assess unlimited replication routing schemes based on the 
number of replicas per packet existing in the network, which is reflective of the resources 
needed. We evaluate the proposed framework using traces from a bus-based network, 
where these assumptions do not necessarily hold (see Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). Although the 
calculated utilities do not match the actual ones in absolute value, they follow the same 
trend to a certain extent (see Fig. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8), which is encouraging, since we aim 
to use the calculated utilities for optimization purposes, where the relative gain achieved 
under different deployment scenarios is more important than agreement in the absolute 
utility gain. It should be noted that for the case of unlimited replication schemes, we use 
the upper bound, which appears to be quite loose; the scaled version, however agrees with 
the trend of the actual delay within an error of 5%. Also, the fact that using the calculated 
and simulated utilities for optimization gives similar results indicate that the calculated 
utilities reflect the network behaviour to a satisfying extent for optimization purposes. 
Despite the restrictions imposed by the assumptions taken and the use of variants of the 
greedy algorithm, the trace-driven simulations have indicated the merit of the proposed 
framework under limited resources. As the set of candidate locations is finite, all methods, 
including random placement, converge toward one solution set as the maximum allowed 
cost increases, i.e., as the number of deployed gateways approaches the cardinality of the 
solution set. This means that the actual utility achieved under random placement, the 
proposed methods and oracle-based deployment will be the same when the cost constraint 
fact, the use of calculated utilities has been found to perform better under occasion, see for example 
Fig. 5.10. 
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allows for full deployment, as all candidate locations will be chosen. We conclude that, 
under the examined scenario, the proposed methods are useful mainly for cases when the 
cost constraint is small relatively to the cost of full deployment. 
6.4 Future Work 
In the first part of this thesis we have focused on developing a link metric capturing 
the remaining lifetime of a wireless link in the VANET context, based on physical layer 
measurements only, yet accurate enough to be suitable for inclusion in route construction 
related decisions. We have demonstrated that the developed method has the potential to 
distinguish the longest living link between two given ones, and that it can be beneficial for 
the route construction process in VANETs, resulting in the construction of longer-living 
routes, thus increasing communication reliability and decreasing the route construction 
overhead. We have discussed the ways to adapt existing routing protocols to integrate the 
LRT estimation metric into the routing decision, and addressed relevant practical issues. 
As indicated by the absolute accuracy achieved close to link breakage, the estimates can 
also be successfully used for triggering hand-offs, thus supporting route maintenance. Be-
fore moving to a fully fledged routing protocol, it is important to note that route lifetime 
is not the sole metric affecting network performance. While the establishment of reliable 
communication routes is crucial, other factors, such as expected throughput, might affect 
overall network performance. The LRT estimates can be used in combination with other 
metrics, such as hop-count or expected throughput, to enable efficient communication in 
the VANET context. We have already mentioned that the developed methods can be 
used to provide not only with predictions of the link breakage time point, but also with 
estimations of future link quality. On the whole, we envision a networking protocol that 
includes LRT estimates for the construction of robust routes, taking into account other 
metrics (e.g., hop-count and/or expected throughput) and using appropriate strategies 
for the routing decisions. Knowledge of the remaining route lifetime has the potential to 
support adaptive network designs, where routes are optimized based on multiple metrics, 
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the specific strategy depending on current network conditions and the Quahty of Service 
required by the application for the corresponding communication route. 
The identification efficiency framework can be extended toward quantifying the gain when 
the estimates are used to identify the longest-hving Hnk among multiple ones. In addi-
tion, it can be further developed to provide insight on the effect of the estimation accuracy 
level (as this is refiected on the error distribution) on the lifetime of the constructed route, 
where link identifications are combined cumulatively. Furthermore, the results acquired 
by the identification analysis can be integrated in a routing protocol, taking the inherent 
uncertainty of the estimates into account when utilizing them for route construction. 
Another fruitful direction would be the investigation of utilizing LRT estimations for the 
improvement of the performance of other network functions, such as the establishment of 
stable clusters within the network, or scheduling (esp. for DTN applications). 
As far as the infrastructure placement framework is concerned, the methods are meant 
to be used for placement optimization for large scale systems, extending over a large area 
(e.g the metropolitan area of London) and consisting of a big number of possible locations 
(e.g. a portion of the bus stops) and mobile nodes (e.g. the bus fieet). It would therefore 
be of particular practical interest to address how we could efficiently derive the necessary 
characteristics (e.g., contact rates with specific possible locations), that enable us to cal-
culate the utilities from the bus schedules and maps. 
The calculated utilities derived for the infrastructure placement optimization framework 
have been found to describe the trace-based simulated behaviour of the network to a sat-
isfying extent. There exist however some directions that would be worth pursuing. The 
contact distributions are assumed homogeneous; it would be interesting to see to what ex-
tent we can derive closed-form solutions when the contact processes among different nodes 
are assumed heterogeneous for the analysis. In addition, it might be worth investigating 
the calculation of utihties under throughput constraints, and using total throughput as 
an extra optimization parameter. Furthermore, the evaluation of joint optimization of 
multiple utilities is still to be investigated. 
Another application of significant importance is a scenario where the infrastructure nodes 
will actively participate in the routing schemes used by the VANET (i.e., not purging the 
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messages upon encounter with any node, as we have assumed in the interoperabihty sce-
nario). This can be handled by reusing the current framework and modifying the utility 
functions accordingly. 
Finally, the current framework is focused on sparse networks where individual nodes en-
counter each other relatively infrequently. The most motivating extension of the frame-
work would seem to be the inclusion of clusters of nodes, so that the effect of real-time 
communication within fragments of the network can be taken into account. 
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Appendix A 
Lemmata 
The lemmata proven below are used to prove the correctness of the modified Dijsktra's 
algorithm presented in section 4.2. 
L e m m a 1 ( T r i a n g l e I n e q u a l i t y ) . Given a connected graph G = {V,E) with a function 
I : E ^ ^ and a source s,the following is true for all edges {u,v) G E[G]: 
T(S U) > min{T{s v), l{u, v)) 
Proof. By the definition of the longest-living path RT, we have that 
T(g 1/) > Z(p), 
for any path p leading from the source vertex, s, to u. Assume p' = s ^ v u is the 
path which goes from the source to v and then traverses the edge(u, f ) ; then r ( s ^ u) > 
l{p') = min{T{sv),l{u,v)). • 
L e m m a 2 ( U p p e r - B o u n d P r o p e r t y ) . Given a graph G — {V, E) with a function I : E ^ ^ 
and a source s, t[v\ < T(S v) for all v E V[G] at the beginning of every iteration of 
the while loop. In addition, once t[v] achieves the upper bound value T{S^ V), it remains 
unchanged. 
Proof. We prove the inequality over the iterations of the loop by induction: 
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Bas is The beginning of the first iteration occurs right after the initiahzation. The in-
equahty t[v] < r ( s w) is trivially satisfied for all f e y[G] \ s, since = - c o . 
For the source we have t[s] = 00 = T(S s) by definition. 
Induct ive Step At each iteration, the only point at which a t value might change is in 
line 17 of algorithm 4.1. If the value of t changes, the following holds : 
t[v] =min{t[u],l{u,v)) ( A . l ) 
< min(r(s u)J{u, v)) (inductive hypothesis) (A.2) 
< T(S-^ V) (Lemma 1). (A.3) 
Once = T(S v), t[v] will not change; it cannot become greater than r ( s v), 
since we have shown that the above inequality holds for all iterations. In addition it will 
not decrease again since the only part of the algorithm that t values change is during the 
relaxation process (lines 16-18) is such that the value of t may only increase. • 
L e m m a 3 ( P r e d e c e s s o r ' s g u a r a n t e e ) . For the whole duration of the algorithm, if a vertex 
u is a predecessor for any other vertex then u G . 
Proof. We use induction over the loops of the algorithm: 
Before the first loop Q = fj) and consistent with the lemma, no vertex has been set as 
a predecessor {prev[u] = NIL for all u G V[G]). The claim is maintained throughout 
the algorithm, as the only point where predecessors are set is in line 18; the only vertex 
that can be set as a predecessor is u, which has been added to Q previously during this 
iteration (line 10). • 
L e m m a 4 ( R e l a x a t i o n I n e q u a l i t y ) . If an edge {u,v) has been relaxed, then, for the rest of 
the algorithm, t[v] > min{T[u],l{u,v)), where T[u] is the value of t[u] at the time of the 
relaxation. 
Proof. During the edge relaxation procedure, only changes if it is smaller than 
min{T[u],l{u,v)) (lines 16-17), and takes on that value. In later iterations, t[v] can only 
'^Note that this is a sufficient condition for u € Q, but not necessary. 
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increase, so that it remains greater than or equal to min{J'[u],l(u,v)) after the relax-
ation. • 
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Appendix B 
Utility analysis under unlimited 
replication routing schemes 
Let us consider the propagation of a message from the time it was created until it reaches 
one of the gateways. After the generation of the message, the only node carrying the 
message is the source. The message is propagated throughout the network as the nodes 
carrying the message infect other nodes upon contacting them. It follows that the rate 
of infection depends on the number of nodes that have already been infected. For the 
following, we denote the total number of nodes with N. Assuming homogeneous contact 
rate for all the pairs of nodes, denoted by Am, the time until the first infection, denoted 
by Ti, can be described by a random variable, characterising the minimum remaining 
time until the first contact among all the possible contacts with each of the rest ( # — 1) 
mobile nodes. As the time until the next contact with each node has been assumed to 
be described by an exponential random variable with mean 1/Xm, the minimum of these 
times is also an exponential random variable with mean let denote 
the time point of the ( j — l)- th replication of the message. This means that at time T j - i , 
j nodes hold a copy of the message while {N — j ) nodes remain uninfected. The next 
possible replication is now the minimum time until the next encounter between the set of 
the infected and the set of the uninfected nodes, namely among j{N — j ) different pairs. 
It follows that the time elapsed between T j - i and Tj follows an exponential distribution 
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with mean • At any moment during the propagation of the message among the 
N nodes, any of the infected nodes may come in contact with the gateways and deliver the 
message. The rate of infection of (and therefore, delivery to) any of the gateways when j 
nodes carry the message (in other words, for Tj_i <t< Tj) is jX. 
The distribution of the time it takes from the generation of the message until it is delivered 
to any of the gateways, denoted by D, is dependent on the probability that the delivery of 
the message happens after the j t h replication and before the ( j + l ) th replication becomes 
necessary: 
N-L 
E[D] - ^ Pr{2^ < D < < D < (B.l) 
j=0 
We first calculate the probability that j nodes have been infected before any of them meets 
with the gateway, 
Pr {T, < D < = Pr {71, < D } P r {D < < D } . (B.2) 
We begin by examining the first factor, which can be calculated inductively: 
Pr {7 .^ < D } - Pr < D } Pr {D - < D } 
— j)^m 
- P r { 3 ^ _ i < D } 
- P r { 7 ^ _ 2 < D } 
— j)Xm + A 
~ ( j ~ l))^m {N — j)Xm 
~ { j ~ + A {N — j)Xm + A 
where we have used the fact that the time between the ( j — l ) th replication and the message 
delivery is exponentially distributed with rate j A, and that the time difference between the 
(j — l ) th and the j t h replication is exponentially distributed with rate {N — j)jXm, and the 
property of exponentially distributed variables, that if X ~ Exp{Xx) and Y ~ EXP{XY), 
then 
(B4 
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Using the same property, we can calculate the second factor of eq. B.2 
P r { D < 7 ^ + i | 2 } < D } = P r { D - 2 1 , < 7 j + i - 3 1 , | 7 ^ < D } 
A 
A + — J — 1) ' (B.5) 
as D - Tj ~ Exp{{j + 1)A) and Tj+i - Tj ~ Exp{{j - 1){N - j + l)Am). Plugging (B.3) 
and (B.5) into (B.2) we acquire: 
p. m < D < r , « } = n 
Going back to (B.l) we rewrite the second factor of each term as in 
- E[Tj\Tj <D]+E[D - T j \ ^ < D - Tj < Tj+i - Tj\ 
(B.7) 
Using the property that if X and Y are two independent exponential random variables 
then 
<: y ] <: _JL, Q3.8) 
we can calculate an upper bound for each of the terms in B.7. First, note that 
E[Tj\Tj <D] ^ E[Ti.^\Tj <D\ + E[Tj - \Tj < D] 
- E[Tj-i\Tj.i <D]+ E[Tj - - T,_i < D -
= (B.9) 
i = l 
It follows from eq. B.8 that 
(BA.) 
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In addition, E[D - Tj\{) < D - Tj < Tj+i - Tj] can also be bounded based on B.8, as 
D ~ Tj ^ Exp{{j + 1)A) a n d T^+i - Tj ~ Exp{{j + 1)(7V - j - l )Am). C o m b i n i n g th i s 
with (B.IO) and (B.7) we can acquire the upper bounds for the expectation of the delay, 
conditioned on the number of replications that need to take place before delivery: 
If Am and A are comparable, we may approximate the probability of the delivery to the 
gateways happening after the ( j — l)-th replication with Pr {2^ - < D < 7}+i} « Using 
this approximation and eq. B . l l we can find a worst-case scenario expectation for the 
delay (eq. B.l): 
N-i ( , i 
53 1 TTZTu + £ 
N 
J" 
N-1 ( j , N-1 N-j-1 
2 j l o g - ^ , 
"' ^ ifer' • ' &E Ei + El- E 7 
1 /l . ( N-1 N-1 N~2 
_ 1 / log TV # l o g ( # — 1) 
^ V ^ ^ ^ 
l o g A T ^ l ^ l y (B.12) 
N y A A^  
for big enough values of N. 
Similarly, the expected number of replica packets generated per message can be calculated 
as in: 
N-1 N-1 
E [ E ] = ^ P r { 3 } < D < + 1) ^ + 1) = (B.13) 
j=0 j=o 
